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PROLOGUE 

On December 4th and 5th, 1958, a symposium on the use of pulse ~eu

tron sources was held at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory in Berkeley. A 

similar symposium had been held ~n Berkeley in November of 1956. Members. 

of fourteen laboratories attended the first meeting and it was uniformly ~·. 

agreed that another meeting in from one to two years would be very worthwhile 
\ . 

since many laboratories had only. begun to work in the field. In the time be-

tween the two meetings the AEC Advisory Committee on ReaCtor Physics pr-e-. 
pared a document entitled "Outstanding Reactor Physics Problems. 11 The 

following item was placed at the head of the list: 

"The systematic development of pulsed neutron techniques, 
·-

with a complete study of the paramete:J:i's which can be 

measured by these methods. 11 

The increased interest on the }!>art 6f various people was reflected in 
• I A 

the increased attendance in the second symposium. Repr~sentatives of more 

than 30 laboratories were present, including th~ee scientists from the Euro

pean laboratories that first developed an'd us.ed these techniques. 

The papers presented at the meeting were recorded and transcriptions 
. . . 

appear in the following document. In response to the plea of several of the 
J 

speakers I would like to emphasize that this' _document consists of recorded 

talks and not formally prepared papers. It is often startling .to see in print 

words you have said in a verbal presentation. ·Some editing has of course 

heen necessary and I would like to acknowl~dge the assistance of all of the 

members of the Neutronics Division,of th.e Law__x_en-ce Radiation Laboratory 
. ·. ----

who did the initial editing and proofreading. Acknowledgment should also be 

made to all of the speakers who cooperated so graciously in the preparation /../"" 

of the final draft. 

Ja.mes E. Carothers 

Program. Director 
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1. PULSED D-D NEUTRON AGE MEASUREMENTS IN GRAPHITE 

(PRELIMINARY REPORT) 

* S ait Akpinar 

Arg_onne National Laboratory 

Two methods ~ave .bee~ giv~n inthe.liter~ture 1 • 2 to" determine the 

the~:mal ~eutrop. age 'r~h in moderators using the pulsed ~eutron technique~· 
We investigated the feasibility of the method originally suggested by Anton.ov 

1 . . . 
et al. To our knowledgeD no actual age measurements have been published 

which were obtained using this .method. 3 . 

· A different wa;y to measure the age ~eemed to be ·worthwhile to try 
I . . 

with regard to the di~crepancies b~tween theory and experimental results 

optained for light moderators 
4 

using the. meth.od of the second spatial moment . ' . . . . . ' ' 

of the slowing down density,. the most extensively used method. 

The solution of the time dependent diffusion equation for a 6-burst of 

a fast neutron point source in a? infinitely long prism of_ finite eros s section .. 
is, on th~ Age Theory, 

-l/ 2 -z
2
/4T -A, t . -B

2
T 

n(x,y,z t) = canst T .e g - e a :E R (x ,y ,0) R (x,y) e v g 
g v 0 0 v 
. ., 5 

where T is the generalized. age, 
g 

T (t) = ('t D(t) dt , 
g Jo . 

(1) 

( 2) 

A. ·is the infinite medium decay constant, due· to absorptiqn of slow neutrons a 
in the moderator, and B 

2 
is the lateral geometrical bucklings 

v 
of the prism. 

The source is· assumed to be located at the. face of the. prism. R (x ,y. ,0) and 
v 0 0 

Rv(x,y). depend on the ·geometrical form of the prism. cross section:and on the 

co .. ordinates of ·the source and thE1 .detect.or, respectively. 
I 

According to Antonov et ali., if one measures, after waiting some 

time after the neutron burst for the de.cay of the higher lateral modes, the 
\ 

neutron intensities n(z 1t) and n(z
2

t) at two points (x,y.~ 1 ), (x,y,z
2

) of the 

prism at the same time t, the g·en~ralized age around these points and at t 

can be obtained as 

* Resident Res·earch Associate from Univ~rsity .of Istanpul, Tu~key. 
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. T ( t) = 
. g ( 

2 2 
z2 zl 

n( z·1 t) 
4ln--

n( z
2
t) 

( 3) 

According to its definition, the dependence of T on time should be 
g 

linear ~fter the slowing d~wn process. D is then time independent and equal 

to its thermal value I?th. The slowing down a·ge is obtained from the intercept 

of the straight line with the ordinates at t = 0. The slope o~ this line gives a 

variate rnetl:lod to obtain Dth. 

In case of. a step function neutron burst. one obtains a similar formula 
. . ' I 

for the ne:utron dist-ribution and again the forrn~la ( 3} for the. e1ge •. 

Experiments . 

A Model AL-102 pulsed n~utton equiprnent, 3•5 B 1°F.
3 

c·ounters, ahd 

a 40~channel time ~nalyzer 7 were used. AGOT graphite of the first Fermi 
• . 8 . 

. . Pile was available. 

Measurern~nts .were rn~d.e in threJ differe~t. Cd- shielded geometries 
. . 10 

(146.5 X 83.7 X 73'crn; 146.5 X 83.7 X 63 ern; 188 X 73 X 63 $?)· A B · F 3 
counter •. embedded in a block of Cd-sh~elded paraffin, was rigidly mounted 

as a fast neutron monitor at an angle of -40 ° behind th,e targ~t .. 

Ha,ckground corrections for the total count (monitoring) and the co.Unts 

per channel were made possible by delaying the neutron pulse against the 

start of the first analyzer cha.nnel. No deviations from the exponential were 
. 9 . 

observed at the final parts of the decay curves thus corrected. 

An independent rnea,surernent of the thermal age was made for the 

sallie graphite and D-D source. The conventionai second spatial moment '. 

method was used. The value obtained was 353.3cm2• Although this compares 

well with' a calculated-value (for a fission spectrum) 10 it has an uncertainty, 

believed to be not less than about 5o/o due to extrapolating the neutron density 

to larger distances· from sourc.e. (Th-:-e st~tistical .errors of the measured -, . 
\_ . 

points are·rnuch less.) 

pulsed method .results. 

This value was used as a reference to compare ou·r 

Results 

The quantity T as determined by the. procedure outlined above, using . g . 
formula (3), deviates-from bei~g linear as a function of time (Fig. 1-.l)~ Further 
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0~------~------~----~------~------~--~ 0 2 

TIME msec MUL-8716 

Fig. 1-1. Examples of the age diagrams Tg(t). The early parts are. 
shown only. 
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deviations· from the prediction: of formula ( 3) -concern the. slope Dth and the 
·' . 

intersection T th of the curve with .the t = 0 axi:s. At first sight it is easy to 

doubt any usefulness of the method. However, reasonable values for. Tth and 

possibly for Dth can be obtained by a careful analysis of data such: as shown 

in Fig. 1-1. 

The values of Tth and Dth as they are formally obtained fr~m the ex

trapolation and differentiation of age diagrams are shown in Figs. 1-2 and 

1- 3, as functions of the distance d of the counter midpoint: f~om th.e source end, 

corrected for the extrapolation length, 1.9 em. As is seen in Fig. 1-2, Tth 

at first remains constant around 350. cm 2, thereafter it inc.reases more and 
,. 

more rapidly as the source-opposite end of the "infinite" prism is approached. 
' 

Because of the proceeding thermalizatlon process, the therinal neutron in-

tensity becomes smaller ne.ar the source end and positive values for Tth are 

not measurable in a region of a little less than tw.o slowing down lengths from 

this end. 

The diffusion .·constant Dth, as determined by differentiation of the 

age curves, behaves in a ~anner opposite the behavior of Tth~ F.or t =constant 

it first has a very large. yalue near the source end, a~ is also 'expe.cted. It , 

decreases very ra,pidly with increasing distance. Around a distance equal to. 

about the· diffusion length L, an abrupt slowing down in its rate of change . 

occurs (Fig. 1- 3). · To get the diffusion ·constant correctly it is necessary to 

determine T (t) at later times and large distances. g 

Discussion 
I 

The general behavior of the experimental values of age and diffusion 

constant, determined by the outlined technique, seems to fit the following 

picture. 

In an infinite medium formula ( 3) would allow the determination of bqth 

.constants T th and Dth by makiz:l,g measurements in almost any region .of space . 

and time. We want to try to visua,lize this schematically with Fig. l-4a. 

On the other hand, in a finite medium the possib~lity of obtaining .these 

constants correctly at the same region of space ~time continuum disappears. 
. . . 

The· experimental determinations are only separately possible in regions in-

dicated in Fig. l-4b. .... 
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GEOMETRY SHIELD At 

1500 
.0 -A -Cd 40J'sec 

+ A 400 " 

• A C_d 400 
II 

' A Cd 20 
.. 

·x B Cd 200 
.. 

' a· Cd 20 • 

A_;; 146.5 x 83.7 x 73cm 
1000 B =: 188 x 73 x 63 em + 

500 

... 

+ 

o~------~------~--------------_.------------~ 
0 50. '100 

01 STANCE FROM SOURCE, em MUL-8717 

Fig. 1-Z.. The quantity T (t ~·-o) f~r AGOT graphite as a function of 
distance from source, meastred under different experimental conditions . 

. Statistical errors of the values near the source are roughly represented 
·by the size of th~ experi:rnental points .. Mean value of Tth(t = 0, d <50 em) 
is 360 ± 15.7 em . 
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We shall try to give a tentative explanation of this result. 

... ..... s ..... ...... 

In very short times after the burst near the point source the descrip

tion of the neutron distribution can be approximated with the distribution in 

an infinite medium: 

-3/2 -r2/4Tg 
n(r,t) = canst T e e 

g 

-X. t a ( 4) 

In other words the part of the neutrons tha,t hav~ just slowed down will 

not have time ·to recognize any of the boundaries of the asseml:;>ly. The gen

eralized age has the value very closely predicted by formula (4) which leads 

again to formula ( 3). As time increases, formula ( 3) begins to become invalid 

because the finite character of the assembly, and with this, lateral muul:!lS of 

the neutron distribution begin fo enter' into the picture. The ·quantities 

-B 2 
T 

v g 
~ R (x ,y.) R (x,y) e of Eq .. < l) v 0 0 . v . 

must be taken into consideration. This is more true for a. region near the 

s.ou:rce than for a region far from it (considered at the same time). 
' . 

This tends.to ~ecrease the intensity n(z 1 t) more than. n(z
2
t), which, 

. . . . 

now has an increasing effect with till'le on T , if one still calculates it using 
. . g . . ' . 

formula ( 3). Thus we must observe instead of a linear T (t) curve a curve 
. . . g . . . . 

with increasing slope (Fig. 1-l). Another effect may also contribute to an 

incree3:sing .slope. The finite length of the counter ( =28 em, positioned so as 

not to co'unt the second lateral harmonics, 431o of the first, 9 o/o of the third) 
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which integrates at z
1 

mainly over larger angle primary D-D-neq.trons 

(.s;maller mean energy) ~han at z
2

, because at the position z 2 more neutronS 

slowed down from higher :energies are added at"' a later time. This effect sets 

a]J. experimental limit to the maximum allowable difference (z
4

- z 1) of the 

counter distances, which should be as large as possible from ,the viewpoint 

of experimental accuracy. The least effected, therefore, the best values. of 

T g' are those calculated in shortest times afte~ enough thermalization of the 

fast burst occurred. T~e best value of T th is also obtained by extrapolating 

this initial part of the T .(t) dia(il:r~rns. . . g . 

·The 'increase. in th~ Tth with increasing distance can also be explained 

in the S<i;me terms of decaying higher mnnP.R. This :res1..1lt ~1.;1gge11t& tha.t the 

use of a step function neutron pulse and measuring at the increasing part of 

the neutron time distribution should give equal success to the Tth determina

tion. ·Our experimental results seem to prove this view. 

, F.rom the point of view of experimental accuracy it is of course best 

to make measurements at times of highest counting rates ( 0.1-3 msec in our 

geometries). 

Although the value obtained for the age to thermal, T th = 360 ± 16 em 
l 

(see Fig. 1-1), has a fairly large standard deviation, we believe that the 

method is capable of giving more accurate results under imp1;pved experimental 

c::onditions (less jitter of the n-pulse, more accurc;tte time :relationship between 

n-pulse and the time -analyzer start, use of a fast resonnance counter. of small 

volume). 

The fact that the thermal a.ge is determined by measurements near 

the source (within a distance less than one diffusion length) seems to be the 

main advantage of the present method. It does not suffer from the uncertainties 

of extrapolation of the n-intensity to large distances. This is the case, for 

example, in the second spatial moment method, where the low intensities at 

large distances influence the results more heavily. 

On the other hand to obtain the thermal diffusion c~nstant Dth properly 

we must first wait until most of the neutrons are thermalized. Because of the 
.: . . 10 

1/v dependence of the B counter efficiency, this delay time must be chosen 
. . 

long _enough if we·want to get Dth f()r a comparatively pure Maxwellian dis-

. tribution of the detected neutrons _with the kT = 0.025v in room temperature. 

·. (L~t us forget .about. the diffu.sion cooling ~hich sh'ould enter the pictu~~ in a 
' . ' 

complicated manner, as a function of time and distance.) However, such a 

... 
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delay provides the neutron flu.x the opportunity to see at least the lateral 

boundaries of the assembly. Dth .cannot be determined by a.forrnula, .like ( 3), 

in which cont;ibutio~~ ~f"high~r ·iate'ral-mo'Cies of the neutron distribution are 

neglected, unless one allows ample time so that all modes of formula ( 1) higher 

than.v = 1 are completely vanished. 

For a geometry, like oursg which may be considered as almost in

finitely long.( 3-4.L) for some experiments. this is another source of inaccuracy 

, because long delays will give a cha~ge to the neutron distribution to recognize 

also the source-opposite end of the "almost. infinite'' prism. The solution of 

the diffusion equation will no more contain the spatial longitudinal part as a 
' ( 

separate factor exp ( -z2/ 4T g), from which forrn~la ( 3) was ob.tained.. In our 

_experimental case the longest times in which th~ neu~:r.on intensity could be 

··measured with a reasonably low statistical error of about 10 o/o were about . . : . . 

8-10 rnsec after the neutron burst. During this interval the final parts of the 

. decay curves had still decreasing decay constants with distance from source 

(Fig. 1-5), showing that the longitudinal fundamental mode is far from being 

established in 10 rnsec. With a stronger source the;se problems could be better 

inv~s·tigated than was possible in 9u,r case. 
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Discussion 

Hansen: I 1d like to ask about ~he difficulties you get int.o with the 

1/V dependence of your counter, especially with a close-in-to-:the-source 

measurement. 

Akpinar: You cannot go closer than 30 em to the source because. you 

still have the slowing down process going on. You get also, in this case, 

negative values for the age. 

Carothers: ·The question as I und.erstood it referred to the energy 

dependence of the counter •. Near the source the neutrons are fast and you 

have low, efficiency; further away where you have thermal ·neutrons the effi

ciency is high. 

Akpinar: Yes, this is one of the experimental points and also the 

angular distribution of the source neutrons m~kes for increasing slope if you 

make mea:surements with boron trifluoride counters of finite length. For ex

ample, for these measurements I put the counters so that I did not measure 

th,e second lateral mode, about 9'7o from the third lateral mode and about 43'7o 

from the fourth one. 
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2. DIFFUSION PARAMETER MEASUREMENTS IN BERYLLIUM 

Gerard deSaussure 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

I want to report on measurements that haye been done by Mr. E. G. 

Silver and myself at Oak Ridge. 

We ·have started a program to measure various reacto! parameters 

by the pulsed neutron source method. Our first interest is iri· the measure

ment of the variation of the transport mean free path in beryllium with tem

perature. ~The transport mean free path in beryllium as a function of tem

p'erature has been cal~ulated by Singwi. and K?thari, 
1 

,;,ho ga~~ a p~per on this 

subject at the last Geneva meeting .. · I.n order~ tp confirm experime~tally the 

results of these calculations we ha:v~' set up a furnace and .. s~me ~ooling equip

ment and will measure. by the pul·se method9 the variation of.the diffusion 

constcimts with temperature. But in the meantime. while we were waiting for 

this .equipment to be. completed. we have tried to measure carefully the diffu- · 

sion··parameters of beryllium at room temperature by this. same method. I 

would like to report on this ,measurement. and to compare our results with 

those of other groups. 

Figure 2-1 is a block diagram of our experimental equ~pm€mt. A 300-

kilovolt particle accelerator provides neutrons by the (DoT) or (D. D) reaction. 

The beryllium assembly is shielded by either cadmium or boron carbide in 

order to minimize effects of .neutron reflection from the walls. The neutrons 

~re detected by an Li 
6
I(Eu) crystal~ the pulses of which are stored into an 

18-channel time analyzer.; The 18-channel analy~er records coin_cidences 

between th.e n~utron pulses and 18 gate ·pulses which are· switched on in suc

ce!;!sion by a precision tim~ base o~eillator. 

The frequency of the time base oscillator is monitore-d during each 

experiment and it does not change more than one part in 10
4

• 

The time analyzer system is very flexible and all'ows fo~ various born-
( ' . . . 

barding times. various channel widths. and various wait'ing times between 

the end of the fast neutron pulse and the beginning of counting. For every 

assembly si~e we have repeated the measurement with different time-analyzer 

parameters to be sure that the measured decay constant is independent of 

channel widths 9 etc.· 
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. Figure 2-2 is a typical d~cay curve showing the decay of the neutron 

density in a beryllium as~embly. I have three slides of such decay curves 

for beryllium: -for our largest block0 a middle-size block0 and one of the 

smallest blocks investigated . 

. One possible source of error in the determination of the decay constant 

is due to the detector background. This background does not become apparent 

until the number of detector pulses due to thermalized source neutrons is 

relatively small. The lower curve of Fig. 2-2 was obta~ned by plotting the 

differences between the count rates in·two successive time channels; the back-
. - ' . . 

ground drops out of the difference so that the ,slopes of the two curves differ 

slightly. This shows graphically the effect of the background. 

The first few points of Fig. 2-2 are high; these were dropped because 

it is evident that there were still higher' mod~s' or some transie~t condition 

due to neutrons slowing down. The rest of ·the points were analyzed into one 

exponential and a constant background. The assumption was -~ade that the 

background is constant. If it varies slowly this wouldn't change:.the measured 

decay constants very much0 since the background is rather low· compared to 

the first few channels. 

Figure 2-3 pertains to a' middle-size blo~k. In the larger blocks a 

higher mode is always pre·s7n.t--whi_ch depre.sses the. first few pointso and the 

background increases the List few points; in this way the apparent decay may 

be as much as 21.o off the' t_rue decay obtained by a more careful analysis. For 

the medium-size blocks one can get a pure exponential decay over more decay 

periods. The background is usually smaller 0 and it is therefore possible to .. 
get better precision in the decay const;:tnt. We estimate that our measurements 

.. 
are accurate to± 2o/o 0 on the basis of agr,eement between successive measure-

ments on the same block. This error is larger than the statistical error 

associated with the total number of counts recorded for each determination. 

In order to observe diffusion cooling we have investigated very small 

assemblies. Figure 2-4 shows the decay .curve for the smallest block of 

beryllium we assembled0 which is 5-,3/4 X_8 -~ 8-5/8 in •. Bereo one has to 
. . . 

wait a relat"ively long tim_e for the neutrons to be. slow.ed down; by then most 
. . . . . 

of the neutrons hav.e escaped the blockp which is the reason for the high back

ground. However 0 we have made ma.ny measurements with this block and all 

were within 3o/o of the dec~y constant given here. We therefore feel that the 

result i.s good to within 3o/o. 
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Figure 2-:5 is a plot of the decay constant as a function of buckling. 

It shows evidence. of a small diffusion cooling effect. The straight line is 

~angent to the experimental curve near the origin, the parabola is the result 

of a least squares fit to the data. The diffusion parameters obtained are: 

3 -1 
~ v = 0.288 X 10 sec , 

a 

D v = . 1 2 5 X 1 0 5 c m 2 sec- 1 , 
0 

C=l.l3. 

Figure 2-6 shows a comparison of all of the r,esults that I have been 

able to find published on pulse neutron measurements in beryllium. The .first 

one is Antonov's measurerne~t, reported in 1955. the second one was made 

by Campbell and Stelson at O~k Ridge. (The two Oak Ridge measurements 

are completely i:qdependent, s:lnct:! they were made at different times, with 

different beryllium and different ti;me -analyzer and pulsing equipment.) 

I think there is a mistake in the value C found by Kloverstrom and 

Komoto, reported in this figure (Fig. 2:-:6): It should read C = 3.65 instead 

of 3.05. This group .seems to find a higher value of the diffusion cooling 
- ' 

constant than was obs.erved at Oak Ridge, but in good agreement with the 

Russian value. This. discrepa.ricy is still unexplained. 

To .. try to Understand why there is this disc;repancy, in Fig. 2-7 I have 

plotted all the experimental ·data. 

The results of Campbell and Stelson are in agreement with ours and 

for low values of buckling the data of Kloverstrom and Komoto are also in 

very good agreement. Dr. Antonov's data, given in his Geneva paper, are 

quite out of line from the rest of the results and for large values of B 
2 

the 

points of Drs. Komoto and Kloverstrom fall systematically lower than ours. 

At the present time the discrepancy is hard to explain. 

Reference 

1 
K. S. Sing~i and L. S. Kothari, Geneva Paper P/1638, 1958. 
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NEUTRON DIFFUSION PARAMETERS FOR BERYLLIUM AT ROOM TEMPERATURE 
(CORRECTED TO A DENSITY OF 1.85 g/cc) 

AUTHORS ~· 
v""'a' 

·-1 
sec 1 D, 105 cm 2 /sec c 2 . , em . RAN.GE OF B 2 USED 

ANTONOV et al. 1 1.17 ± 0.05 2.5± 0.9 0.008 - 0.061 em -2 

CAMPBELL et al. 2 150 1.25 ·o 0.005 - 0.036 cm- 2 

KLOVERSTROM et ai. 3 270 ± 19 1.24 ± 0.04 3.05 ± 0.65' 0.003- 0.041-cm- 2 

DeSAUSSURE AND SILVER 288 ± 60 1.25 ± 0.06 1.1 ± o. 9 . 0.008 -. 0.072 cm- 2 

CALCULATED VALUES 4 270 ± 30 1.21 1.1 

1 A. V. Antonov et al., Proc Intern. ·:_Con{. peaceful Uses Atomic Energy, G.eneva .1955, 5,_ 3, ( 1956). 
2E. C. Campbell and P. H. St·elson, Phys. Semiann. frog •. Rep. March 10, 1956, .. QRNL 2076, p 32. 
3T. T. Komoto and F. 'Kioverstrom, Transaction of the ANS,. 1, 1, 94 (June 1958). 
4v~ a was· calculated from a a= 10 ± 1 mb, BNL-325 ( 1958)~ .. 
D was calculated by R. C. Bhandari, ]. fVuclear Energy 6, 104-12 ( 1957). 
C was calculated by M. Nelkin, G-A, 248 (1958). · 
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. '· Discussion 
·~·. 

McMilian: I would like to ask: What is the buckling? 

deSaussure: All of these were close to cubic assemblies and the 

buckling was calculated---

McMillan: I really want a definition; to me buckling is what happens 

to a beam. when you push on the two ends. 

deSaussure: The spatial neutron population satisfies an equ~tion of 
. 2 2 2 
.the type (\7 + B ) rp = 0 and the buckling is the eigenvalue of B 

1
• This is the 

conventional de.finition. 
,, 

McMillan: ·That looks like the diffusion constant in there. 

deSaussure:. No. this is the spatial part of the neutron population 

wh~ch satisfies an eigenvalue equation of this type. 

McMillan: It 1s a: trick name for the coefficient in that equation. Why 

do you call it buckling? 

.Mr. "X": That just makes it. hard for everybody else. 

McMillan: The diffusion equation. ~fter you take the time part out 

has that coefficient and you call it buckling. 0. K. 

Nelkin: The recent paper by Singwi and Kothari, in the diffusion 

cooling calculation. ta~es into account the fact that .A.t is not con~tant. Their 

calculated value would then be about half that which I calculated. 

deSaussure: I had the impression from th.eir paper that they say that 

one cannot get enough accuracy by present measurement techniques. 

Nelkin: Yes. ·If you take the actual calculation seriously, you arrive 

at a very small value - that much is probably 0. K. 

deSaussure: Yes. Anyway, we found a value of l.l ± 0.9. It is still 

surprising that the other experiments have found a somewhat higher value. 

Carothers: The value at Livermore is significantly higher than you 

indicated ·- being· something like ~. 

Akpinar: I would like to ask about the method of background correction. 

It seems to me that if you give a negative delay to the first channel analyzer 

. with respect to the neutron pulse. you get a few channels measu~ing just the 

~ackgroq.nd. Of course. this is true o'nly if you have c~rnplete decay of the 

neutron .. population between two pulses. 

deSaussure: Yes. this is possible if you have very low duty cycle; you 

might measure the background just before the second burst. This is pretty 
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much the technique used at Livermore, but one objection I would have to .this 

is that if the backgroU:nd is not constant, if one waits just long. enough after a 

burst, there is no·more background. so that if it even falls slowly one tends 

to get an und~restimate of the background. 

Akpinar: Yes, if your neutron source gives some time dependence, 

but if you have: another constant background source such as in my case, the 

reactor---

deSaussure: In our particular experiment if we turn off the accelerator 

the background drops practically to nothing, so the background is conn'ected 

with reflection neutrons from the walls and is somewhat time dependent. In 

this case. it is better to analyze data as· one decay plus the background. 

Cc~.J:ullU::: n;: The roOlY.l·.i'eturn, 1 think, was George Keepin'' s 2-miiii

second delayed neutron group, or the ·one he eliminated by taking the Godiva 

outside, wasn't it? There used to be considerable discu~sion of a delayed 

.neutron group of a few milliseconds period. I think it was found in that case, 

anyway. ,that this was room return. Our room seems to decay at about this 

saq1e rate. about at 2 milliseconds. 

deSaussure: You have a very nice arrangement, our walls are much 

closer to our block. 

McMillan: Could I ask one more question? . You take the simple diffu

sion equation arid calculate this constant, B 2 - it 1s not a. ro:easured quantity, 

but something you calculate. The fact that you have to measure it must mean 

that you don't have a simple diffusion equati~n. 

deS aus sure: We calculate B 2• 

McMillan: All right, but then the diffusion constant that you measure 

would 'come out independent of that, surely, a constant. Why would it then be 

a function of th~s quantity? 

2 
of B • 

deSaus sure: It is not.. One measures the decay con~tant a6 a function 

McMillan: It is the decay constant which is a· function of that, not the 

diffusion constant? 

deSauss:ure: Yes, the decay constant is a function of buckling, and 

t4e slope of the decay constant v.ersus ·buckling curve 'is the diffusion c.ohstant • 

. McMillan: When ~t is not a straight line them, it means that you some

how are getting 'awCl.y from the simple diffusion equation? 
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deSaussure: Oh yeS 0· indeed. F·or very small sizes (larg~ values of 

buckling). the neutron population tend~1• not to attain thermal equilibrium. 

·McMillan:· Because the mean free path becomes comparable to the 

size of your piece of material. Is that the point? 

deSaussure: Actually» I think because the neutrons don 1t interchange 

· .. energy fast enough with the moderator to obtain a thermal distribution .. 

· Poole: With these. small syst~ms». what is·.the effect on the buckling 

of the change ·in extrapolation length» and what is the effect on the final results 

due to this change? 

deSaussure: For the extrapolation length» we took0.721 X.t and this 

X.t was obtained from the diffusi'on constant measurements. In· other words. 

by successive corrections one can obtain consistency between this X.t and the 

. measu~ed diffusion constant. . . 

Now .there may be some question about using this formula for small 

blccks. However» in the case of beryllium. the transport.mean free ·path is 

not a sharp function of energy ·and also even for small blocks this is only a 

very small correction to the .buckling. I think X.t is 1.51 em; our smallest 

block is of the 'order of 6 in. or 15 em. I would say a lO<j'o error in the trans

port mean free\path would cause a very small error in the buckling. probably 

around ltj'o or less. 

Sjostrand made an unrecorded comment on the dependence of B 
2

• and 

thus of the measured diffusion constants 0 on X.t" He referred specifically to 

water systems. 

· deSaussure: I think the problem is much more critical for water than 
' 

for·. beryllium because water test systems are generally much smaller. 

Stratton: ·In your block diagramo what is the upper frequency limit of 

you·r time base oscillator? I think I saw 200 kc. 

deSaussure: • Our oscillator goes to 100 kc 0 so that.the minimum 

channel width is 10 f.LSec •. We seldom exceed 40 kc. 

N elkin: Did you use the same extrai>olation distance for all size blocks? 

des·aussure: ·Yes. 

Campbell: I would like to raise the question of whether the type of·de

tector used makes a ·difference in the result obtained. I know that the early 

results were mostly taken with the BF 3 tnhep which se:rves as a perfectly good 

detector 0 and the results of ours which Dr. deSaussure quoted wer·e taken'with 
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a cadmium disc backed up with anthracene to look at captured gamma rays 

from cadmium. 

There is a difference between results with or without cadmium. That 

is. we also saw c'apture gammas from the beryllium, which were accounted 

·for by taking runs '-Vith and without the cadmium absorber present. My feel

ing is. that the cadmium detects all neutrons up to the ~admium cut-off equally 

efficiently. The counter efficiency is practically zero above the cadmium 

cut-off. Lithium iodide. which we have also used, has a more complicated 

dependence - it depends on the crystal thickness and on the energy of the 

neutrons. Perhaps the discrepancy in all of thi's revolves about whether one 

really understands what the detector situation is •. Also, I think it is important 

to consider the difference between a thin detector and a thick detector when 

looking at thermal neutrons. In a thick one you get time-of-flight effects, 

particularly in a large BF 
3 

counter. In a very thin Lil counter these are 

very much, smaller . .I don't think a~yone has made a complete analysis of it. 
' •\ 

It's a rather messy subject. but I point this out as a warning. We have cer

tainly gotten different results with BF 
3 

and Lil in the case 'of water .•. 

Beckurts: I would like to comment that we have tried analyses of such 

time-of-flight effects in boron counters and we have found out that it does not 

matter very much even in the case of water. (Beckurts continued, but his 
I 

comments were not recorded.·) 

NeUdn: I think that in reiation to that the whole basis for these analyses 

is that the spectrum has settled down. and rem.ains constant during the entire 

decay. It may. ·in the case of.a small sample. settle down tu a value that is 

not quite at thermal equilibrium. In any case it would contain a completely 

negligible number of epi-cadmium neutrons. You essentially have to wait 

until the epi-cadmium neutrons are gone before you can start making your 

mea.surement. The analysis only has meaning when the spectrum. is in.de

pendent of time, and therefore the effect of the neutron spectrum should not 

matter. so far as the counters .are concerned. 

Campbell: Do you think that the spectrum is higher or lower than a 

thermal equilibrium spectrum? 

Nelkin: It is lower. But in any case it is of the same character as 

the thermal equilibrium spectrum and it is independent of time during the 

decay period. 
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Simmons:· l just want to point out.that ~hat D.r. Beckurts says, I 

think, is ·quite true. That' if you are not aware of. this ti:l:ne -of.-flight· effect 

in BF 3 counters you can get into things that loo:k strange. For instance, sup

pose you measure the ·decay in 'a· water· system having. characteristic dimen

sions of about 6 inches. ·with_ a BF 3. counter 12 i~ches long. Parts of. the 

sensitive regions of the counter are relativeiy far from the edge of the water 

system. Since thermal neutron transit time~ are of the order of 5. f.J.Sec/ em, 

you will find that a group of neutrons might haye left the water at a relatively 

early time and· get to the far end of the counter later and provide you with a 

decay constant y'ou can't understand.. I· have s~en decay constants measured 
. . 

' in this way differ greatly h:om those. measured with small detectors. 

Henry: One illustration of this is found in a paper by Kouts about a 

year o·r two ago who found the slowing down time in water of something like 

9 or 10 fJ.SeC. I· wrote him about this·. m·aking an estimate Of the time -of

fiight effects on his counter, which seemed to account complet~ly for the 

anomalous slowing downtime. He was in Euro.pe. When he came back he 

wrote me that somehow this had completely escaped notice. ·It completely 

takes care of this discrepancy in water, but it seems as though with these 

beryllium times, running into hundreds of f.J.Sec, you woul~ alm·ost have to 

·stand on your head to get an effect large·eriough to seriously affect results. 

deSaussure: The paper by Singwi and Kothari gives values of the diffu

sion co.nstant as a function of temperature. I don't have the paper here, but 

they say the diffusion constant has a minimum at about 300 °K. Nnw, if the 

diffusion r.nnli.ne is· proportional to the derivative of 'the diffusion constant with 

respect to tem·peratures, as many theories say. then it may be a very se.nsi

tiv.e function of temperature right at room temperatures where Jl!OSt measure

ments have been made. Perhaps some attention should be given to measure

m·ent ·of the diffusion cooling as a function of temperature, . and to see if it 

changes very fast at room temperature. Maybe that will explain-some of the 

di~crepandes in existing me"l.surements. 

Ca,rothers: You will be equipped to do that very soon, won't you? 

deSaussure: That is what we are trying to do. yes. 
' Campbell: On this other point, namely the possible washing out of the 

diffusion r:ooling effects c;lue to some difficulty with calculation of buckling for 

small s):'"stems: The idea was that a change in the extrapolation distance mig~t 
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reflect a significant change ~n the :buckling. We have tried.to make some 

direct meas'ur·ements of th,e type that I told about two years ago, in which· w:e 

surveyed the radial dependence of the neutron flux in small systems of 3 ..... in:. 

and 8-in.· diameter, looking for any departure in .the. extrapolation distance,. 
. . 

We could find no differences·. Our extrapolation distance came out somewhat 

higher 'than other people have gotten,' somewhat higher than that ob.tained 

from O. 7.1 ~'t. Our value is 0.45 ± 0.05 em· for the extrapolation distance for 

· both ,the 3-in. and the 8-in. ·diameter cylinders. 

We looked very hard for this diffusion cooling effect in water. We are 

unable tQ sa.y tha.t we have' seen.it 1 n.ithough we o.re unable to say that it was 

not there. · 

Passell: In this experiment where you put a detector inside the tank 

how do you correct for the fact that the detector itself distorts the neutron. 

flu~ in the region where you 1re trying to make the measurement? 

Campbell: '1 1m not sure I have a good answer to this question. I know 
. . 

that in J'im Carothers 1 type of mea,surement, the departure of the measured 

flux distribution from a simple cosine was attributed'to this effect. ·We have 

applied no corrections for it. 

Car<;>~h~rs: This is a little difficult to do. We had a rather large Lil 

crystal, and as Larry[Passell]says you choose thi~ because it 1s an efficient 

thermal absorber. This is why you choose this particular type of counter and 

. this does make an appreciable effect. ·You can attempt to look at this with 

various size crystals. We have replaced the largecrystal, which is abol,lt 

1/ 2-inch diameter X 1/ 2-inch long. with a much srl1aller cryst~l, but we have 

not yet been able to repeat the measurement. We have talked with various 

people. such as Joel Bengston0 about making the corrections for this and we 

came to n:o general agreement. 

· Ca!J:lpbell: I think our point of view was to make the detector as small 

as we possibly could and still get counts.· We have worried about this effect 

but have not been able to see our way out. 
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Introductory Remarks Previous to 

Presentation of Paper No. 3 

Carothers: We are fortunate to have with us Dr. ·Sjostrand, Dr. Poole, 

and Dr. Beckurts from the European laboratories. We are often in the posi-

tion in this country of hearing each other say the same thing over and over 

again, and I think it will be very instructive and worthwile to hear about some 

of the work that is being done in Europe. Dr. Sjostrand, in particular, is one 

of the very early workers in this field and has been active in it for five or six 

years now.. He is going to review some of the work that has been done at 

·Stockholm. 
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3. RECENT PULSED NEUTRON WORK IN SWEDEN 

N. G: S'jost,rahd 

Aktiebolaget Atom·energi, Stockholm, Sweden · 

During . .the five or six years we have worked in thl.s field we have made 
. ' 

quite a few_ measurements, and of course I cannot review all of them. I think 

it would be better if I concentrate on some o{ our newer results, which soori 
~ . . . ·. ·, . . 

will be published in Arkiv for Fysik. First I would like to talk a little about 

s.ome theoretical problems. During. all t~ese years we ha~e :worked alone . 

. Rather few theoretical people have been interested in the work we have been 

doi~g, and ~th!'l-s been said for a long time that more theoretical work ha'·s· 

been. needed in the field. I am very glad that in the last few years 'several 
. ' 

theoreticians have started to look more freely at the problems of diffusion 

cooling and other aspects of these experiment~. 

This is the fundamental equation which has already been written here 

once·(see Fig. 3-1): 

· . Fig. 3-1 

2 
A. = A. + DB , where A. . = ::E v ·. a a a 

( 1) 

The time constant or' the fundamental mode. of the 

neutron .distribution in a small geometry consists of 

two parts. The first is the absorptiol':\ probability 

which is essentially the abso~p~ion cross section 

times the velocity. If we have a 1/v q.bsorb~r it is 

a constant independent of the neutron spectrum. The 

. other part of the time c~nsta:nt is the leakage part 

and it is made up of the diffusion constant times the 

geometrical buckling of the system used. Then the diffusion cooling effect 

causes the diffu~ion constant to depend upon the buckling of the geometry .. As 

a. first approximation we can then write 

( 2) 

I shall use a capital C here because I want to use a small c later on for 

another purpos~. If we put ·this into Eq. ( 1) we get the very. fam~liar expres

sion which has been used for several years in interpreting this type 'of mea,s

urement. 
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( 3) 

We measure this time constant as a function of buckling. From these meas

urements you determine the absorption probability, the diffusion constant for 

the neutrons at the moderator temperature and the diffusion cooling coefficient. 

However, things are not quite so simple, and I will mention three prob..; 

lems. First, one starts to thi~k,. "Equation ( 1) is based on diffusion theory. 

Is it quite correct or under what conditions is it valid ? 11 The second problem 

has especially bothered us in connection with the measurements we have been 

doing lately in Sweden. Once the diffusion parameters for a med1um are 

known one can go the other way round. If we dream up a funny geometry of 

some kind and measure the time constant for the neutrons in this geometry, 

we will be able to determine. the buckling for this geometry from Eq. ( 3). The 

geometrical buckling is ·defined as the lowest eigenvatue of the following equa

tion which is the same as is valid for the one -group reactor theory: 

z ·z 
\l¢+B¢=0. ( 4) 

We want to know: Is there a 1:1 correspondence between the buckling of a 

reactor and that of a small moderator? Or what are the conditions under which 

we can apply measurements made in a small geometry to an actual reactor? 

This is the second thing we wanted to know. And the third thing is on~ that 

has already been touched upon here: What boundary conditions should be used 

when calculating. this buckling for a system?. Do they vary with the size of the 

system or what? ·I hope I have time to go into some detail because there are 

a few rather interesting points here. 

We have to start with the Boltzmann equation: 

a . v 
- N( r,v:n,t) + vn· · \JN(_r,vn,t) + N(E_,vn,t) = 
at - - itot(v) 

( 5) 

I use the notation which Davl.son uses in his book. I shall tell you briefly 

what I mean by the quantities. N times dV dv dn is the number of neutrons at 

.time t in the volume element dV around the point E. traveling with speed be

tween v and v + dv, wit~in the solid angle dn around the direction n. We 

ass·ume here that we· have a single homogeneous finite body containing no 
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sources and assume al:sd 'that ~o fissi6r;,·able. rriate:tial·i~ p:tesent. Davison 

makes ii Laplace trans..formation ·_of this· equation with respect to time: 

N(.::_pvnpA.) = s·OO N(.::_pV~pt) e -A.t dt 
0 . 

( 6) 

He.gets an eqU:ati'on which is just the same as Eq. (5), but stationary and··with 

a different absorption cross seCtion. 1 have not defined these q·uantities here; 

ltot is the total'mean free path of th_e neutrons, c is the'number of secondaries 

per collision~ and.'£ is the scattering function, that is, the probability of the 

scattering resulting in the change from v'~' to vn. · This functLon is normal

ized to unity.· With this new equation we can show that we have an eigenvalue 

·problem. We will hav·e several finite eigenvalues A. to this new equation and 

one of them will be the largest 6ne. They·are all negative beca'use we do not 

have any fissi·onable material here. The largest eigenvalue determines the 

decay· of the fundamental mode of the neutron distribution. (We can also find 

that directly~ once we know that this equation has· this property. It is simply 

done, dividing this function up into one time -dependent part and one spatial

and veiocity-dependemt part.) If the· capture cross section is increased by 

X/v we get the stationary equation." So the time-dep·endent problems can be 

reduced to the stationary Boltzmann equation. By using·this property of the 

equation systematically we can find out a lot of inter.esting things about the 

time -dependent problems. 

We ·change sign here on the A. and we call this largest eigenvalue - A.
0

• 

This A.
0 

will be v~c plus the leakage term 

A. = v:E + '( 
. 0 c . ( 7) 

We assume the capture eros s section is 1/v so the capture term is constant. 
' . 

We call the leakage rate '( and we want to find an expression for that. With 

the fudged capture cross s~ction w;e now get instead of the total mean free 

path something else which is the "equivalent total mean free path. 11 We denote 

it by a star here. It will be one over :E (function of v) minus the leakage 
s 

rate divided by v: 

c will ha.ve this form: 

* 1 ~tot(.v) = ~ (v) _ -y/v • 

*. 
c (v) = 

s 

. :E ( v) . 
s 

:E (v) - -y/v s 

( 8) 

: ( 9) 
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With this notation we get an equation which looks like this 

vn. 
. vN( r,vO) 
'VN(r,vO)·+ · - -- - - * 1 tot( v) 

= s * v'c (v') dv' 

* i. (v') 
tot 

(10) 

This equation is just the same that we would have got if we had considered a 

reactor which is in a stationary state (that is, just a critical reactor) .. How

ever, we would have ~ad a different meaning of c and 1 and of course also a 

scattering fun~tion that would have been very complicated .. We can now state .. . . . * . . 
the conditions under which we get the same eigenvalues c (v) for a small 

moderator geometry and a critical reactor: ,If the scattering function for the 

moderator is the same as the scattering function for the reactor; if the ratio 

of the total mean free path for the moderator and for the reactor is a constant 

independent of vel?city;. and if the ratio of the linear dimensions of the two 

systems are equal to this ratio. between the total mean free paths - then we 

have an exact correspondence between these two systems and get ~he same 

eigenvalues. 

However this is of very little practical importance because these con

ditions are very seldom fulfilled. For instance, the scattering functions are 

usually very different because in a reactor we have fissionable material, ln

elastic scattering, etc. To get somemore useful results we must simP.lify 

the picture even·more. We want to express the above conditions in the one

group approximation. To do that we have to make two further assumptions. 

First, the neutron spectra in both these systems are supposed to be independent 

of position. 

(11) 

And secondly, the angular distribution of the scattered neutrons is assumed 

to be independent of the neutron velocity. 

( 12) 

·If these two assumptions are introduced into this equation ( 10) we can integrate 

over the whole neutron veiocity spectrum and get a one -group equation which 

looks like this 

~. 'VlJJ(E:,~)+ ljJ(~,O) = ~ ss ljJ(_::,~') f(O'-~) dO'. . ( 1 3) 

. We have now c and 1 independent of velocity; these quantities are defined in 

this way: 
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( 14) 

. (15) 

From this it follows that we average the cross s~ction~? over the velocity d~s

tribution. In some other cases (especially-in the diffu~ion approximation), 

one· tends to make. the averaging over the transport mean .free path- but here 

we naturally come to averaging the cross sections over the neutron density 

spectrum. Then we have the question of normalizing. We normalize this 

function F(v) so that integrated over all velocities it will be unity .. Then we 

find that the average scattering cross section will be, 

~ 1 s 00 

dv = -=- · vF(v)~s(v) s v 0 
( 16) 

* 1 1 I = 
~ '1/v s 

( 1 7) 

., ~ ... ·s 
c = 

~ - '1/v s 
( 18) 

No'w we can make some better 'statements about this analogy between 

the reactor and the pulsed moderator. First we have to recall. one result . 

. from neutron transport theory .. If these eigenvalues c are close to unity 

(that. means if ~e hav,e a reasonably large moderator when. we make these 
' ' ' 

Plllse, experiments and a reactor which is c:lose to criticaiity) we know that 

we can replace the total mean free path with the transpo.rt meari free path in 
. • . . . ' . l • • • 

. the first approximation. This first. approximation is suffi.cient fo~ our pU:rposes 

here. So we can quote .the following conditions: (a) the neutron spectrum 
'• . . . . . 

must be independent of pnsition; (b) the angular distribution of scattered neu-' . . . . '* * . 
trons must be independent of velocity; (c) the eigenvalues c and c ( c is for 

' . . . . . 
the pulsed moderator) must both be close to unity ·(this tondition is fulfilied 

* . because the ·C 1s usually between l.and. 1.1 for a pulsed moderator and usually 

not much larger for a reacto~); (df to get the right boundary conditions, we 

have to assure t.hat the linear. dimensions of the two._.systems are the same 

when measured in units of their x:espectiv;e mean free paths. These. four con-

ditions must be fulfilled and if they. are fulfilled the twq systems have the 
·. 
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same eigenvalues, and then it would be possible to just measure in a small 

moderator and transfer the results to a critical reactor. 

These are the kind of experiments we have been doing in Sweden last 

year. But while I have these equations written up I would like to draw some 

further conclusions. If we try to solve this equation (for isotropic scattering 

to start with) it is easy to go over to the corresponding integral equation. 

Then we have this well-known asymptotic diffusion theory which says that a 

solution to this equation can be obtained if the following condition is fulfilled: 

1 

c 

L Lt.£ 
-log ~·· -
21. L --£ 

The solution is given by this equation: 

2 l 
\l p( r) - - p( r) ~ 0 , 

L2 

where p(r) is equal to t~J(.::_.n) integrated over all directions n. This is 

( 19) 

( 20)· 

what we ordinarily find in books on transport theory for an infinite moderator. 

In that case c is smaller than unity. In our case c is larger than unity and 

then we get a different equation. We introduce the quantity B, which is 1/iL, 

and get the equation 

l l -1 
c = Bl tan Bl ( 21) 

Instead of Eq. ( 20) we get 

2 2 
\l p( r) t B p( r) = 0 . · ( 22) 

So here we come back to the equation which. is generally used for the interpre

tation of the buckling concept. But this is only valid under. the usual diffusion 

theory approximations -that is, fa~ from boundaries. Within a few mean 

free paths from the boundaries this is not valid. If we take this equation and 

put in the c value, which we have found for the moderator, we get a. relation 

between the time constant and the buckling and this relation is a more general 

equation than what we had before. We find that it is of this 

A. 
0 

= v!: 
c + ~fs ~ ta:g~:i~s) 

form: 

( 23) 

This is a more exact formula than Eq. ( l) but we. have derived it under the 

assumption of isotropic scattering, which is the main limitation of it'.. As the 

ratio Bg/~ is very small we cari make a se'ries development and we then get s . . 
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(
1 Bg:

2 
2Bg

4 
) + 2+ 4+ ... 

15~ 315~ s s . ' 

( 24) 

We see here that the second term is just the diffusion constant times the 

buckling for the isotropic case and we also get a B
4 

term. So we rewrite 

Eq. ( 24) like this: 
2 4 

A ~ v:E + DBg + d Bg· + 0 ' c ( 25) 

We call the coefficient of the B 4 term d. It's a positive coefficient as you 

see. Then if we put in the condition 

D = D - C Bg
2 

( 26) 
0 

we see that the coefficient in front of the B 4 term would be -( C -d). This 

means that what we measure is .a combination of the diffusi~n cooling effect 

and the·t.ransport th~ory effect. So to this (C- d) which we measure we 

s):lould -add. d to .get the diffusion cpoling coeffi~ient, C. • Actually. this result 

is not quite new - I ha,ve found it in a few other papers •. For instance in the 

Rus,sian theoretica,l paper at the Geneva Conference,. P /2148, they. found. this 

·correction. Also .~he day be~ore I left Sweden_I.found a UCRL report by Dr. 

Bengston, who mentioned this. correction term.. 

However, this correcti9n term, d,. has been .derived here on. the assump

tion of isotropic scattering •. We have also made soine calculations to see the 

e.ffect of anisotropic. ~:cattering on this correction te.rm. We have then used 

the sph~rical harmonics, method for ~he. plane and spherical ca.se. We dev~lop 

the scattering function in Legendr~ polynomials, a.nd .denote the coeffi~ients 

of the different·Legendre polynon:~als by 1 and then b 1 . and 'b 2 as is a1)Va,ys 

done in using this series. We find then that this coefficient is equa} to 

.d = 
1 + 4bl -:· 5b2 

1 - L 
2 

( 27) 

Sq we see that if we have a.largeb 1 (a l~rge anisotropy .~n t~e·scattering) and 

a $mall b
2 

(which one generally d~es not know much about) we have a larger 

correctio.n than what is indicated by this simple theory, ~hen we do not take 
' . . ' . 

into account the anisotropy of the scattering. I.f we look numerically at the 
~ . . . . 

magnitude of this correction, wt:! find that in some cases it will change the 
• • • • • • ' • • l • • 

results of the diffusion cooling parameters appreciably as can be seen from 
. ·. . ' : . ·.· 

Table I. For water, paraffin and heavy water the correction is <~;bout 20- 30o/o, 



H
2

0 

CH 2 
D

2
0 

Be 

BeO 

c 

. "".36-

Table I 

c -.d 

(105 cm4/ sec) 

0.04 

0.012 

3.5 ± l.O 

3 

4 

14 

0.0085 

0.00 37 

1.3 

d 

0.18}. t : lSO rop1c 
0.16. scattering 

0
_
93 

assumed 
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whereas it is less than lOo/o for Be, BeO, and graphite. (The C- d value for 

D 
2

0 is the result of a recent Swedish measurement.) In calculating this table 

we have quite :neglected b2 in the correction term because we do not know 

anything about it. In the case ·of water, paraffin, and heavy water we have 

determined an average b
1 

from the .transport rpean free path and from varia

tion of the scattering cross section with energy. For Be, BeO, and graphite 

we assumed isotropic scattering, that is, b
1 

= 0. So for the light moderators 

it is a correction which we have to bear in .mind, if we want to make ·any 

theoretical interpretation of the diffusion cooling. 

As I said in the beginning we wanted to study the boundary conditions a 

little, but I won't go into any details·. We have used the P 
3 

approximation 

an·d studied plane and spherical systems because they are the easiest to study 

with the spherical harmonics method. We got results that even for very small 

systems the boundary conditions which one actually uses (0.71 times· the trans

port mean free path) seem to be quite all right. The deviations are very, very 

small; even when we have, for instance, only a 2- or 3- em-thick water slab. 

They are quite negligible compared to other. uncertainties. 

Before I leave the theoretical part and mention a little about our experi

ments I will just make a small r~mark. If we plot the __ decay constant versus 

buckling we will not expect to get a straight line even if we don't have any dif

fusion cooling, but a line which clirves upward because d is positive. So the 

fact that Dr. Campbell didn't see any curvature in his results really indicates 

that he did have some diffusion cooling. Therefore I think we must all agree 

now that the diffusion cooling exists. 
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The measurem·ents which I wish to describe here were done. to determine 

geo'n1etric buc.klings· and were reported; preliminarily in Geneva pap~r.P /161. 

For these model experiments it is very nice to have a moderator with as short 

a transport mean free path as possible, and one is then· limited to materials 

containing hydrogen. The choice was between water, paraffin,· and polythene, 

and we chose polythene, which has essentially the same composition ·as pa-raffin 

(CH 2). It can easily be machined to any desired shape. 

First we had to determine the diffusion properties of the polythene. We 

made the. usual measurements of decay constant as a function of buckling and 

determined the· three parameters .. After that we wcinted to measure the buckling 

of some configuration which was 'worthwhile measuring. And then one starts 

to wonder in what cases is it easy to solve this equation ( 4) a_nd calculate the 

)Juckling directly and in what cases is it useful to make measurements to de-

termine the buckling. Of course, I should mention here that the limitation of 

these model experiments is that we just use the one -group theory for the reac

tor. We cannot take into account any reflector because then a two-gr·oup theory 

is necessary, etc. However, for a ba-re homogeneous reactor we expect these 

equati"ons to be valid. 

One very usual shape of a reactor is a cylinder with a rounded bottom, 

especially if the moderator is a liquid. Then it is not very easy to solve 

Eq. ( 22) using ordinary methods because we get different solutions in the 

cyli~drical and spherical parts and we ha~e to match the solutions at the inter

face. Of course, if we use an electronic computer we can get a -solution very 

nicely; We made up geometries of this sha.pe from polythene discs about 2.2 

centimeters thick (Fig. 3-2). On one or· both ends we put a hemisphere of the 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 3-2 

same radius as the cylinder or a sphe:i'i

cal segment of half this height. We me as-

.. u"red the buckling as a function of the 

number of the discs we had, and· com

pared with what we calculated by a varia

tional method and.other approximate 

meth'ods, and also with calculations made 

by an electronic computer. We got a 

ri:=t.t.hP.r nice agre·ement, ·a·s. you can see 

from the p·reliminary curves in the 
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Geneva paper. In fact, we found later that the agreement was not quite so 

good as shown there. These measurements· are not of .very great practical 

interest because it is very easy to calculate. buckling for these shapes with a. 

high-speed electronic computer, but we· also made some other measu:rements . 

. ·We took a cylindrical container and had water in it and cadmium rods in the 

center (Fig. -3- 3). We measured the change in the time constant, and interpret. 

Cd 

.......... 2a ~ 

H 20 

... 

. Fig. 3-3 

all of it as a change in the buckling of 

this geometry. We plotted the change 

in buckling times R 2 (to get- a dimension-

less constant) as a function of rod radius, 

a. R, the radius of the container, was 

aLuut 8 cn1 iu this case and a betweeli. 

1 and 4 mm. We got the results shown 

in Fig. 3-A. The full c,urve is calculated 

and the points are _measured. Two di£-

ferent methods were used in the calcu

lations to apply the boundary conditions 

at the rod surface. One of the methods was to calculate an effective radius 

of the absorber and assume the neutron flux to go down to zero at this radius. 

The effective radius wa_s calculated from the extrapolation length with the help 

of the curves in the Reactor Handbook. 

The other method was. to put the ratio of the neutron flux and its deriva

tive equal to the extrapolation length .at the surface of the rod. We found good 

agreement between these two methods for the thin absorbers usec;l in the. ex

periment. Fr9m Fig. · 3-:-4 we see that the measured values -also agree with 

the theoretical curve. 

--This is interesting because there have been reported measurements on 

very thin control rods .in critical facilities, where the· measured effect was 

much smaller than the calculated one_. As we got good agreement between 

theory and experiments, this discrepancy must be caused .by fast neutrons, 

the heterogeneity of the assembly, etc. 

Even if we cannot always apply these results directly to a reactor we 

see ·here that we can study special problems under idealized conditions and 

compare different theories with experiments. 
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I think that these types of studies, for instance. of control rods,. will 
- ': • • < • • •• 

be Vf.Orthwhile in the future. I can al~o ment.ion that we are now studying the 

effect .of control rods going diagonally through the cylinder of water .. Of . 

course, it is then much more difficult to make theoretical predictions about 

what the effect will be and these experiments will therefore be especially 

interesting to compare with.theory. 

Discussion 
... 

Hansen: I want to make a comment on the coefficient of B'" 'in the. decay 

constant with respect to the first assumption you put on the board regarding 

the separability of angular· distribution of neutrons in angle and .velocity. One 

knows. really that for finite systems the angular distribution of neutrons must 

be velocity dependent and inde,ed one can estimate what this velocity dependence 

is irr the sense that. for sufficiently large systems one knows that the velocity-

dependent diffusion equation is correct .. The velocity dependent diffusion 

:equation indicates that the proper averaging of the diffusion coefficient is one 

of averaging mean free path over spectrum. In this analysis where the assump

tion is .made of independence of angular distribution on velocity one comes up 

.with the result that one averages the total .cross.se.ction and the scattering 

cross section over flux. Now if you go to a sufficiently small enough system 
4 . . 

the B term becomes important. One knows that the averaging - the proper 

averaging - is no longer averaging of mean free path •. but is something inter

mediate·between averaging oyer total cross. section and over mean free path, 

ther-efore we have a dependence of the diffusion coefficient on buckling which 

is independent of any diffusion cooling and is indepen.de~t._.of the type of trans

port effect indicated by this tangent expansion. So here is another possibility 
4 

for a coefficient entering into the B term, due to the difference· between the 

reciprocal and direct averaging. 

Sjostrand: Has anything been worked out in detail on this thing that you 

mentioned? Have you published anything? 

Hansen: I do know of another method of attack on this, with the assump

t.ion of independence angular distribution and spectrum._. This has been looked· 

at and compared with Bengt Carlson'~ Sn method. This is utilizing a so-:to-

. speak a:rctangent.leakage coefficient ~nd averaging over tJ:.is to give an appro

priate power series expansion. I don 1t know of anything that is published 
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·just kind of fooling around mainly in application with fast spectrum systems 

but the principle is the .same. 

Poole: I don't know whether this is· relevant here or not but we have 

been looking at spectra at various angles in lattices. The lattices were spaced 

at 2.2 inches and looking at the moderator half-way between the rods (that's 

1. 2-in. -diam rods - so that's a l-in. spacing in the moderator) we get very 

little angular dependence of the spectrum at such a point in water moderator. 

However, in lattices spaced closer than this where we have not been able be

cause of just plain experimental difficulties to look at an angular distribution 

but have been able to look at two directions to the rods (zero and 90) there 

are quite noticeable differences in the spectrum, which maybe gives some 

kind of an idea as to what regions your as su~ption will be justified. 
I 

Sjostrand: Here we just considered pure mode_rator sys_tems. 

Poole: Well, you have your cadmium presumably in the central posi-

tion. 

Nelkin: If one originally assumes the buckling the Fourier transform 

of the.Boltzmann equation- then this expansion can be derived essentially 

rigorously, this is what I am going to talk about later. It might be more use

ful if we save some of the theoretical discussion. until after both papers and 

then we can really fight it out. 
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4. WORK WITH THE KARLSRUHE PULSED SOURCES 

K. H. Beckurts 

Kernreaktor, Karlsruhe, Germany 

I am going to describe some of the pulsed neutron work which we have 

been doing recently at Karlsruhe . Actually, not all of the work is yet com

plete, unfortunately . 

Our pulsed source project was started about 1954, at Gottingen. The 

source got into operation late in 1955, and we then started to make measure

ments on paraffin and graphite. We also did some work on the value of con

trol rods and similar problems which Dr. Sjostrand has spoken about. We 

then continued with some measurements on water, some measurements on 

the age of neutrons in graphite, and we also have been doing much work test

ing the purity of commercial graphites. Perhaps I might first say something 

about our equipment even though it is not very original. 

The source is a 250 -kev Cockcroft-Walton deuteron accelerator shown 

in Fig. 4-1. Neutrons are produced by the {D, T) reaction. We have a radio

frequency ion source which is pulsed by pulsing the extracting voltage. We 

found we had certain problems with the background current ~rifting through 

the channel of the radiofrequency ion source. This was eliminated by placing 

a little electrode with a voltage of about 1000 volts, positive to the electrode, 

so that now the signal-to-background ratio has been increased to 10
5 

which 

is very important for pulsed work. 

The current during operation is about 3 rna at present and this high cur

rent makes possible many experiments designed to wait long enough after each 

pulse to have the background eliminated. The source is surrounded by con

crete walls which are 4 meters from the source itself at the closest point. 

Even this seems to be too close since we have encountered background effects 

which die out, however, after some 500 microseconds or so . 

Figure 4-2 shows a new source which is just going into operation. It is 

a 400 -kv Cockcroft-Walton accelerator. We are trying a von Ardenne ion 

source but have not been too successful with it. We are going to build in a 

radiofrequency source which gives some 20 rna of current . This high current 

may niake pu::; ::;ible some very interesting experiments. 
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Fig. 4-1 
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For neutron detection we are mainly using BF 
3 

counters . We have 

sometimes used Lil counters for special applications. The time analyzer is 

a 25-channel time analyzer controlled by a crystal oscillat or and thus com

pletely free of any drift . We can introduce arbitrary delays between the neu

tron pulse and the opening of the first channel or arbitrary delays between 

the end of the last channel and the beginni ng of the next neutron pulse. 

This i s about all I have to say about the equipment and now for a few 

words about our work on graphite . 

The early work has heen published. I think that it will not be necessary 

to cornrnenl uu l1Li.5 v ery much . The point which I think should be stressed is 

that we once made three d i fferent kinds of measure1nent s o n the ::;arne stack 

of graphite. W P firs t measured the diffusion length in an o r d i nary S i gma pile 

experiment , eliminating sources by cadmium differences. We secondly mea::;

ured the absorpti on cross secti on by a comparison to paraffin, and we finally 

measured the absorption cross section and the diffusion length w ith a pulsed 

source experiment . These three measurements gave very nice agreement 

which gives us confi dence i n the soundness of our methods . 

Since our facil i ty is the only one in our country for measur ing eros s 

sections, we have very frequently been obliged to test t he purity of c Oinmer 

cial graphites. This, of course, has to be done with amount s of material 

whi.c:h are as small as poss ible ; and we found that the smallest amount of mate

rial which can be used is a cube with a side length of about two diffus i on lengths" 

From such a cube the decay rate w i ll be mainly determined by leakage, of 

course . and only to a very small extent by absorption, thus we have to elimi

nate the leakage contributi on very c arefully . We found tha t the d iffus i on con

stants (or transport mean free paths) of d i ffe r ent g raphit es are not constant 

even if you refer to the same dens ity. So we have been obliged to measure 

the diffusion constant each time. We usually measure decay times at four 

different bucklings and then we can elin1inatc leakage anrl ect the absoTption 

cross section with an accuracy of some 3 or 4o/o. 
It might be interesting to give some of the values for the transport mean 

free paths of different graphiles which we have measured. There are actually 

four different types which have been investigated. The f ir st i s a low - density 

graphite (density 1.55) which was not manufact ured for nuclear physics appli-
~:c 

cati ons . We got a transport mean free path of 2 .5 8 ± 0.02 em. This is the 

~:< All values quot ed on this and the following page are refeTring to 1.6 density. 
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value that we published in the Journal of Nuclear Science and ~ngineer

ing. 

We have very frequently investigat~d high-density pressed natural 

graphites (graphites with a density of around 2 or even above 2) and we found 

all these graphites have transport mean free paths around 2.57 ± 0.02 em. We 

sometimes found graphites that had a lower transport me~n free path, which 

was due to hydrogen content which increases the scattering. 

The third type is a Pechiney reactor graphite for which we found a 

transport mean free path of 2.53± 0.02 em. This is in very good agreement 

with a recent measurement of the. same material by the sinusoidal modulation 

technique of..Raievski and Horowitz.· :Finally we had a Siemens reactor graphite 

similar to the UCC-G~F type graphite and for this we got 2.52 ± 0.02 em. 

T:hese are not in themselves very- interesting results but I am listing. them to 

show that there seems to be a systematic dependency of the transport mean 

free path in graphite on the way it was manufactured. However, we have not 

measured grain size. Perhaps it might clea·t up this problem. 

Another problem with graphite is that we never measure absorption cross 

sections as low as those quoted by the manufacturers. Perhaps there might 

be some discussion of this problem here. As of now the best 2200-meter 

cross section on graphite we have found is 4.4 ± 0.2 millibarns. (no nitrogen 

correction substracted) and this was on a graphite which was claimed by the 

manufacturer to be around 4. It would be important to explain how these hlgh 

values can be reconciled with the actual boron content which .comes from 

chemical analysis. So much for the results of our routine measurements on 

graphite. 

We have not gone further on investigations of the problems of diffusion 

cooling. We have done some work on the theory of diffusion ,cooling, ,however, 

~ usi.ng the heavy gas model developed by Hurwitz and Nelkin. Using this model 

we find that diffusion ·cooling in graphite is about 3.5 times larger than it would 

· be for a heavy gas of mass 12. This has been, I think, explained by Dr. Nelkin 

on the basis of the Krummhansel and Brooks model of the specific heat of 

graphite and he is now able to describe very well the diffusion cooling in graphite 

as· we have measured it. 

We have done a few measurements of Fermi r~ges in graphite, but these 

are not yet finished and the evaluations are not quite ready. The method is a 
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little .bit different from the method we heard d·escribed this morning. Basi

cally, the following is done:. 

The time behavior of the fundamental mode of the neutron flux in several 

small blocks of graphite was investigated. Since the fundamental mode· is 

proportional to e-(l/io +T(t) ·B
2
), Where T(t) = s~D(t') dt' is the Fermi Age, 

T(t) can be immediately deduced from the measured flux decay.· A plot of . 

T(t) vs t is made, showing that T(t) increases linearly with time after thermal 

equilibrium is reached. In this equilibrium region, T(t) can be represented 

by T(t) = Tth + Dth · t, where· Tth is the age of the source neutrons to thermal 

energy. Using this relation,. Tth can be deduced from the measureuH~a·lta. We 

are, however, more interested in the age of neutrons between indium resonance. 

energy and thermal energy. Therefore, we n"leo.surerl the transmission u.f the 

neutrons through an indium foil as a function of ,tirne. This transmission shows 

a very sharp dip in the moment when the neutrons are slowed down past the 

indium resonance. Using the previously determined T vs t curve, this meas

urement yields the age of source neutrons to indi urn resonance T 1. 45 ev' The 

difference ~T = Tth - T1. 45 ev is the interesting quantity; measurements 

hitherto lead to a preliminary·value of 52 em 
2

. A small dependency of ~T 
on the size of the block under investigation has been observed, this may be 

due to something like a "diffusion cooling•• during the slowing down process. 

Some 'pulsed measurements o.f diffusion in light water. have also been 

done. There were certain discrepancies which ex1sted in Lhe literature tv.ro 

years ago, especially in the temperature coefficient of the diffusion constant. 

I will list the results which we have; they might perhaps be interesting. At 

295°K we get for the reciprocal life time of Lhe il:tfinitc medium, 4850 ± 150 

sec-
1 

For the diffusion coefficient we get 34,820 ± 720 cm
2
/sec and for C 

(this is actually what Dr. Sjostrand this morning calied C minus d) 3650 ± 400 
4 . 

cn"l /sec. In the ternpcru.ture region from 295 to 353°K we found the following 

expression to hold for the temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient: 

D = (134 ± 7)T - ( 4 700 ± 2000) em 2/ sec. This is considerably different from 

the value reported by the Russian group at Geneva. I will not write down the 

temperature dependence of the diffusion cooling constant C, but I will state 

that we found the ratio n 2 
/C is nearly constant and is equal to 3.4 X 10 5 sec -

1 

One can try to correlate the diffusion cooling coefficient C with the time 

relaxation co.nstant for the neutron temperature, '(. In a' previous paper',· the 
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following relation has been deduced: 

y = { T 2 (~~Y/c 
Since in water we find dD/dT·:::: D/T we have. y = 1 D 2

/C and the _result that 

n 2 /C is nearly independent of temperature means that the relaxation time is 

not very dependent on the temperature of the medium, which, on first glance, 

one does not understand very welL 

We h~ve also done some stationary poisoning experiments in water; A 

poisoning experiment is one in which an absorber is added to the diffusion 

medium and then the. diffusio~ length L is measured as a function of the amount 

of added absorber. From the slope of the straight line which one has when 

plotting 1/L 
2 

vs the a~sorption cross section .of the added absorber, one_ can 

get the diffusion coefficient and from its abscissa int·ersection one can get the 

absorption cross section. 

In such experiments one has to watch out for the 11 diffusion heating•• of 

the neutrons. We did correct for this effect (which, by the way, is a very 

small·one) with the C from th.e pulsed experiments, and what we found was a 

value of 4800 ± 180 sec -l for v~ and for the diffusion- coefficient 35,300 ± 11.00 a . 
cm

2
/sec. It is ·see~ that both pulsed and stationary poisoning experiments. 

yield values in satisfactory agreeme.nt. 

we are going to continue the measurements of the diffusion coefficient 

up to higher temperatures. We·have built a pressure tank and want to meas

ure D and C up to a temperature of 300°C. ·Unfortunately, however, this 

measurement is not yet completed. 

In conclusion, I would like to ~emark that the pulsed work on water and 

the more recent work on graphite was carried out by M. Kuchle. The age 

measurements were done by Miss U. Schulze, and the poisoning experiment 

by 0. Kliiber, K. H. ~ockhoff and W. Eyrich ar·e responsible for the design 

and ·construction of the new neutron generator. 
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Discussion 

Carothers: . I think that the point which you made about the absorption 

cross section is one that we have noticed too. I wonder if this is not because 

in a method such as this you take account of all of the impurities that are in 

the material. If you do a chemical analysis you look for only <7 few elements, 

you find that they are or aren't there, and you ignore all the rest that you 

thLnk don't matter a great deal. I think this is a superior method to chemical 

;;mr~lysis for this type of determination. 

Beckurts: Has there ever been made a pulsed neutron determination of 

one·of the super-pure graphites which are manufactured in this country? 

Carothers: Fred [Kloverstrom] would you care to comment? We have 

some graphite from Hanford which is supposed to be quite pure and I think a 

measurement of the absorption cross section of this graphite was made .. Do 

you recall a number for that.? 

Kloverstrom: Nop I don't. It seems as though it was very low - some

thing like 2-1/2 millibarns. 

Beckurts: That sounds impossible. 

Carothers: There is some error in this number of course. It was ob

tained by fitting the alpha- buckling curve and mathematically extrapolating 

this .to zero buckling. The result was something less than the graphite absqrp

tion itself - something a little less than 3 millibarns but within the errors of 

the extrapolation. There were certainly no measurable impurities present. 

Kloverstrom: Did I understand you to say that on.these commercial 

graphite analyses you measured the absorption cross section to 3o/o? 

.Beckurts: Yes, about 3 to 4o/o. In order to do this you really have to· 

work very carefully. We take' almost a million counts for .every run, three 

runs for every point 9 and four points for the system. This is the reason you 

need the high intensity. 

Carothers: What sort of accuracy do you end up with? 

Beckurts: We have gotten .decay constants with accuracies of O.l'1o ~ 

Then you have to count more than a million. 

Faulkn~r: When·you speak of the manufacturer's statement of what the 
. . 

graphite purity is or what the absorption eros s section is, aren't these related 

back to a diffusion length measurement that somebody made sometime or 

other. 
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Beckurt.s: Well, actually, nobody really knows .. UCC has a leaflet with 

figures like 37, 38,· 39 and nobody actually knows where those figures. come. 

from.· I wonder if perhaps you can help me with this problem .. A great many 

people i-n Europe are concerned about graphite thermalization and getting 

accurate and clear figures. · We believe we are correct in our set of values 

but, of course, the manufacturer does not. 

Faulkner: Well, if this is coming from the source you mention, this 

goes back to diffusion length measurements at Hanford and the uncertainties 

in what you should use for the transport mean .free path are tied up in the re

sults. I would like to say at this time that we at Hanford are verr interested 

in the constants of pure graphite. We do have an exchange program with 

France and with England. We and those countries disagree considerably on 

the purity. Both of those two countries claim that they produce purer graphite 

.than the United States does •. It is hard to see that this could be. so because 

the methods are so similar. 

· · In this high stati~tica,l accuracy measurement of. decay constants to a 

tenth of a percent, how do you actually come up with the number for the decay 

constant? Is it a least-squares-fit method. 

Beckurts: We -make. a Peierls fit. 

Mr. "·X": ·A one-parameter fit. The Peirels method only works for 

one decay constant. You do not try to fit a possible remaining contribution 

from another harmonic. 

Beckurts: No, we wait so long that we are sure that there is no contribu

tion "from higher harmonics, and we have a completely negligible background, 

which is perhaps lo/o in the last channel. 

Mr. "X'': The other question I had was "What considerations led you to 

the upper limit of your temperature of 300°C ?" 

Beckurts; I think it was just rela.ted to the pressure tank. 

Mr. "X": The interesting thing.is.that we carne to the same conclusion. 

Beckurts: For· what reasons? 

Mr. '~X'': The tank starts ·oxidizing, detectors start softening, ~nd things 

·start to go to pot. 

Poole: One thing a pulsed source has in common with exponential meas

. urements: We wish to go either a long time or a long distance to get rid of 

higher harmonics and then see an exponential decay. One common technique 

in exponential experiments .is not. to try to analyze the decay purely along the 
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Z axis but to make a flux plot along the X and ;y axes and ShOW that this fits 

the assumption of a fundamental mode at this distance •. The analogous thing 

in. a tirrie measurement is that you make a flux plot at a long time and show 

that the distribution is in fact a fundamental distribution. 

Beckurts: This mean's .that you have to measure the spatial dependence. 

We did not do this for the same reason that Dr •. Carothers mentioned this 

morning.· He has made measurements of this kind at Livermore. It is diffi

cult to make correCtions for the detector. If you want to make the spatial 

flux distribution measurements you have to put the detector into the system 

arid you have an effect on the decay constant by the detector. 

Carothers: Dr. Campbell has made measurements like this and we· 

have also made some on beryllium cubesG You can indeed see the effect of 

the.decay of the higher modes. If you have a cube with th.e source on one side, 

as shown, and make spatial measurements al6ng .the axis and plot the spatial 

distribution as a function-of time, you see curves such as those l.n Fig. 4-3. 

We were not able to fit the curves to a true cosine. . They come very close, 

. but there is always .the lumped absorber in the system disturbing the neutron 

distribution. I believe our times for a close approximation to a fuiidamental 

mode were about two half lives . . 
Beckurts: This depenas much on the way you arrange the counters. 

You see~ if you arrange the counters in the center of the cube, you wili not 

get the first harmonic, which is usually a very strong one. 

c·arothers: You can plot decay constants at various positions. and you 

find somewhere in .this region you do get the decay constant of the fundamental 

mode right from the beginning. Here, near the source, the decay is faster 

than the fundamental becau$e the distribution is too high to begin with and it 

mus;t decay more rapidly than the fundamental mode. Far from the source it 

. is slower and around the centerp you would expect, it is the same. Experi·· 

mentally, it is hard to tell exactly where that point is. 

Poole: lfyou had a case where the decay constant for two modes, the 

fundamental and the next mode up,. were quite close together, you would have 

to be quite careful. It is .well known that if you are looking for an exponential 

it· is easy to deceive yourself if there is a very slow change in the decay con

stant. 
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Campbell: Actua.lly; :I don't".know if you have done it, .but we did a 

Fourier analysis in the case of a long extended beryllium block. The difference 

of the .fundamental to the first mode was not very great and we were able to 

look at the time dependence_o£ the separate modes. It agreed quite well with 

theory, at least for the fundamental and the first two. There we are looking 

at the stu££ diffusing from tJ;e outside so this question of trouble with respect 

to the absorption of the counter did~ 1 t occur. 

Sjostrand: How do you measure the ba·ckground? 

Beckurts: This has been measured in va·rious ways. In the water ex~ 

periments ·we have made two experiments without the moderator.· .We have 

made meas.urements with the counter shielded from~~~~ 

Campbell: Without the moderator? 

Beckurts: There a.re several things we have done. If you want to see 
. . 

what the walls are doing with th.e epithermal neutrons, you can pul~e without 

the moderator. We have measured with a shield between the moderator and 
. . . 

outside and we, of coursep hav_e measured with cadmium between and outside •. 

We are quite sure that our background comes ina very early stage and tha,t 

afterwards the remaining background is extremely small. 

Mr. "X": Are your blocks shielded? 

Beckurts: Yes, of course. The graphite blocks are shielded with cad-

miurn. 

•. c 

. . 
'· 
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5. THE DECAY OF A THERMALIZE;:D NEUTRON PULSE 

M. S. Nelkin 

General Atomics Division of 
General Dynamics Corporation 

I. Introduction 

The pulsed neutron technique for measuring thermal neutron absorp

tion and transpor.t eros s sections has become a very useful and popular tool 

since it~ introduction by Von Dardel and Sjostr~nd. l, 2 There are, however, 

considerable theoretical and experimental un~ertaintie·s remai,ning in its 

application •. Th.e availability. at General Atomics of a high-intensity, pulsed-. 

neutron source in th~ form of a high-current, 25-Mev electron linear accel

erator enables· the eHmination of many of the experimental uncertainties. In 

·conjunction with an experimental program in this direction, 
3 

the author has 

·undertaken to give a more satisfactory theoretical basis for the interpr~tation 

of the measured decay constants in nonmultiplying media. 

The work described in this paper is an example of a rigorously soluble 

problem in neutrori thermalization. The ·particular problem of the' decay of 

a pulse in a finite moderator is a case in which conside.rable '7nalytic progress 

can be mad·e toward the sqlution ··of the transport equat.ion, including velocity, 

space, and time dependence.· This is true because a Laplace tr.ansform in 

time and a Fourier transform in position yield a set of integral equations in the 

velocity variable which are closely related to experimentally observable 

quantities. 

As is usual in such an approach, the relation between the problem 
' 

·solved and the experimental situation brings up some interesting unsolved 

problems. In the present case, the missing theoretical link is the .lack of an 

adequate multi velocity treatment of the spatial boundary conditions. 

The basic approach employed in this paper is to expand the Fourier-
. ' .., 

Laplace transformed equation in powers of the Fourier 'transform variable B ". 

The resulting set of integral equations in velocity can then be successively 
4 . 

solved. This is closely related to the. moments method employed by the 

N.D. A. group to· study neutron slowing down in hydrogenous moderators. The 

region of neutron energy considered makes the physics of the problem very 

different from the high-energy, slowing-down process. It is essential to 
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include effeCts of chemical binding and.thermal motioh of the moderator .nu

clei, since the thermalization and diffusion of slow neutrons are being con

sidered. 

In Section II we formulate the pulse decay problem for the case of 

isotropic scattering in order to illustrate the method. In Section Ill this is 

extended to a spherical harmonics treatment of the ·same problem for aniso

tropic scattering. .The procedures necessary to proceed to each higher order 

in B 
2 

are exhibited, and the simplification~ due to l/v absorption and isotropic 

energy transfer are 'noted. With these two ass~mptions, an expression for 
' . ' 4 

the decay constant A. to order B~ is given in terms of the solution of an inte-

gral equati.on for the neutron spectrum. 
? ' 

In Section ·IV the reb.tion of. the derived' A. vo ·B'"' expreooion and ex .. -

periment is dis.cussed. In parti,cular,. it is made plausible that higher spatial 

m:odes having''their asymptotic spectrum should be obse~vable in a measure

ment of the space -time distribution of therrria:l neutron flux in a large sample 

of moderating material. _This is applied to the program in progress at General 

Atomics. to measure this distribution. 

II. Formulation for Isotropic Scattering 

We will start from the transp~rt equation 'for the angle dependent flux 

ljJ(x,J-L, E,t). We assume spatial variation in only one dimension, n·o regenera-
' ' 

'tlon of neutrons, a· source oi neutrons at t = U only, and isotropic scattering. 

[ l ~t + J-L·-#-- + ~. (E) + ~ (E)] ljJ(x,J-L,E,t) · . v v vx s a · 

where 
- . 2 

E = lmv 
'2 ' 

.... -
V • .X 

v.x 

~ · (E 1 __.E) is the energy transfer cros_s. section, ~nd 

:E .(E). ~- roo·~.(l~~- E 1)' dE I 
s Jo 

is the macroscopic scattering cross section. 

( 1) 
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Consider a solution of the form 

l)JA. (X,·f.L,E) exp(- At) ( 2) 

to the source -free problem for t >o. For a finite medium, the set of s elutions 

of the form ( 2) are discrete. A. superposi~ion of l(JA. is .needed to satisfy the 

boundary conditions specified by the so'urce at t = 0. 

We obtain the solution· of ( 1) by a Fourier transform in the spatial 

variable. We introduce 

which satisfies 

where 
. [ . 1 -1 

g(E,A.,B) = B tan 
. . :Es(E) +Bl: (E) - J . a vJ 

. ( 3) 

( 4) 

.We cons~der the integral equation (4) as an eig~nvalue problem in the . -
energy variable with the e~genvalues and eigenfunctions depending_ on the 

paramet~r B. It is assumed that for a given valli:.e of B there are a discrete 

set of A.'s satisfying (4). This can probably be.-proved. 

The relation of the solutions of ( 4) to experiment will be discussed in 

Section IV. We concentrate now on the solution of ( 4). It is convenient to 

rewrite ( 4) in an opP.r.atnr. nntr~tinn . 

. where. 

and 

f(E,_A,B) ¢(E) = S ¢(E) , ( 5) 

( 6) 

:E (E) • s 
( 7) 

Tl~is fonn,' obtained by· subtracting :E (E) ·¢(E) from.both sides con
s 

veniently illustrates the two contraints on the problem:. : . 
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lo Neutron conservation 

2o De,tailed balance 

SM(E) = 0 

where 

M(E) = 

!11 oTdcr to solve the intc!rro.l equu:tion ( 5) for >.. and •Px.(E;B); w~ 

expand >.., f, and ~ in powers of B z o' 

X. = a ~ a
2

J. '(iB) Zj 
0. j= 1 

oo Z' 
f = . ~ f 

2
. ( E, X.) ( iB) J 

J=O J 

ao 2· 
~' (E,B) = .~ ~ 2 .(E) (iB) J 

1\. J =0 J 

( 8) 

( 9) 

( 1 0) 

We insist tP.at Eqo ( 5) and the conservation condition.< 8) be satisfied 
:2 

to each order in B o The set of equations obtained is 

CQ 

. ~ · f 2 . ( E t X.) . ~ 2( . . ) (E) - S rp 2.n( E) 
~=0 J p-J 

( 1 1 ) 

where n = 0~ 1, 2, 

To lowest order, 

(~ (E) - q. o) ~ · = S ~ , 
·a · ·v · o o 

( 12) 

which· is an eigenvalue equation for a o The smallest eigenyalue represents 
0 

th,e asymptotic decay of a pulse in an infinite medium with no spatial variation .. 
. . - ' : 

For 1/v absorption, this is well known to be given by 

a = (:E v) 
o a 

( 1 3) 
., 

representing the decay of the fully thermal~zed flux~ 

For no·n-1/v absorption the lowest eigenf1-ffiction will not ·be a Maxwellian 

distribution, and the. solution for a· a.nd ~ (E) must in general be obtained 
0 0 

riunie ric ally o 
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We restrict. our ·attention to the lowest eigenvalue of ( 5): ·In the hier

archy of Eqs. ( 11), we must choose the lowest eigenvalue f~r each of the 

a 2n. In order to specify that we are considering only this solution we denote 

the expansion of this eigenvalue by 
. , . 2 . 4 , 6 
A = a + D B - CB + FB 

0 0 . 
(14) 

in conformity with the usual experimental analysis of decay constant versus 

·fu:ridamehtal mode· buckling~ 

' The ·higher 'eigenvalues of ( 5) refer to slowing -down ·Solutions and have 

values of (A - a ) of the order· of the recip'rocal equilibration time. If we 
. 0 

consider times long compared to the equilibration time (e.·g •• see appendix 

·of Ref. 7 for definition):, the~ the lowest A for a given B
2 

should dominate, 

and there should be a pure exponential decay if a single B 
2 

can be isolated. 

The only published calculation of a higher eigenvalue is an approximate solu-
. 5 

tion using a heavy monatomic gas model for the energy transfer.· To order 

B2 

¢ ·+ f ¢ = -s ¢2 • 2 2 0 . 
( 15) 

. where 

£2 = + D: - [+s(E) + Ea(E) - ::) r (16) 

At this point w~ res.trict ourselves to 1/v absorption. This enables the cal-

. culatic;m of D from neutron conservation without having to solve the eigenvalue 
0 . . 

problem ( 15). A simiiar simplificat~on will occur to all higher orders due to 

the va,n1shing of the term f
0 

¢ 2n on the left-hand side: of ( 11). The eigenvalue 

a 2n will only appear in (~1) line.arly in.the term f 2nr. By integrating (11) over 

energy, a
2
. can be determined, therefore, from a

2
. and ¢

2
. for j <n. This 

. n . J J . . 
important simplification does not occur for non-1/v absorption. In the general 

problem the term f
0 

¢
2

n w~ll not vanish, and the expa:risio:p of f will contain 

(~ + ~ - a /v) whe.rever ~ appears in future equations. s a o · s · . . . 
By integrating ( 15) in.the case ~ =.(a /v), we obtain 

. ·a . o. . . 

D 
0 

= s:[3E5(E)r M(E) dE 
roo 
Jo ! M(E) dE 

~ ( 1 7) 
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·With this specification of D and ¢ = M(E), ( 15) becomes 
. . 0 0 

( 1 . - Do) ~(E) = S ¢ (E) •. 
3 :E (E) v 2 

s 

(18) 

This integral equation for ¢
2
(E) rei>resents the shift of the spectrum 

to lower energies due to the increase in leakage rate with neutron velocity. 

The ·equation is the same as would have been obtained if one. started from 

velocity-dependent diffusion theory and calculated the spectrum shift to order 
2 

B • This phenomenon ~as called 11 diffusion c.ooling 11 by Von Dardel and rep,-

resents the dominant contribution' to the qecay constant to order B \ 

In order to calculate the coefficient C ofth.e ~4 term in the decay. 

constant, we integrate ( 11) over energy for n = 2. The .result for 1/v absorp

tion is 

where 

and 

roo.!_ M(E) dE 
Jo v 

roo 1 ( 4 - Do) M(E) dE 
= Jo 3 z;(E) 15 :Es(E) v 

roo..!. M(E) dE 
Jo v 

( 19) 

(20) 

( 21) 

This result has several interesting features~ CD depends on the 
11 diffusion cooling•• ,of the spectrum as defined by ( 18). The value of. CD turns 

out to bt;~ given exactly by tnultivelocity diffuoion theory •. The already available 

solutions to the diffusion theqry approximation to CD are therefore directly 

applicable. An .exact soiution using the model of a heavy monatomic gas for 

the energy transfer has been obtained by Hurwitz and. Nelkin.6 Variational so

lutions for arbitra,ry· scattering .model. have been given by Nelkin 
7 

and by Singwi 

and Kothari. 
8 . ' 

The term Ct iri ( 19) repreE)ents the contribution·'of orde~ B 
4 

due to 

deviations from diffusion theory. (Note that this applies to a single Fourier 
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component in an infinite medium and not directly to a finite medium.) This 

term has several interesting propert~es .. 'First~ it is r~gorously independent 

pf any deviations in the spectrum from ·an equilibrium Maxwellian distribution. 

Despite this. it is very sensitive to the velocity dependence of 2:s and is not, 

in general, correctly given by taking a Maxwellian average of Eq .. ( 1) before 

solving· it. 

Fo·r the case of constant cross section 

D 
c. ~ - 0 

t 15 2:2 
s 

•' 

This is in agreement with the value obtained from a one-velocity treatment. 

For the case of kt 1/. v sc~tte:dng crbss section, ~ = ~ (kT /E) l/ 2 , we obtain . s 0 

a correction of the opposite sign. The 1/v case applies approximately to 

water _and gives Ct :::::' 1/5 CD, ·a correction of· the same order as the experi

-mental error in C. For heavier moderato.rs, the correction will" be ·smaller. 

The procedure outlined above is readily extended to higher order in 
2· B • In order to give a .quantitative bCl,sis for ·the analysis of ·experiments, a 

calculation of the higher order terms in the expansion ( 14) is required. 

III. Anisotropic Scattering 

We will start from the generalization of (4)· to the case of anisotropic 

scattering, by use of the spherical harmonics. expansion. The point of view 

used is closely related to that of Hurwitz and Zweifel. 9 We let 

Soo -iBx . 00 

. 0 
e . l(J,(x,f!,E) dx = 2: 

1\. i =0 

¢
1

(E,B) then satisfies 

[2: (E) + ~ (E) .... ~] 1/>n(E,B) 
s a ' . v ~ · 

i~ ... 

21 
+ l [(£ + 1) 1/>i+.l (E,B)· + i ¢1 -l (E,B)] 

. . 

- soo 2: (E 1-E) cp (~ 1 ,B) dE 1 :, ·· (22) 
' 0 l. ' i . 
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where 

:E (E'-E) 
J. 

. 1 

= 2'1T s. dfJ. P
1

(fJ.) :E(E',E,fJ.) 
-1 0 0 0 

( 23) 

and :E(E '·,E,fJ. ) is· the ener·gy transfer eros s section from 'E' to E through 
·. 0 -1 

scattering arig1e cos fJ. . 
0 . 

To bring ( 22) into a form closely analogoq.s to ( 5) we subtraCt from 

both sides 

and let 

( 2.4) 

and 

We note that (1-b) =o, and S is the integral operator appearing in 
0 0 

the previous section. The prop~rties of detailed balance and neutron conser-

vation are now generalize_d to 

and 

S M(E) :: 0 
i, 

With the changes i? notation of ( 24) and ( 25), ( 23) becomes 

( 26) 

( 27) 

( .. :E (l - bn) + :E - ~)· ~n - iB . [(J. + l)~n l + J.~n 
1

] = Sn~n • (28) 
. s . x . a v x 21. + 1 x + x - x x 

If we expand ~J.. in powers ol (iB) we n.ote that the ieading term will be 

of order (iB)1 . If we let A: be given by (9.) and · 

~n(E,B) = (iB)
1 .~ ~n 2 .(E) (iB)

2
j, 

x . . J=O x, J 
( 29) 

, the term in (28) of order (iB)1 +2n becomes 
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i. + 1 . 
2£ + 1 cp i. + 1 , 2n- 2 

i. -----:- cp - s ·cp . 
21. + 1 i. - 1 , 2n - i. i. , 2n ' 

( 30) 

we. note that a2m is determi~ed from the solutions to ( 30) for i. ~m, 

n~m. We will restrict our consideration again to the case of 1/v absorption 

and smallest eigenvalue sothat a=(~ v), and n. =M(E). · . o a '~'co 

·If we take Eq. ( 30) for 1/v absorption and i. = 0 and integrate over 

energy, we obtain 

Consider first the case n= 1, and use the not(ltion of (14). 

D 
0 

Soo .!.. M(E) dE 
. 0 v . 

( 32) 

In order to determine D
0 

we must solve for cp 10 from ( 30) with i. = 1, ri = 0 

( 33) 

where 

~t (E) ;;; ~ (E) [l - h 1(F.)] r s . 

The usual expression for D in terms of the Maxwellian average of 
0 . . . . 

( 1/~tr) arises if we neglect the term on the ·right-hand side of ( 33). This 

corresponds to the neglect of anisotropic energy transfer and is eq].livalent 

to the Selengut-Goertzel approximation 9 in the theory of neutron slowing down. 

For the present problem, this sP,ould be a very good approximatio~. I~ the 

case of constant cross section, it would be exact. We can correct by one 

iteration to give 

cplO(E) = M(E) + _1_ S . M + O(S 21) • 
3 ~tr ~tr . 1 3 ~tr 

( 34) 

IntegraFng over E and writing out the· second term explicitly we have 
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S·oo cplO(E) dE :::: Coo dE M(E) 
0 . J 0 · 3 ~ tr (E) 

{
1 + soo dE.' ~ (E-+ E'l .1 1 ]~ ( 35) 

0 1 ' l~tr(E ') - ~tr(E) IJ . 

It is expected that the correction term· involved in the integral over 
.. 

dE' will be small for any cases of physical interest. Within this approxim·a-

tion, 

D = 
0· 

M(E·) 
·~ .... 
.. L.Jtr 

Soo ; 1 M(E) dE 

0 3 ~tr 

Soo 1_ M(E) dE 
0 v 

To obtain X. to order B
4 

we note that 

( 36) 

( 37) 

c[S; i M(E) dE J " J~"" ~ 12(E) dE - S ~o ~02 dE • ( 38) 

To calculate C we must. in general~ for 1/v ab~orptio~, 

l. solve ( 33) for ¢
10

, 

2. insert ¢.1() in (32) to obtain D
0

• 

D .. 
3. solve -+ M - ¢ 10 . = 5

0 
¢02 ,. 

4. 2 
solve ~s( 1 - bz)'Pzo - 5 ¢10 = 5 z'Pzo' 

5. solve~(l.:...b)m ·+D0 ·m 2m 1m = s 1'1'12 v '1'10-1.,20-3'1'0~ 5 1<1>12. 

( 39) 

( '!:0) 

( 41) 

T.his is considerably more complicated than the case of isotropic scat

teri.ng. ·If we neglect s 1 in (33) and (41) and s
2 

in (~0), the problem reduces 

to the same complexity as the isotrppic s~attering problem. ho is then given 

by ( 36) and D by ( 37). We must then solve the integral equation 
0 

~Do ~-. 1 ~·i. M(E) = S m 
v 3~ ·· o.,02. 
. . : .tr :· · 

(42) 
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for rp02 which is the same as ( 15) for 1/v absorption, except for 2:s being 

replaced by 2: s( 1 - b 1). We again get the separation of 11 diffusion cooling•• 

and transport contributions to C with 

and 

ct[S; 
1 

M(E) dE] v 

= s: 1 [4 I 
2:2(1 b )2 15 2:s( 1 

s 1 

----.- - Do] M(E) dE. (44) 
b2) v 

It now remains to relate the expres sian ( 14) for A..(B 
2

) with coefficients 

given by the present calculation to the experimentally 'observable decay con

stants in a finite medium. This will be discussed in the following section. 

IV. Application to a Finite Medium 

A. Theoretical Considerations 

We will consider for simplicity a slab of pure moderator extending 

from x = 0 to x = a, infinite in the y and z directions. The slab is assumed 

thick compared to a thermal mean free path. The pulsed source of fast neu

trons at t = 0 can have an arbitrary dependence on energy and x and may be 

anisotropic. By a pure moderator we .mean a substance with sufficiently weak 

1/v absorption that the siowing-down time is short compared to the thermal 

lifetime. To be more precise, we require that the second eigenvalue of Eq. 

( 12) .. be very much greater than (2:a v). This corresponds to the. familiar 

criterion 
2: 

a << 1 • 

where ; .2: , in this case, is an effective value for almost thermal neutrons. 
. s 

6 

If we assume the effective absorption l(2: v- A.)/v] to be small coma 
pared to 2: , then the boundary condition can be replaced by an extrapo,lation 

.. s . 
distance 0. 71 A.tr. Far from qoundaries the solutions will then be of the form 

iB X n . 
e ¢A.(E,Bn•f.L) , 



where 

B 
n 
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( 45) 

and ¢>... satisfies the Fourier-transformed equation studied in the previous 

.sections. The de·cay constants of the various modes can then be determined 

from the Fourier transformed equation. 

For the case of constant cross section the above procedure seems 

reasonable for the entire spectrum of solutions for a given B . In practice, 
n 

. however, the description in terms of buckling modes is not accurate for the 

slowing-down solutions because of the energy variation of the cross sections • 

. The procedure should still be applicabLe, however, to the fully-thermalized 

modes (i.e. • lowest A. for a given B ). Because of our assumption of a good 
n 

moderator, these rpodes can be _isolated by waiting a short time until the neu-

trons are flJ.lly thermalized. _A description of the neutron distribution for 

times longer than this should be accurately given in terms of the exponential 

decay of these thermal diffusion modes. 

One remaining theoreticaJ question is the applicability of the above 

description to the case of energy-dependent thermal cross section. The method 

of energy averaging used to determine the extrapolation distance is then of 

importance. 

B .. Appiication to Experiment 

The usual experimental approac;:h is to use counters external to the 

· moderator and wait sufficiently long for the fundamental spatial mode to be 

dominant. This ·dictates the use of sufficiently small samples to enable a 

large difference in decay constant between the fundamental and the next-highest 

mode. The corrections· due to extrapolated boundaries are appreciable, there

fore, particularly in the region of large buckling where the diffusion cooling 

and transport corrections are important. A review of this approa.ch is given 

b V D d 1 d S ..• d 2 y on ar e an JOStran . 

_The above approach, which has been necessary due _to intensity limita

tions, has tvv:o important disadvant~ges. First, the requirement of small 

samples to eliminate higher rnodes makes an accurate extrapolation back to 

zero buckling diffj.cult. This adversely affects the accuracy of capture cross 

section determinations. Second, the uncertain corrections in the large buckling 

. region make the accurate measurement of diffusion cooling difficult. This 

limits the utility of the pulsed technique in the· study of neutron thermalization. 
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An approach ~.uggested by Beyster 
3 

should enable a definitive. treatment 

of the pulse decay problem, using the high-current, 25-Mev electron linear 

accelerator a.t.General A.tomics a~ a pulsed neutron source. The absence of 

the intensity limitation' enables the determination of the space -time distrib"!-1-

tion of neutron density us in~ a small 1/v counter i~ternal to a large mode rat

ing sample. Decay curves at several positions can be obtained over several 

decades of intensity. Experimental results in water to date -indicate that 

quantitative information on several spatial modes should be available from: 

data taken from 20 to .2000 microseconds .following the pulse. 

The detailed proced\).re is as follows: 

l .. Measure 

S
oo 1 

n{xj'·t) =: . O ,-;; cp{E,x,t) dE 

at several points x., where j = l .••... M 
J . 

2. Make a· least-squares Fourier analysis ·at each time; varying 

{ 46) 

number of components and choice of extrapolated boundary, to study effect on 

ability to fit data. 

3. Extract decay constants for these Fourier cpmponents {rom analyz

ing time -dependence of modal amplitudes. 

It is expected that ~k for a given Bk should be independent of source 

geometry and source spectrum, but that Ak should depend on these proper'ties. 

This can be verified experimentally. Finally, one can vary the dimensions 

of the moderator in order to interpolate between the allowed bucklings. 
. , 

This procedure should enable an accurate determination of ~ vs B .... 

for the moderating material and should eliminate the difficulties associated 

with the previous method. The fundamental _mode can be definitely isolated 

without having to use small samples, and the higher modes should give una:I?

biguous information about the diffusion cooling phenomenon. With the additional 

flexibility of varying sample size, a definitive study of thermal neutron trans

port in moderators - a study that is particularly suitable for theoretical analy

sis - should be possible. 
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Carothers: I would like ·to call on Dr. Poole at this time. The papers 

up to now have been primarily concerned w'ith what is essentially diffusion 

theory, diffusion measurements in various moderators .. At this p<;>int on the. 

program we come to a series of papers that deal with rather diverse subjects. 

Dr. Poole has been doing work on neutron energy spectrum measurements 

which I think is different from any that I know of in this country. I know a 

group at General Atomics is planning to do work in this field. To the present 

time, however, nothing like Dr. Poo~e 'E! work has been done in the United 

States. 

Poole: Every time I come to the States I have to speak immediately 

afterMark Nelkin. He leaves me ~ot only exhausted~ but with a: board full of 

mathematics to clean up! 
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6. NEUTRON SPECTRUM MEASUREMENTS USING A PULSED 

NEUTRON SOURCE 

M. J. Poole 

Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell, England 

The experiments which we are trying to do have, in fact, been the 

work of a number of people at Harwell whom in fairness I think I should. men

tion. Apart from myself there has been Michael Coates, Brian Rogers, and 

Bill Howe, who played an essential part in this work. These are experiments 

to try to find the spectrum in a reactor lattice ·or ·a moderator by a pulsed 

source method, which is basically just an ordinary time -of -flight experiment. 

The details have been well described before. I will just point out one or two 

of the essential features. Figure 6-1 shows the layout of the. apparatus. There 

is nothing very fancy about this. A linear accelerator gives pulses containing 

about 10 8 neutrons per pulse, and you put your system, which may be a bit of 

moderator or a lattice, around the target of the linac. You then put in a re

entrant probe tube to look at some small area in the moderator, and a colli

mator to make certain you do look at that area, take your neutrons along a 

flight path (which happens to be 12 meters long in our case) and do a time -of

flight analysis. The resolution you get is basically determined by the die

away time T of your system; which represents the effective pulse length of 

the time of flight and this is always much greater than the short pulse you put 

in from the linac. You have, therefore, a limited resolution system. With 

our pr-esent setup we haven't enough neutrons to use more than a 12-meter 

flight path. The only· systems with short.enough die-away were water systems, 

that is, water lattices with a· T of the order of 200 or 300 microseconds or 

poisoned water systems. We've done experiments with both boron-poisoned 

and cadmium-poisoned water systems. Of course these are beautiful because 

the T comes right down to a few tens of microseconds. We are building a 

new linac (which is almost complete and is now being commissioned) and we 

shall then be able to go up to 60 meters flight path. The systems· accessible 

to this kind of measurement will be just about any water-moderated system 

that doesn't have enough u 235 
in. it to make it critical, in fact ariy highly under

moderated system, with any moderator, including graphite or beryllium. It 

must be an undermoderated system because then your neutrons never slow 
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down and so they don't spend a long time in the system. The fact.you are npw 

trying to look at higher energies is compensate~ by the fact that you get 

shorter die -away times p and with 60 meters "flight path you can just. about do 

most of these experiments. Once you get to a certain flight path length, this 

compensation in fact opens the whole field. Some D
2
0-moderated systems, 

which are almost thermal, will be open to ·us - but no graphite systems, that 

is~ no really thermal graphite systems, at all. 

Now I think that it is a ve.ry fair question to ask why we ,do things this 

way with its limitations. and I'll answer that question right now. You can 

measure the spectrum by a number of methods. The best kno.wn is the .·inte-

. gral method whereby you put in detectors of 1/.v and non-1/v cross sections, 

and try to compute spectrum parameters through. the knowledge of these cross 

sections. This has an advantage as it is relatively cheap. relatively quick, 

and you can get a great deal of work done, and certainly it 1 s a very valuable 

method. It has the disadvantage that you do have to know the shape of the 

spectrum to get a me~ningful answer, and this is why we want to do our kind·. 

of exact spectrum plotting. The other rneth<?d that's open is to use a chopper, 

and the only reason we don't always do this is that for a chopper you need a 

flu.x at the fuel of somewhere around 10
10 

neutrons to be able to look at a 

small area (that is, about a few square centimeters). This gets the fuel pretty 

hot, so tha·t what you are doing now is a reactor-type experiment with remote 

:·. q·a,'?dling, or at least careful han'dling, and not a laboratory experiment where 

you can stick the rods in and pull.them out again as you wish. We have been 

forced to a chopper for graphite systems (this has been built and is being 

spun) and Fig. 6-2 shows some of the vital statistics of this chopper so you 

can compare it with the pulsed source method. The main thing is that by using 

a 6-meter flight path you can use a puls_e length down to 8 f.LSec with this chopper 

and so you can get much better resolution than with our 12-meter flight path 

and an effective 200-f.Lsec pulse. The resolutions we expect from this .chopper 

(which is quite a simple thing) are given in Table .I. 

/ 
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6 X 0.6 

80 

DIAMETER (inches) 7 ·· 

SIZE OF SLIT (inches) 

ENTRANCE 1.27 X 0.-104 

EX I T I. 27 X 0. 2 3 
.. . : .. 

MATERIAL: K-MONEL(30%Cu7<>%Ni). 

THREE OPERATING ·sPEEDS (rpm) · · 4,000 · 

.12,.000 

35,000 

FLIGHT PATH ( m) 6 

DETECTORS (BORON LOADED ZnS)(cm) 23 X2.3 
Fig. 6-2 . MUL-8722 
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Table I. Resolution of chopper 

E 0.025 ev 0.3 ev 1 ev 10 ev 100 ev 

.6.E/E 1j2o* 1/17 1/9 or 1/25 1/8 1/2.5 

Typical Russian resolutions as given in Atomnaya Energiya, Vol. 5, No. 2, 1958: 

E 0.025 

.6.E/E 0.1 0.16 

*Change one point for chopper speed. 

With· a 60 -meter flight path a .6.E/E. of 1: 2 will be obtained at about 

50 ev. 

The other method, which I had never realized was being used until 

recently, is to use a spiral selector .. Recently a Russian publication has 

appeared using this method (I don't know the author's name, but the reference 

in case you are interested, is to a _Russian paper in Atomnaya Energiya, Vol. 5, 

No. 2, 1958). They have made a spiral selector with a quite high transmission 

which they use to measure thermal spe.ctra. Again, their resolution isn't 

very good. You get a .6.E/E at 0.025 (I calculated this roughly from the figures 

they gave, because they don't confess directly to resolution) of about 1/10; at 

0.5 ev, ·about 1/6. This gives a very high transmission, but you've got the 

disadv,antage that you only measure one energy at a time, so you have ·to do 

every point, point by point. I don't think that you are any better off with this 

method than you are with our method, and you are certainly a lot worse off 

than with the chopper. Well, so much for why we want to use such a method 

· for measuring spectra. However, this method has difficulties that we don't 

claim to have solved, which, I think, are common to all beam methods of 

spectra in assemblies. That is, you can measure the spectrum in the neutron 

beam quite well. You are quite certain that you've got .w.hat you want, but 

when you come to say that this ·is really the spectrum of neutrons at the point 

you are looking at, then you are not at all su:e. There are two obvious points 

that come up right away. The first is: How big should you make this device? 
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You want to measure a spectrum in what would be, say, a critical lattice or 

a critic<;~.! reactor; but, ·you only want a little· bit of it. We don't want the 

spectrum to be distorted by leakage due to the high buckling. Well this is 

not so difficult as. you can see if you :write down the neutron conservation 

equation. 

The neutron conservation equation is· 

where the right-hand sid~ gives neutrons scattered into an energy interval at 

E, and the three left-hand-side terms correspond to loss of neutrons from 

the energy interval a.t E Ly capLuTe, scalte:t·ing to another energy and by 

leakage at energy E. Furthermore, if the first and last terms are zero 

(infinite nonCC~:pturing system) then we must have a Maxwellian spectrum set 

up, so that 

~ (E) M(E) = soo ~ (E '-E) M(E ')dE I , 

s . 0 

(and as ~ (E) = Soo ~ (E-+E ')dE' , this is simply an expression· of the 
s 0 s . 

principle of detailed balance). 

Now the spectrum that is characteristic of the .lattice is the infinite 

medium spectrum - i~ e.,. the Maxwellian spectrum as distorted by the 

presence of ·~ term but without the DV2 cp term. Thus if the spectrum is a . . 
not to be distorted by leakage we must have ~ cp << nv2cp. That is, a . 

-r. << DV2 cp 
a cp 

1 << 
V2.(/J 

Lt.! ¢· 

This is a comparatively easy condition to satisfy in the thermal region: in, 

for example, a 45 -em water -moderated cubic lattice with a central point 

s~urce, (here v: ¢ lmax .., 2 to 3 times B 
2
). However, it is no longer true 

that this condi~ion is satisfied in the epithermal region. However, at energies 

sufficiently high that no up-scattering can occur, and where the spectrum is 

predominantly a slowing -down spectrum rather· than a distorted Maxwellian, 
. . ~ . . . 

then the general shape of the spectrum will be easily given, provided 
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which is once again true in the systems under investigation. 

Now the second point that comes to mind is the well-known fact that 

the spectrum in the beam is not the same as the spectrum that's inside the 

lattice in the presence of flux gradients. Or to put it another way,· the spec

trum at a point in ~ reactor has an angular distribution. The formula to take 

care of this in simple diffusion theory is manageable. The intensity you ob

serve is proportional to the fl~ I(E) a(E,O)- At(d¢/dx)x=O, 

where ·X is my beam direction and is measured at the position X = 0. In a 
. . 

homogeneous moderator~ this, I think, will give you a reasonable correction. 

Our difficulty has :been. that we have been looking at close .:.packed lattices 

where the distance between rods is probably only a few A.t's or even of the 

order of A.t sometimes, so that I don't think this simple correction can be 

applied with a·ny confidence at all. This does depend on d¢/ dx being constant 

over A.t. We have made some measurements to get the order of magnitude'· 

of this effect. We've made measurements of spectra in lattices taking neu~. 

trons out (let's have a unit cell) in this direction, or equally so i-n a rod. 

The next few slides just show that there is really a spectrum difference. 

Figure 6-3 shows the sp~ctra in a'lattice measured at a moderator positi"on 

at a cell center, and you've got a'Maxwellian component and a slowing down 

spectrum and the angle has made a small but significant difference. 

Figure 6-4 shows the same thing in the fuel, and after all you want to 

end up knowing the spectrum in the fuel. You can see that the difference ih · 

the two directions is very great. We try to deal with this by measuring an 

angular distribution. (This is the crude experimenter's way out.) We have 

actually measured the spectrum at four angles in one lattice in the .moderator 
i. .: 

position. This has shown, in this particular latti:ce ,which was L2 inches in 

spacing, that the spectrum is the same in all directions. That is about the 

closest spacing on which we can do an an,gular distribution. So all that is told 

us is that when we get over the spacing of 2 inches it is quite safe to do this 

simple experiment. Unfortunately, we still do not really know how to do it in 

the more closely packed lattices. So the problem in the fuel still remains 

for us to solve. However, we are going to take all these tanks and we shall 
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make very careful flux plots at the positions where we make out measure

ments both with and without the probe tube to see if we can estimate how. 

much distortion there '!~~'ill be or what kind of gradients we are working in. 

We try always to put_ our probe tube at a point where the gradient along the 

probe tube is zero. This is possible in a homogeneous system by arranging 

your probe tube and your source in~ a reasonable g-eo'me·try~- We had hoped 

we had done this with the lattices, but I think this is not the case. 
. ' 

Now, I am not going to put up any detailed lists of results for different 

lattices .. You will find them in the Geneva paper P/10 along with the compari-

: SO? wit}1. th~ integral methods done at~arwe_l.l. 1 
I will say that since Geneva 

we have spun up our chopper and .. -shown that you can get ':'- very good Maxwellian 

in thermal equilibrium at differe~t temperatur.es with a block of graphite. We 

have done one further thing···s~nce Geneva and tha:t is to look at the spectrum 

in cadmium solutions u,,sing t?e -pulsed source method. One of the more sur

prising things abou~ the.· spectral measurements was that the measurements 

in boron solution_s agreed remarkably well with the Wigner-Wilkins mass one 

calculation on, the ·Sofocate code as carried out by Amster at Westinghouse. 
~ . . . .. 

Just to remind you, Fig. 6-5 shows the kind of agreement we get. 

_Here you have got expe.rimental points and the lin~ is the Arn.st~r 
theory. They do rise above the theory at this point. There has been some 

query a!? to whether the resolution could cause this. In fact, this is not so, 

as we have managed to prove. If the experimental results are at fault it isn't 

at least a resolution fault. Figure 6-6 will show you a similar kind of calcu

lation done on a cadmium ·solution in water. The effect of the rather crude 

resonance here shows up quite well and the dotted line shows where it begins 

to swing away from the Maxwellian. We have done an .. experiment to compare 

exactly with that calculation and Fig. 6-7 shows the exp~rimental data. You 

see that -they are no longer ·in anything like· agreement. Once again, you could 

argue that this kind of disagreement was resolution trouble. You would need 

a really terrible resolution to cause that much flattening, but fortunately there 

is an easy experiment to prove that it's not that. With this setup, we put a 

thin foil of cadmium into our neutron beam, did a neutron transmission experi

ment, and reproduced the BNL- 325 cadmium absorption eros s section abso

lutely exactly. So that once again, if this difference is spurious, and I em

phasize that these are preliminary results, it is not a resolution fault. I 
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think that this is probably a real difference and this does signify the difference 
~ . .. . . . .. . . ~. . -. : . : . . 

between slowing down with a large cross section and a small energy loss per 

collision, which is the case of molecular water with the scattering cross sec

tion rising from 20 to 80 barns over this region, and scattering in asmaller 

number of big jumps with a monatomic gas as was assumed in the calculation. 

Well, that is·>What we have achieved so far. I will just take about five 

minutes to say what our plans are in the future. 

We have got a much more powerful linear accelerator at Harwell which 

is now installed and has started to work, and we propose to do therm.alization 

measurem~nts with this. We first .propose to make use of the high intensity 

and use a 60 -meter flight path on straight spectrum measurements qnd at last 

eliminate all possibility of resolution criticism for all systems. We intend 

also to synchronize a chopper with this puls-e'd source (this chopper h~s already 

been made and spun) so that we can do a series'; of experiments, a double set, 

in which you have a block of moderator, you take the neutrons out from a .probe 

tube which 1 have drawn at the center; you chop :fr?m here at a know~ .time 
... 

after the introduction of the pulse of fast neutrons from a fast source, and 

you measure the spectrum (i.e., you measure the flight _time distribution) at 

a point· 2 meters away, and thus you measure this as a function of the delay 

between neutron pulse and the chopper 'slit opening. You will then know from 

the time of delay from chopper to de'tector, wh~t the' velocity of this neutron 

is. You can.work back then as to the time it was .emitted at the same point 

and by making use of this double set of measure~ents, you can get the num

ber of neutrons as a function of both energy and'time of emission. This will 

be done in graphite in order to get the time scale bigger than in water, and 
. - -

will initially be used to compare with the calculations of Dr. Beckurts on the 

shape of the thermalization spectrum, that is, the spectrum which is decay

ing into the Maxwellian at room temp.erature, but which in itself is not really 

Maxwellian,...· ·we propose to see how much this deviates from the Maxwellian 

and how w~T1 it corresponds with theoretical estimates. 

The other thing which we propost:\ to do which is obviously immediately 

very easy when you have such a setup, is to change the buckling and observe 

diffusion cooling directly, that. is, .. obs~ .. r.ve di~.~~_tly th~ spec:trul? of the cooled 

neutrons and make measurements that are not dependent upon deductions from 

a life time. 
'!. 
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The· final experiment that ~s planned, or tentatively planned, is again 

a detailed spectrum experiment, that is, to measure the spectrum as a func

tion of angle at an angle and position at an interface between a moderator, 

which may well be water, and an absorl?i~g block. This again will be used to 

check calculations which have been going on at Chalk River. I think tha:t I 

would like to stop at this point. If you want to ask questions that is fine, but 

most of the details have been said so many times before. I expect everybody 

knows them. 

Discussion 

Question: In view of your last remarks about the use of the chopper, 

I'm afraid I didn't understand how you were getting your energy spectrum. in 

the first place. How do you dis.entangle the time -of -flight determination the 
. . . 

way you are doing it from the slo~ing -down time affects in your me~i urn_? 

Poole: Well, .that is t~e point about res ol1.1tion. The neutrons coming 

out of your source decay with a decay constant T; you then can get a spectrum 

only if the flight time T is greater than this time t. It is necessary to ob

serve the spectrum using timing gates which again are several-times T. 

Question:. Does it work-at 100 volts? 

Poole: No, we think the. 100 -volt figure is the resolution that we will 

get in graphite from the chopper. I put these up to give a comparison with a 

60 .,-meter flight path. I reckon then we should get a usable resolution at 50 

volts. With 12 meters we get it at 2 volts, and energy goes as the square of 

the path length. 

Passell: How do you disentangle the effect (I guess it's sort of analogous 

to this diffusion cooling) that the neutrons which are coming out a~e hotter 

than the neutrons that are inside? A fast neutron has a greater probability of 

striking your re -.entrant hole than .a slower neutron, so there is a distortion 
. . .. . . 

of ,the spectrum due to the fact that it is the spectrum leaking out rather than 

the spectrum inside? 

Poole: I don't think this is true in the absence of a gradient in the 

direction of the hole. If you have a small re-entrant hole here, then the num

. ber of neutron$ coming there must be proportional, I think, to the vector 

flux (that com.es i.n tra.nsport theory) which is a func.tion of angle and of energy, 

and the number of neutrons coming through here is equal to the number of neu-
. . . 

trans striking there, and this is the definition of this flux. 
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Pass'en: That hole has to be located at a point where there is a small 

flux gradient? 

Poole: Well, we measure the directed flux. Then, you see, it is a 

question of the relation between this quantity, which is a function of angle, 

and the usual scalar flux used in reactors, which is this quantity integrated 

over angle. Now, in order to make the one exactly proportional to the other. 

at all energies, either you have to have no variation of At with energy, or no 

variation of gradient with energy, or you have to put the probe in a position 

where there is no gradient in that direction. Or you can make any rnethoc;l of 

calculation using some kind of theory to relate directed flux and scaler flux, 

and in a homogeneous medium you can do this quite successfully with the dif

fusion theory expression9 which is simply a cosine distribution according to 

the gradient. That is where that formula that I put :up comes from. But I 

don't think these simple considerations apply in lattices .•. although you are 

all right when you get to a reasonably widely spaced lattice. So much we 

have learned. 

Keepin: The other day at Los Alamos we were talking about using a 
chopper to give you not only the spectrum, but also the variation of spectrum 

with time. Isn't it conceivable that by properly programming just a time -of

flight analysis, you could get this information? For example, suppose follow

ing a pulse you started in one detector a time -of -flight spectrum, and then 

in another one so many microseconds later, depending on the resolution you 

want, another spectrum, so you have· a group pf integral spectra in time which 

would represent a matrix which in principle could be solved for the energy· in 

time'? 

Poole: This is in fact a suggestion which Von Dardel put up quite a long 

time ago. You could measure your counts as a function of time and of- flight 

path, a.nd you should then be o.blc to unfold thie decay effect so as to get it. 

Now I'm an experimentalist, and I think it's easier to build a chopper than to 

d·o a lot of mathematics. 

Keepin: 1 agree with you and yet the argument centered around the fact 

that when you have a chopper you have a duty facto_r, and you are losing (let's 

say a 10% hole out of the periphery of this wheel that's spinning) 90% of your--

Poole.: No, you are not really, not any more than the other, because 

all of these analyses, when you get a curve, depend upon getting the gradient 

of this curve; that is, we are taking the difference between those counts·. It's 
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jus.t the same as thro.wing away intensity in the chopper. The choppe.r in 

effect measures that gradient directly and avoids the mathematics. I think 
' . . . . . 

that this ,is true. You have ~o do_ these things so accu:rately to do the unfold-

ing calculations. 

Carothers: One question.ab'out the accelerator you are building. What 

sort of neutron flux will you get from that? 

Poole: Well, we've got it and it 1 s running, but it's just not running as 
. I . 

well.as we would like it to. We have a lot of pulse lengths that we can choose, 

so I will put it this way. Using an ordinary uranium target, it's ~bout 5X 101.6 

neutrons per second during the Pll:lse, and we have a pulse length range of 0.2 

to 2 microseconds. These are design figures, and I'll tell you how nearly we 

approach to them. Using a multiplying target, which is. a 10 o/o subcrit.ical, 
. 2 35' . ' . 1 7/ .I . 18/ 

alrpost-bare U assembly, we c:an get from 5 X 10 · sec to 10 sec and 
. . . . 11 

the pulse length choice there is just 0.2 microsecond, so you have -10 neu-

_trons per pulse. This.will be used for cross-section work almos~ e.xclusively. 

Now, we h~ve achieved about 1/3 of our beam current at short puls'e: lengths 

and the same beam .:urrent can be maintained up to a half microsecond. So 
( 

we are under power at long pulses. We have not yet commissioned the sub-

critical assembly; we have tried it out for its dy~amics (its decay t~me) and 

prc;>ved that it's quite satisfactory, but we have not yet satisfied the safety 

committee that we .can cool it properly or that we can run it safely, although 

no doubt we will in time. It's just going to cost us a little more money th~~ 
we thought,_ and so at the moment we are a factor of about 30 down in intensity 

after the.cross-set.:Liuu work. The fission power is about 2-1/2 kilowatts. 

In addition, there is a power in the target in the center, where the electrons 

hit, of about another. 2 or 3 kilowatts. I don't have the exact figures with me. . . . 
The design figur.e· of the accelerator was 1 ampere at 25 Mev. We've got 

somewhere around about 300 milliamps and the energy is a little up, about 

30 Mev. We are going to have modified components fitted and we shall proq

ably get about 600 milliamp~· and then be satisfied. 

Question: How much time spread do you get with your subcritical 

assembly on the _end of this? 

Poole: These figures are not 'exact, but the calculated half tirn:e was 

about 0.09 microsecond and we have dpbe measurements by measuring the 

width of a resonance of -this source with rather a short flight path, and the 

measurements agreed quite well with this. 
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Carothers: There is some work that Larry Passell has done on bare 

oralloy systems that should give some .information on.this kind of decay time. 

Poole: Yes, I think that. that work was put into computing this, that 

is the experimental lifetime of a neutron in oralloy was put into computing. 

the kind of decay time we'd have. But I think that the neutron multiplication 

data was not given with .each sphere ••• at the time I didn't have any relation 

between the diameter of the sphere and its multiplication. 

Pass ell: We 1re not certain .that we 'know what the 1 ~a.kage multiplica

tion rea.lly means. 

Poole: Well, I agree with you. but within 10 to 15cr'o would still do. 

I'm not. sure that it's quite a clear relation. becaus~ our system has· got a 

little reflector on it which is made up out of rod,s 9 and in addition there is 

some water outside it to moderate th.e neutrons in the epithermal region, and 
10 

some B · to stop these slow neutrons from going back. This 0.09 is the aver-· 

age sort of half life. It comes down quickly and then there 1s·a tail of lOcr'o of 

neutr~ms with something like 0.15 microsecond. so that it.1s not quite asimple 

comparison, but the order of magnitude is exactlythe sameQ 

.Carothers: How many pulses per second will you get on the new 

machine? 

Poole: Well, it will go from a pulse when you push a button up to 750 

p:ulses a second with o.z-.microsecond pulse!'> ;:~.:n.d something .like 615 fo:r. all 

the other pulses. This is just a.question of the duty rating of the modulators. 

If you know you are going to use short pulses, you can change them over to 

a short rf pulse and get a little more pulses per second. Fo,r the spectrum 

time-of-flight measurement of course you have to use quite a low pulse rate, 

to avoid overlap effects. ,You use .50 pps for 12 meters, and I reckon we will 

have to use 12 pps or so for a longer path; 50 gives us generous s~fety at 12 

r:udt:u·~:;, but it's certainly no good at 60 meters. 

Reference 

1 
C. G. Campbell, R. G. Freemantle. and M. J. Poole. Measurements of 

Reactor Spectra by Time-of-Flight and Integral Methods. Second Geneva 

Conference paper P/10, Vol. 16, pp.. 233-253 (1958). 
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7. ALPHA MEAS1,JREMENTS ON, GRAPHITE-u 235 SYSTEMS>:< 

Albert J. Kirschbalum 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Livermore 

You can all relax because this is goi:n,g·to be a very low level talk, and 

I promise not to put any wiggly symbols on the board whatsoever. This work 

was done by Fred Kloverstrom. with the help of Ted Komoto, Dick Deck and 
. . 

Arnold Reyenga. Fred has given it in bits here and there at ANS meetings 

many times - so out of sympathy, I volunteered to give it today. 

This experime_ntal program was carried out in conjunction with a pro

gram of critical mass studies which was the dog and this pulsing work the tail. 

The pulse work carried very little weight. It was impossible to repeat and 

refine experiments so as to carry the program out as one would like; but I 

think they have done an excellent job considering the conditions under which 

the work was done. The experimental facilities are far from id~al for pulsed 

work. We are building better ones and assume that with the new ones we will 

be able to do much better work. 

The experiments cover simple-geometry, enriched-:uranium graphite 

systems with carbon-to-uranium atomic ratios from 300 to 1 on up to approxi-

. t 1 10 000 t 1 Th" . . . 94o1 . h. d . u 235 Th · h" rna e y , o . ·1s 1s uran1um 1o enr1c e 1n •. e grap 1te 

used has 14 parts per million boron plus other neutron ·poisons and consequently 
2 2 

has an L of only 1200 em • However, when you load the graphite with the. 

enriched uranium the low L 2 doesn 1t make much difference·, and it provides 

a small challenge to the people trying to do calculations to take into account 
\ 

the dirt in the· graphite. We aCtually use this graphite because it is strong 

and readily available. 

As for the purpose of this alpha measurements program: Two years 

ago we ·had a .similar syr:pposium and I sat and _listened to it as did all the ·rest 

of the people in the Division. It seemed to us that this was a wonderful way of 

extend1ng our critical-mass measurements to get more data which would allow 

the theoreticians to do a better job of normalizing codes. One of the first 

things we hoped to do with pulse measurements was to get accurate data·on 

systems as a function of buckling. If you take 1/M measurem~nts, only one 

:>',< 

This is a record of a talk, riot a. written paper. 
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point has any meaning the delayed critical mass. However, with the alpha 

measurements, one can get a meaningful, well-defined physical quantity for 

subcritical systems - namely, the neutron relaxation time as a function of 

buckling. This should provide a more stringent test on multigroup codes. 

Unfortunately we have been unable to interest any of the multigroup experts 

in trying to fit these data. Our own efforts along this .line have ben unsuccess

ful. Second, we thought as part of the critical-mass measurements we would 

be able to evaluate, using pulse techniques •. large reactivity effects due to. 
. . 

control rods and safety rods; rather t'han inching a~ong using an inhour equa-
. . . I . , . 

tion and measurin~ ten cents at a ti~e. We hoped we could maybe measure 

the worth of proposed control ~ystems up to ten dollars react.ivity at a. cr;:~ck. 

We also felt we cou~d measure the relative effectiyeness of any control sys

tem as a function of position. Then, last, we had hoped to be able to m~astire 

indirectly the macroscopic constants T
1s, "'E~'s and so on of the ~ystem. It 

turns out that this talk I'm giving is going.,.to be more. on what we couldn't do, 
- . 

than what we could. These systems are v:~ry difficult to deal with •. 

If you are real naive, you ca~ s"ay,"::·,,we 'll u~e this equation: 
o· 

2 ' . - Tl3 
2 

a.S 
a. = DvB + ~ v - k ( l-!3) ~ v e-. e " 

a a. a 

The first problem you run into in these systems is that most of them _are:q 't 

thermal, and there really isn 1tany diffusl.bn. For example, in the 300/l sys

tem the probability of a neutron getting down to thermal is very small. some

thing on the order.of 0.3o/o. Second, it is i~cbrrect to omit this t.erm, ea.s· 
I • 

Obviously. there is time passing .while the neutrons are slowing down so that 
' -

this production term relates to the neutron population at a time S seconds 
' ' . 

beforehand, i.e., these ·neutrons are produced from fissions occurring S 

seconds ago. This effect contributes the ea.S term in the equation.· Now this 

i::; ::;till all very naive, but complicated. You can play around with this e_qua-

tion and try to use it. ·but you know it's not very appropriate. If there is time 

after I present the data, I'll show some.othe:r- simpl~ approaches that we have 

taken to try to fit the data with simple models. These models are useful as 

a guide for the experimenter in i~terpreting and in analyzing data. 

At the risk of poring a lot of people I will gC?. through the experimental 

setup, as there may be s orne who are not familiar with it. (See Fig. 7- 1.) 

The assemblies are constructed on a so-called low-mass table which is an 
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Fig. 7-1 
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expanded aluminum honeycomb with a thin aluminum plate on it. This gives 

a supporting table with very low reflection, approximately 2 lb/ft
2 

effective 

aluminum reflector. The table was built for doing critical-mass studies, and 

there is a control element ~ro~ s .i~ the ce1nter containing four safety rods 

driven vertically .by ·actuato~s· fse~· Fig.· 7-2). This is one of the first assem

blies built, a pseudo-octagon to approximate a cylinder. We finally decided 

they were more trouble than they were worth and went to rectangular parall._~le·

pipeds. The assemblies wer'e built up from 6-in:ch-square graphite plates 
. . '' .. 

1/2 inch thick with 0.001- or 0.00 2-inch-thick foils sandwiched between them. 

You can vary the· C/U ratio over any range. you wanL.l!y chauging the num.ber 

of foils per plate. There are also porous graphite blocks that allow you to 

vary the graphite density. These assemblies are not particularly easy to 

build~ In general they have something like 7000 blocks and a corresponding 

number of foils. · Restacking to repeat an experirnent n1.eets with a certain 

lack of enthusiasm. · The snout of the pulser is visible to the right in the pic

ture. You will hear about the puls'er from Larry Ruby~ later today. The de

tector is a 1-l/2-inch-diameter, l/8-.inch-thick, Li6I scintillation counter. 

The pulser will run at any rep rate you want up to several hundred pulses .per 

second. It makes approximately 10
5 

neutrons per burst. In general, the 

pulser was placed on the mid-plane and the detector at 90° azimuthally and 

·one-third the way up in height to suppress second harmonics. Actually, on 

many of these systems the experimenters moved the .d.etector around, and it 

appears that they always have waited long enough after the pulse so that they 

did not see the effects of se<;:orid ha·r,monics ~ Fig:u;re ? -3 shows the time ana

lyzer. We are ·still using a ·rather archair;:-time analyzing circuit. We have 
' 

a pulse -height analyzer. and time -to-height converter. A linear ramp is 

started when the. source is pulsed, t_~en if a count occu·rs, the circuit samples 

the ramp and puts out a pulfje proportional to the he;ght of the ramp at that 

time. \These pulses distributed now in hei'ght instead of in time are then fed 

into a standard pulse-height C\-nalyzer. This. apparatus can be accurately cali-. ' .. ' . . . . 

brated. The ramp is not perfectly linear, but by using a. calibration pulse you 
' . 

can set the pulse -height channels s.o you have better than 1/ 21o _accuracy as 
~. . ' 

far as time resolution goes .. 

The· first thing that was noticed when these experiments were started 

was that we could not get a simple e:x;ponential decay when the background was 
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subtracted. The background is measured by two gated scalers, which are 

turned on between pulses.. _You. can vary the time that you ~urn them on and 

as far as we can determine the background is constant between pulses. If 

this measured background is subtracted from the raw data, the curve shown 

in Fig. 7-4 (not a simple exponential) is obtained. When the assembly was. 

taken out of the room and the pulser operated, it was discovered that the room 

had a 2-millisecond neutron half life. The assembly was then enclosed on all 

sides with 1/4-inch boral. This has a very small effect. on the critical height 

les's than 0.1 inch- but it does fix up the pulse measurements. In Fig. 7-5 

you see what happens when you put aboral doghouse around the assembly. 

You get a very nice single exponential. The next two figures, 7-6 and 7-7, 

show typical data on 300:1 and 2400:1 systems. Each of these figures shows 

only the bottom few points. The upper curve in each figure is obtained with a 

control rod in the system. The vertical .line represents delayed critical buck

ling. ·The difference in B 
2 

at delayed critical and prompt critical we call &B 
2

. 

We can use this &B 
2 

to calibrate the buckiing scale in dollars, directly. By 

definition, prompt critical to delayed critical is one dollar.· You can ·compare 
. \. . ' 

.this &B 
2 

to the change in B 
2 f~r c;iticality with a control in and out and say 

that the rod is worth so many dollars. Well, you can do that, but it's not too 

good as we will see later. Now, one can do a Peierls least-squares fit to · 

this data to get a straight-line fit near critical to the equation a. = - a + bB 
2

• 

I think they tried to fit the data to include another term, CB 
4

, but this term 

just doesn't ex~st, the coefficient comes out so small. Figure 7-8 gives the 

evaluated constants a and b for the various carbon-to"-uranium ratios. The 

table indicates the range in buckling and alpha over which the le.ast-squares 

fits were made. 

From the delayed and the prompt critical bucklings you can get the 

change in buckling between delayed and prompt. As you see, it staggers around 

somewhat, and there doesn't seem to be anything that one can· do to increase 

the accuracy. You are measuring two large numbers here and you are inter

ested in their very small difference. Even though you mea.sure these bucklings 
' ' 2' 

to a few percent accuracy or better, you get ~ large inaccuracy in &B • So 

this very simple direct approach for c_alibrating the buckling scale doesn't 

appear to be too useful fo.r these sy_stems. The alphas at delayed r.ritical look 

reasonable, at least they are changing monotonically in the right direction, 
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Least-squares Linear Fit to a vs. Corrected Bucklings 
Near Critical 

2 a = -a + b B 

C/U ax 103 b X 106 B2 x 10-4, 
~~ta Range _1 em a, sec . 

30.1. 26.5 ± . 6 11.5 ± ·3 23·37 - 29.28 

603 11.) .!.. ·) 5. [!II ;:!; .J.ll ??.48 - 2~.69 

1206 5·93 ± .28 2.87 ± .13 21.19 - 22.33 

. 2355 3·37 ± .80 L76 :!:_ .04 19.~6 · 80.Ii8 

2355R 2.94 ± .11 1.60 ± .o6 18.75 - 19.46 

9550* 0 .81"7 ± .012 .616 ± .oo8 13.52 - 16.44 

9550R* .779 ± .014 0.609 ± .01 13.22 - 16.44 

Delayed and Prompt. Critical Bucklings and Delayed 
·critical a 

C/U 
B2 X 104 

de . ' 
cm-2 B~ X 104 pc , cm-2 oB2 

301 23.~6 ± .01 23.01 ± .015 .26 

60; 22.26 ± .02 21.91 ;t .0:2 ·35 

1206 21.01 ± .02 20.73 ± .05 .28 

2355 l9.42 ± .01 19.16 ± .01 .26 

2355R 18.64 ± .02 18.32 ± .02 ·32 

9550* 13.~6 ± .02 13.255 ± .01 .~0 

9550R* 12.98 ± .02 1:2. ;/8'7 ± .012 .19 

*Pc = 1.70 gm/cm3 

R denotes control rod inserted 

Fig. 7-8 
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but they suffer from the relative errors. It would be nice to hav:e a simple 
2 

theory which says w~at the oB and a at delayed critical·should look like. 

We -can, however, push, onward and measure alpha as a funct.ion of 

rod position and you get a pretty reasonable curve (see Fig. 7-9). This has 

been done for two rods, as you can see .. {The size of these systems is 4ft 

by 4ft and they range from 3ft high to about 4ft high over the C/U range 

used.) The curves have been normalized to give a net rod worth of one (in 

arbitrary units) all the way in. You can presumably give the total value of 

the rod, as I mentioned ·before, by the effect on. alpha. The points· are experi

me~tal; the curve is a simple calculated curve assuming a ¢
2 i~portan~e. I 

am told that if you calculate relative .rod worth. more rigorously, the curve 

is raised a:n,d would .probably fit the points. much better .. A simple rod such 

as this, of course, you feel you could calculate, but there are some proposed 

control systems th~t are considerably more exotic than just the ·bayonet-type 

rod. Also, we hope to measure the interference or shielding of one rod by 

another for ·a tot<7l control system. 

Fi~ure 7-10 presents all the data on a large buckling scale. The alpha. 

curve for unloaded graphite is shown in this figure. The a curves for loaded 

systems all eros s it in the proper fashion o~ order, i.e., the points of inter

section move to the left for higher C/U ratios~ However, it has been impos -. 

sible to get any sort of a mathematical treatment that wili predict where these· 

neutral buckling points will occur. A blown-up version of the intercept region 

is shown. 

Figures 7-8, 7-9, and 7-10 are typical of the mass of data that we 

have. So far we have been unsuccessful in getting an·analytical treatment of 

these systems that w~ll predict or agree with these data. We firmly believe 

·that alphas are much more meaningful and significant than multiplications, 

and hence should be a powerful tool for investigating reactor systems. We 

had hoped that they would be capable of relatively simple analytical treatment; 

this does not appear to be· the case. One 'Of the things that makes pulsed me as

urements attractive is the fact, that you know B 2• In any sort of multiplication 

measurement you have a point source and B 
2 

is pretty hard .to define in such 

a system. Also we believe that in alpha measurements counter effects' are 

essentially nonexistent. You have a steady-state, asymptotic spectru~ for 

each size system and you measure the neutron population as a function of time. 
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If your counter efficiency varies with energy and the leakage spectrum will 

vary with system sizep it does not affect your data. If your counter position 

~hanges fr~m on~ -~un 1:(; the-~ext 9 . it. does.n''t -make any difference. You are 

measuring a variable in timep and where the counter is and what efficiency 

it has as a function of energy do·not effect your measurements. This is cer

~ainly not true with inverse multiplication measurements .. If somebody kicks 

the counter during an experiment. you are wiped out. 

Howeverp there are serious limitations to pulsed measurements, and 

I guess this is why we have had a hard time interesting the theoreticians in 

them. For instance I don't know how you can nieaningfully appiy pulsed meas-· 

urements to reflected systems. This. of course, is. what everybody wants to 

buildp and 'it gets pretty difficult to interpret any mea~u'remenL~:> yuu lH21ke nt'l. 

a reflected system. If you reflect a system with infinit~ D 2op you are going 

to get a relaxation time which doesn't have a great deal to do with the particular 

core used. Secondlyp the appearance of the eas term certainly makes it diffi

cult for any simple analysis. If you do a multigroup calculation. the e as term 

is taken care of automatically. The spectrum you calculate is enhanced toward 

the low-e'nergy end. The.farther down in energy you go the older the neutrons 

arep so they were born when the system was at a higher population and thus 

their population is enhanced over that of younger ne~trons.-

For our specific systems we can rnake three pertinent comments. 

First. there is appreciable self-shielding in the foils. F'or critical mass 

measurements the self-shielding is not too important. It turns out that the 

cu~ve of critical C/U loading vs B 
2 

is very ste.ep for the range we have covered. 

So, if you assume the C/U ratio and calculate the critical budui.n.g. it 1s very 

·easy to get good resUlts. If you as::;uu:1e a. buckling o.nd try to calculr~tP. ::~ C/U 

ratio it _is much harder to get accurate results. Most of our calculations have 

been pushed around until they give a reas-onable fit to critical-mass data. For

. pulsed measurementsp. the self-shielding is more importantp since the in~inite_. 

system alpha depends very strongly upon how much self-shielding you have, 

whereas tbP. k does not. 
00 

Secondp the systems have a further nonhomogeneous character. When 

you build the systems upp you are adding increments in height of 1/2 inch, but 

you may have a foil only every 2 inches. You add on graphite for a couple 

steps and then, next timep graphite and fuel. This is not building the system 
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up in a homogeneous fashion. We could stagger the foils but with something 

like 7000 foils in a typical assembly we've decided that staggering foils is 

imp:racticp.l and could lead to errors. The measurements take a long time as 

it is. 

Thenp lastp we have been measuring control-rod effectiveness by com

pa!ing the alpha at delayed critical with the rod out to the alpha with the rod 

in for the same size system. The "rod in" alpha divided by "rod out" alpha 

gives the rod worth in dollars 0 It occurred to us that this is pr'obably not a 
very good schemep because you are comparing alphas for two different sys

terns since the rod affects the. buckling and the lifetime of neutrons. A better 

scheme would be to use only the "rod out" alpha vs buckling curv;e. To do 

this you determine the size of the system ·for delayed critical with the rod in. 

Then using the buckling appropriate to this size system with the rod outp you 

candetermine what the alpha would be by extrapolation of the "rod out" alpha 

vs buckling curve. Npw you are using alphas from two systems that differ 

only in buckling; howeverp the extrapolation is larger so the alpha curve must 

be more accurately determined. We have not had a ~hance to analyze any of the 

data using 'this approach. We intend to measure rod values with the inhour 

equation and also with rod drop methods and check them against this method. 

Figure 7 -ll shows how the constants a and b vary with the C/U. The 

ap which is the infinite -medium alpha term, goes inversely as C/U, Just as 

you would expect. The 600: 1 system was the first one we did. It was not done 

very well and that point should be ignored. We have not had an opportunity to 

repeat it. The b term, which is the term concerned with leakage in these 

systems, rises as you go to higher C/U ratios, that iSp as the syste~ becomes 

more thermal. This is what you would expect since T increases for large 

C/U. 

Fi~ure 7-12 shows one. of the first cuts that was taken at this problem 

with an 18-group code. The succes.sive calculations Numqers l through 4 

were each more sophisticated than the previous one. As you can see from 

the figure, the results fi'rst got better but then at calculation Number 4they 

started getting worse. We have iiS yet been unable to improve this situation. 

Very briefly the simple mathematical models that can be used are as 

follows. 
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\. 

· The neutron life cycle in a reactor core such as we have been con-

. sidering consists of: 

l. Born in fission. 

2. · Slow down until leakage or capture occurs.· · 

3. Some neutrons may reach thermal and diffuse about before 

leakage or capture. 

The simplest model you can construct would be the following: 

Let f{t) = fission rate at time t, ·. 

f{t- s) = fission rate at time t- s, 

s = average Lin1t:: a neut:ron Jives from fission to absorption,, 

{ l·-l3)k = average number of·prornpt neutrons born per absorption. 
('I) 

Then f{t) = {(t- s)k
00

{ l -13) X nonleCi.kage probability, 

2 2 
f { t) = f { t ·- s) k 

00 
{ l - 13) e-M B 

M
2 

= generalized Fermi age to giv.e average nonleakage probability. 

But f{t-s).= easf{t) since rate is exponentialwithrespecttotirne. 

-M2B2 
as e 

e = ----
k p.- 13) 

00 

or a = 

comparing with 
2 

a = ...., a+ bB • 

We use the a term to evaluate s and the b term to evaluate M
2

• 

{Calc.) {Meas.) 

C/U S( p.s~c.) 
z 2 

M (em) oB 2( ern z X 104 ) oB
2
(crn

2 x 10
4

) 

300 24 270 0.26 0.26 

600 59. 308 0.23 0.~5 

1200 115 ~~0 0.21 0.29 

2400 200 352 0.20 0.28 

9600 720 445 o. 16 0.20 
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oB 
2 

is calculated from f3 = M 2oB 2 . The agreement between the calculated 
2 . 

and the measured oB is poor •. However, for control-rod evaluation I believe 

it is better .to use the calculated value, since the .measured value is a small 

difference·of two large numbers measured independently and hence has very 

· large probable error. 

The slowing down time in this graphite from fission energy to thermal 

energy is 150 f-LSec and the Fermi age is approximat.ely 350 'em 2 . From this 

we see that for C/U ratios less than 2400 the systems are definitely not 

thermal. 

The above is the simplest possible mathematical model that will give 

some physical feeling for what is happening in these systems. A somewhat 
' . 

more sophisticate<;l approach would be to treat the neutrons as being of two 

types. One type does slow down .to thermal and spends some time diffusing 

about before absorption or leakage occurs. The other type is absorbed or 

leaks during slowing down. 

If p = probability of reaching tb:ermal e'nergy (calculated similar to a 

resonance escape probability), then using a simila! argument to ,the one above 

we can get: 

where 

F(t) = 

2 
k

p -TB 
p oo e P' 'B 2 

F(t-s -.0 + (1·-p)k e-T F(t-s') 
. 00 

·.:. 

s = slowing down time to thermal 

s' 

i. 

T 

T' 

kp 
00 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

av~rage slowing down time for neutrons that die before thermal 

diffusion t1me of thermal neutronS! 

thermal Fermi age 

ave.rage Fermi age for neutrons absorbed during slowing down 

koo(l - f3) • 

If above u( s + i.) << 1 , then. we can solve to get 
p . p 

1- pkth- ( 1- p)kT 1 

u = 

where 

. . 2 
k {1 -f3)e-TB 

ktph -· 
00 

2 2 
. 1 ·+ L B 

and 

I . 2 
The arbitrary constants s 1 and T1 can be evaluated from the u = - a+ bB 

curves~ This has not as yP.t hel":n none IHlcces sfully. 
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8. A FEW CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING THE THEORETICAL 

INTERPRETATION OF PULSED SOURCE EXPERIMENTS 

A. F. Henry 

Bettis Atomic Power Division9 Westinghouse Electric Corporation 

'rwo years ago after the last meeting I got the notion that what we 

really ought to examine in pulsed source experiments is the transient phase 

when the pulse is building up. I still feel there may be useful information in 

this phase 9 but having faced a bit more realistically the theoretical problems 

associated with pulse experiments, I am now less ambitious. In fact, I'm 

not sure right now ~hat we can even analyze the conventional decaying part of 

a transient. At any rate that's as much as we 1ve attempted to date. This 

paper is a discussion of some of our results. 

I should like to make a general remark first on what people call the 

philosophy of how to analyze these systems. My particular approach (it may 

not be shared by anyone else) is that the notions of reactivity and prompt neu

tron lifetime 9 i.e. o the kinetic parameters. are not very helpful in analyzing 

pulsed source work. They can be used. The formalism is rigorous; but from 

_ · my qwn point of view, it is much better to go after an eigenvalue, namely, the 

decay rate which we call win the expression. Power -ewt. We have tried in 

our analysis to compute this measured quantity. After all, the prompt neutron 

lifetime in at least one rigorous definition depends upon w through the flux 

shape. Thus, inorder to compute it, you first have to solve the eigenvalue 

problem~ From my point of view it's better to stop there and consider verifi

cation of the theory to be agreement between measured and computed values . 

of w. 

What I must do in order to show what method we 1ve used to compute 

this eigenvalue is to .outline what might be called the Bettis system cor com

puting re:;:u::to:rs •. We have applied it to the analysis of some of the Livermore 

graphite experiments Al Kirschbaum just described. The method was evolved 

for water systems and we've had to juggle it a little bit to fit graphite systems. 

The method concentrates first on getting two spectra. a fast or slowing down 

spectra assuming a single energy-independent buckl~ng and then a thermal 

spectrum of neutrons assuming the. media infinite. From these 9 few group 

constants are obtained, and a few group spatial problem can be run. 
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We consider first the fast spectrum: In order to compute it .we do 

.essentially what Mark Nelkin described yesterday for the thermal region. We 

write the one-dimensional transport equation for a Fourier component of the 

directional flux (i.e., d-irectional flux = ljJ(u,j.i) eiBz) so that we get 

ij.iB ljJ + 2:aljJ = SS ~:s(u'u,j.i 1 ,iJ.) ljJ(u',iJ.') du' diJ.' + S 

I've written explicitly only the scattering part of the source term, i.e., scat

tering from some lethargy u 1 to lethargy u beginning at_ an angle whose cosine 

is j.L
1 going to an angle 1-L and this is integrated over all lethargies and 1-1-'· In 

addition, there is a fission source term symbolized by S. This equation is 

solved by expanding in Legendre polynomials, retaining only the first two 

terms in the flux and scattering kernel expansion. The result is two coupled 

integral equations which are then broken up into lethargy groups, in our case .. 

fifty-four. Hydrogen slowing down is. treated exactly and heavy-element slow

ing down by an age approximation. (Provision exists for more elaborate 

heavy-element treatment; however, in our analysis of the graphite experiments 

only age theory was used.) The code which solves the fifty-four group P-1 

equations is called MUFT. 
1 

With it a fast spectrum can be obtained for a 

reg~on characterized by a buckling B. 

Actually, a more accurate approximation for the angular problem was 

used. I pointed out that we get a MUFT spectrum by expanding the flux - the 

directional flux - in Legendre functions and terminate after the first two. The 

result is a P 1 calculation. As Mark Nelkin pol.nted out yesterday, you don't 

have to do that, but can instead divide through by the quantity, (ij.LB + 2: + w/v), . . . a 
before expanding. This procedure (an option in MUFT) is cailed at Bettis the 

B 1 approximation. (That 1s cutting it down from the BTHZ approximation -

Bethe, Tonks, Hurwitz, and Zweifel.) In the B 
1 

approximation it is not :rieces

sary to terminate the flux expansion, but merely the expansion in the scattering 

kernel. Specifically, in B 1, all terms in the scattering kernel higher than P 
1 

are neglected. It is generally thought that this approximation (where one only 

terminates the scattering kerneland does not need to terminate the flux) is a 

better approximation to the transport theory. 
. . 2 

We get the thermal spectrum from the SOFOCATE code which uses a 

Wigner-Wilkins kernel (monatomic hydrogen gas kernel) for energy exchan~e 

in .the scattering. It's an infinite medium code in that we only have energy ex

change in the symmetric part .of the scattering from the monatomic hydrogen gas. 
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/ 

So much for the spectra. We have a fast spectrum and a thermaL. 

spectrum - and out of these we concoct two group parameters. In the case 

of the Livermore graphite-u 23~ cores, we concocted two group parameters, 

one for the fast group and one for tl1.e thermal group. For an equivalent bare

core problem. characteriz.ed by buckling :a. the result of u~ing these two 

group constants will then be identical with the result of using fifty-:five groups: 

fifty-four fast groups and one thermal group .. The advantage of using the two 

group .constants is that the two g-roup criticality equation for the bare core can 

be solved algebraically for the decay constants, .. w. This equation is: 

w = 

( where subscripts 1 and l refer to fast and thermal groups, respectively. 
I 

Two difficulties arise when we wish to apply these code methods to a 

graphite system, which is stationary only in the sense that a fundamental 

spatial flux mode is decaying. 

The first concerns the spectrum for the thermal group. We ha,ve a 

code designed for hydrogen and wish to apply it to graphite.- What was done 

was to envisage graphite as having mass one when it comes to energy exchange 

but to fix the rate at which neutrons slow down into the thermal range by usipg 

the cor.re.ct s~ tt . (that for graphite). Thus the number of neutrons 
_sea· enng . 

entering is correct; the energy exchange, however, is as if these neutrons 

interacted with monatomic hydrogen gas, and of course this is wrong. It's 

also necessary to take out of the SOFOCATE code the absorption of the hydro

gen and the scattering of the hydrogen and .. replace them with the scattering and 

absorption of carbon. All this can be done easily since Harvey Amster put in 

many of these provisions when he originally concocted the code. We used this 

SOFOCATE procedure for two rea,sons: the first being that the code was already 

available, and the second, that there were relatively few thermal neutrons in 

the highly enriched graphite assemblies so that a precise thermal spectrum 

did not seem to be required. 

The second difficulty is associated with correcting the spectra for the 
wt 

fact that the flux mode shape is decaying as e ( w < 0) • This decay is e-quivalent 
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to an absorption of magnitude· w/v where v is the neutron speed. ·Thus it 

can be. represented as a negative number density of B 
10 

of magnitude w/vcr~. 
·Because of the sizable positive absorption of the fuel the net absorption was 

positive at all energies. We never tried one of.these problems where there 

was actually a net negative absorption. I don't know what would happen. With 

a DzO reflector it is probable that the situation would arise; resq.lts might be 

interesting. 

Well, I think that covers the method we used. I say "we" ed~torially. 

Stc;l.:n John~?on c;l:i,d c;l.ll th~ dirty wor:k. I sat back and "managed. 11 Some numeri

cal results are shown in Fig. 8-1. What we have plotted is the decay constant 

versus the core height for the 600 to 1 carbon to uranium systems. We ad

justed the fast absorption eros s section to force the theoretical model to agree 

with experimental criticality. This required a change in the fast absorption 

cross section that came out of the MUFT procedure. We changed it about a 

percent and kept that .adjusted number for all the subcritical cases. One other 

adJustment (to account for the self-shielding of the u 235 
foils) was to decrease 

the number density of u 235 
and u 238 by lOo/o. This was an experimental sug

gestion which I think Fred Kloverstrom made. 

The circles are .for the corrected calculational system that I just de

scribed, where the MUFT constants are changed to account for the decay 

constant and the different buckling values associated with this constant. We 

tried it also with no correction, (i.e., used the critical group parameters 

for all cases neglecting their dependence on B 
2 

and w/v). Results there are 

shown by the triangles, and you see the corrections .don't seem to. make any 

difference for the short, highly subcritical systems, i.e., high decay constants. 

For the slightly subcritical systems the corrections do make a difference. 

Agreement between theory and experiment is very good for the first three 

points, but I think this is fortuitous since there are many effecto not accounted· 

for in the theoretical model. What I do think is significant is the difference 

which arises between correcting and not correcting the spectrum for the fact 

that you have a decaying flux and smaller cores. (The scale is logarithmic 

so the discreparic~ doesn't look as bad as it reaily is.) 

The 1200 to 1 results are shown in Fig. 8-2. These are more accurate 

data and, (as usual) our agreement is poorer. We had to make somewhat 

greater adjustments to obtain initial criticality. Two methods were tried. One 

was to decrease the fast absorption. We required here a sizable adjustment, 
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a .17o/o decrease .. The other method was to increase the extrapolation length 

14%. (The extrapolation length was assumed to be 0.71 >< 3D 1.) Here the 

difference in the two th.eoretical curves is again fairly sizable; it amounts to 

10 or 20o/o. I think it is significant that the two curves are that sensitive to 

the particular way you make the initial adjustment.· This is one reason I think 

pulse experiments are a very sensitive and very helpful test of the validity of 

a reactor model. 

There are a number of approximations in this method of analysis. We 

have examined a few of them in more detail in order to estimate their adequacy. 

The first involves the question of w}:lat is gained by using a B 1 rather than a 

P 1 calculation for the fast spectra. Since MUFT will compute in both appr'oxi

mations we have a· way of determining the size of the effect. Thus applying 

the P 1 approximation to the results {we did this only for the 600 to 1 case) 

gives some notion of possible transport effects that have been accounted for 

by analyzing thes.e experiments in terms of a B 
1 

scheme. The difference was 

about 1.4o/o in criticality - not a sizable effect but one which if we were analyz

ing a water-moderated core of. this simple a geometry would be unacceptable. 

Thus some transport theory effects should be considered. At least, something 

higher than a P 1 c;tpproximation appears necessary. Whether the B 1 is suffi

cient I just don't know. 

Another assumption made in the analysis is that there is a single ex

trapolation length for all energies. We checked that assumption by actually 

solving the problem by a spatial-multigroup code. This was done in the P 1 
approximation using the same library tape as in the MUFT system. The 

boundary condition used for the spatial shape of each of the fifty-four group 

flux~s was to require the ratio of current to flux at the outside of the cylinder 

·to· be 0.469 5. The value, 0.469 5, is somewhat arbitrary. P 1 theory gives 

0.5 for a no-returning-current condition, and this has been multiplied by 

{ 2/])/0. 7104 because o~ a distant relati~nship with the Milne problem. Con.,. 

elusions are independent of the exact value of this number. The boundary con

dition then permits no returning current at any energy - which is presumably 
I • . ' 

more accurate than the assumption that all fluxes vanish at the same extrapo-

lated point independent of energy. If there exists an asymptotic region where 

fo1," all energies only one model component of the flux is significant, then the 

extension of this mode will give a single extrapolation length for all energies. 

To find the value of this extrapolation length, though, requires doing the 
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problem just outlined. We olookedito ·s·ee whether·the various flux shapes in 

the center do, in fact, come together·., In other. words, is .there a _single 

buckling. (Th,ere was some discus·sion of tlii1;1 yesterday.) We used an edit 

of the code which coalesces the fifty-four individual energy groups (all havi~g 

slightly different shapes - at least away from the center) into four groups, 

three fast groups and one thermal group.· Figure 8-3 shows the result. 

As yqu can .see, there is a region of radius about 12 units (a unit is 

1.6 em) where they all are indistinguishable. Thereafter the fast flux (the 

unmarked one) diverges noticeably from this common shape. 1f by extrapola-
' tion.length is meant the point at which the co:mmon shape extended goes to 

zero, then there appears to be a well-defined extrapolation length, and the 

MUFT procedure (in so far as a .8 1 app:r•oxit'liation is perrni!:l!:liult:) appears to 

be valid. 

From the shape in the central part of the core we obtained a value of 

B 
2 

and thence the multigroup value of the extrapolation length. As I said, we 

used 2.13 Df t as our guess for this quantity in the MUFT scheme. This 
as · 

MUFT value was 2.84 em. The multigroup value was 3.1 em. Thus using .the 

fast diffusion constant for the· extrapolation length happened to turn out rather 

nicely in this case. 

There was one final point we looked at, and that was the assumption 

that soon after the initiation of the pulse ther·e exists a single decaying flux 

mode. Ely Gelbard found a very simple way of extending one of our spatial 

codes (a one-dimensional few group code) so that neglecting delayed neutrons 

it would do a finite difference space-time problem in four energy groups.· The 

code was then applied to an idealized system, a slab of H and u 235 
infinite m 

two dimensions • with an initial linear thermal flux .shape finite on one side 

(the left si,de) and slanting down to zero on the other. Time steps appropriate 

to .ihe thermal lifetime were used. As a result the top energy group flU.Xes 

oscillate in 'time. We believe nevertheless that the behavior of the thermal 

flux shape is right at least ih its prediction of how long does it take before 

there is a single decaying mode. 

Figure 8-4 shows the results for a slab reactor which we took to- b.e 

31.42 em thick. (It's fairly obvious where we got the number.) The atomic 

ratio of hydrogen to uranium was 1200 and kef{ was 0.98 -just a percent. or 

two subcritical. In this case the prompt neutron lifetime was as shown, ·and 
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the .curves represent the flux shape in time for three points, the midpoint, 

the left-hand side (which is where the flux was highest initially), and the 

·right-hand side. The solid iines are the results with a time step of 3 X 10-
5 

sec and represent in finite difference form the time derivatives in all four 

groups. The oscillations in the thermal group shown' in Fig. 8-4 are a re

flection of ~he much greater oscillations which appear in the highe:r energy 

groups (for which much smaller time steps are required). 

The· dashed curves were obtained by neglecting the, time· derivatives 

in the three top energy groups. We lose some neutrons by this procedure, 

but think the shapes still have validity. 

Notice that at about 6 X 10- 4 sec (which is somewhe·r._e.in the neighbor

hood of eigh,t prom.pt neutron lifetimes) the flux levels on the left-hand a~d 

right-hand sides come together> I interpret this as meaning that there is nqw 

a single fundamental mode shape iri. the core. From here.: on. out we expect 

the decay. constant to be the same for all three locations and hence for the 

whole core. 

Figure 8-5 shows the same transient for a somewhat more subc"I-itical 

·system. The asymptotic decay. constant is a bit greater here a:r:d relatively 

closer to that for the second flux mode. Thus·: we expect .flux:s}lapes to come 

together somewhat further out in time and' to be 1ower in magnitud~ at that 

point. The point at which a si~gle mode survives appears to be about 10 tim.es 

the prompt n~utron lifetime. 

Any statement to the effect that in a pulse source experiment only the 

asymptotic mode shape survives after 10 prompt neutron lifetimes is of course 

not valid. To illustrate this. fact, . we wanted to create a situation where con

vergence' took much long~r~ Accordingly we took the slab to be. 314.2 em 

thick, still assuming a hydrogen-uranium-235 system with its small age. Re

sults are shown in Fig.~ 8-6 for a H:u 235 ratio of 1200. For the sake .of ec;on-. . * 
amy we stopped the calculation b~fore convergence.: Figure 8-.7 shows the 

same situation, with the core more shut down, and again the curves have not 

come together in the 25 pr~mpt lifetimes for which the calculations were 

allowed.to run. In addition, there is not much flux amplitude left. 

To illustrate the difficulty of determining an asymptotic situation ex

perimentally we plutted the last two cases on scmilog paper. Figure 8~8 

*In Figs. 8-7, 8-8,. and 8-9 the labeling is reversed on the curves for the 

middle and left-hand· side fluxes. 
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shows the first of these plots. As you can see two of the lines look very 

straight. Figure 8-9 shows the same thing for the case which is more shut 

down. Again two of th,e lines are quite straight and might .easily be mistaken . ' 

for asymptotic decays. To illustrate the magnitude of potential errors, we 

took the slopes from the curves and compared them with the cor'rect asymp

totic decay rate (which can be calculated). The two ''stra~ght lines" give 

something that is about 18o/o different from the calculated value. 

Well, these are the sort of things we've been doing in. pulsed neutron 
. . 

work to find out something about the general size of effects •. · I feel rather 

encouraged abuul the rnethod myself. It appears t~ be a v·ery po'tent expl"'ri.

mental tool for exploring reactor systems. It puts the emphasis on another 

part of the problem, the thermal spectrum. The problem u.f the right·value 

of the effective delayed rteutron fraction, which comes into period measure

ments, doesn't arise. Thus I think that pulsed nell:tron work will test a·theo

retical reactor model more rig'orously than simple criticality measurements 

or even period measurements. Even in the simple systems we 1.ve examined 

we have uncovered uncomfortable situations where, ·from a criticality point 

·of view, the model appeared to be adequate. For instance, calcul'ation of the 

early graphite data from Livermore turned out beautifully from the. criticality 
; ..... . 

point of view; however, our analysis by the sa~e model of the pulse.d data led 

to 4U 'io errors in the decay constant. The exi.stF.nce of errors of this ma.gni

tude generally inspires people to improve the theol'etical understanding of the 

systems. 
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9. A REVIEW OF NEUTRON THERMALIZATION WORK A.T .LOS ALAMOS 

. ~ordon E: .Hansen 

Los A_lamos Scientific Laboratory 

This will be a brief review as the wor:k on neutron thermalization at 

Los Alamos has not been extensive. 

It has consisted essentially of the buildi~g up of a computational capa

bility for the study of intermediate reactors, especially graphite-moderated 

ones, where the dependence of reactivity and fission density distribution on 
. . 

temperature or temperature distribution may be sensitive to the energy spectra 

of sub-cadmium neutrons .. Now given realistic multigroup cr'oss sections, 

one has considerable confidence that the .Carlson S method will yield realistic . . n 
eil.ergy spectra and spatial distribution of the neutron flux. The hitch comes 

in the gene.ration of such multigrpupcross sections particularly the inelastic 
.. . .• .. 

transfer cross seGtions connecting groups lying below chemical binding ener-

gies where the nature of the 'inelastic scattering is yet quite uncertain. In 

·:order to develop a feeling for the role of this low energy. inelastic scattering 

in the neutronics of intermediate reactors, James Griffin at Los Alamos has 
. ' 

. ,prepared .co~es for the IBM-704 which ac::cept the theoreti.cal parameters of 

two simple the rma,lization models and generate corresponding multigroup 

eros s sections appropriate as input for S neutron transport calculations. . n . 

These two model.s are: 1) the monatomic gas moderator of Wigner- Wilkins and 

Brown-St. John {D
2

0 has been treated in this framework as a mixture of. 

monatomic gases following the analysis of Sachs and Teller), and 2) the three

dimensional Debye crystal {in the approximation used by Nelkin). 
. . 

I might mention the results of some preliminary work establishing the 

sensitivity of computed critical radii to thermalization model for unreflected 

h U
235 h' h 0 h C/U 235 . t·. omogeneous -grap 1te sp eres. vert e atom1c ra 10 range 

200-2000, substantially that range covered by the Livermore experimental 

data, Griffin has computed.. critical radii with four different models; 1) gas 

model, 2) three'-dimensio:q.al Debye crystal model, 3) a Kothari-Singwi type 
. I 

graphite model computed ;by Robert Huff at Los Alamos, containing a number 

of Debye temperatures associated with different speci~s of two- and three

dimensional lattice vibrations, and 4) the thermal base model {neutron energy 

gains by inelastic scattering prohibited and hence strictly not a thermalization 
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model). He found differences between models of th~ .order .of l. to 2 o/o except 

at the C/u
235 = 200 limit where the essential absence of sub-,cadmiutrl neutrons 

precluded any model sensitivity~. Similar calculations have been made .for 

graphite,..reflected systems with material temperature gradients or tempera

ture discontinuities. 

A possible excuse for this review in a pulsed neutron source symposium 

is our .belief that the above -q1entioned computational capability has utility for 

interpretation of ·pulsed neutron source experiments. That' is, at present the 

S calculation gives an accurate transiation from cruss sections to fundament~.l n . . 

mode neutron behavior including deca,y constants and all irilt!p1al And· external 

spectra; it· can thus be utilized for interpretation of all pulsed neutron source 

measurements which collect data Ull Llle fullda.n'lcnta..l modQ. I ~11sl. limit this 
l; 

a bit more since the Sn method is coded, at Los Alamos at least, only for the 

one-dimensional cases of slab, ~ylinder, and sphere.- so there does remain 

a little difficulty in correspondence of data ,taken in one geometry and calcula

tions made in another one. I understand from Bengt Carlson that the _time de

pendent Sn with the same sort of one oo:di~ensional limitation is not a difficult 

code to prepare. This w·ould greatly increase the computational capability so 

far as pulsed neutron source experime:nts are concerned, as it would yield 
. . 

direct time dependence of fluxes ~nd flux spectra at various positions of space 

without .-recourse to uncertain modal expansions. 
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10. A PULSED NEUTRON TECHNIQUE -FOR 

REACTIVITY DETERMINATION 

B . E . Simmons 

Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory 

UCRL-5665 

·I want to talk primarily about the p11oblems of interpretation of meas

urements, by the pulse method, on control-rod systems in H
2

0 mode_rated 

and reflected reactors. I would like to pr~face this by a brief description of 

the experimental arrangement which we ':1-S~ at KAPL in our reactor pulsing . 

. For about a year, the measurement of the reactivity worth of control 

rods by pulse met~ods has been in. the engineeri~g stage, you might say; we 

have' made _"production" measurements. on control systems, and these data 

were used as a basis for reactor designs. 

Our pulsed source .experimental program proper, from a physics point 

of view, has be.en dormant. We h.ave been intenqing to tut:n to an area other 

than react~vity measurement, and we have spent a good deal of the past year 

in reinstrumenting. f think that within a few weeks or less we ·will be com

pletely reinstrumented. It is a portion of this instrumentation that I want to 

describe to you in a moment. 

Unfortunately I will not be able to comment a~ all on the pulsed neutron 

source which we use. I would like to describe, however, the channel analyzer 

and also say something about detectors .. 

. The problem in reactor pulsing has been that we commonly deal in quit.e 

high instantaneous counting rates, of the order of 200,000 counts per second, 

.so we want a fast detector; and to eliminate any embarrassing questions about 

what gamma-ray radiation is doing to our decay constants, we would like 
' 

something that is gamma insensitive. 

For a while, as detectors we used multiiJlier tubes having boron-coated 

cathodes, which we.were able to obtain by a special arrangement; but the lack 

of commercial availability of these led us to look for something else. We 

have licked the commercial availability problefll., and gained a factor of about 

10 or 15 in efficiency, by going to borated zinc sulfide detectors, which we 

obtained from Nuclear Enterprises Limited, i:r1 Canada. The· manufacturers 

say these have an efficiency of the order of 25o/o for thermal neutrons. This 

is the unenriched boron version. If one needs more efficiency, enriched types 

are available. 
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We delay-line -clip the detector. output pulses to a total pulse length, 

from the 10'1o ~ise point to 10% in the decay, of about 60 mf:J.sec. (George 

Keepinprobably knows more about the actual rise time of these things than 

I do. We looked at it on a Tektronix 535 oscilloscope and it's at least faster 

than 20 mf.Lsec.) 

This detector, as you might expect, does not have a bias plateau. The 

nice thing about pulsed ne.utron work is that one only demands stability over 

a period of a few milliseconds and. then it's a 11ne,w day, 11 so this is not too 

serious. 

·However, there is a proinisin~ boron organic detector which I would , 

like to mention because I wish I couid talk somebody into putting these things 

on the. m'arket. ·It's not origina.l with me but is described in the literature: 
1 

a.-naphthyl boronic acid~ This is a poric acid molecule with one of the OH 

groups removed and a naphthyl group replacing it. If the detector· crystal is 

thin, ·reasonably good gamma "discrimination is· obtained. Pulse lengths are 

of the order I have just described fo! the zinc sulphide detector with'no clipping 

whatever: straight out of the photomultiplier, working into a 100 -ohm irh

pedance. One also gets a bias p,lateau. · 

'So much for detectors. 

We operate the detector directly into a 200 -ohm line, a 200 -ohm im

pedance at the front end as well as terminating at the far end. We delay-line

clip at the far end of the line and u:se a factor of somewhere between 100 and 

l 000 amplification from a distributed amplifier. we feed pulses directly into 

a pulse-shaping trigger circuit, which triggers on pulses of the order of a 

volt high. 

We will soon obtain a new channel analyzer.: It was built and designed 

by Mr. D. S. Davidson, form~rly .of KAPL, and by Mr. E. G. Wade of KAPL. 

For anyone interested'in obtaining these, I understand they will be marketed 

by Technical Measur.ement, Incorporated, of New Haven .. This is a com

pletely transistorized unit.,· 

We wanted to be able to operate with an extremely high counting rate. 

w·e were faced with the problem that if we had a ferrite-core memory -which 

this one does have ..l,. then nierrlory entrance· and exit-times are slow.· .The 

logic sy'stem of this analyzer' w~s designed with this' p'roblem in mind. 
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Basically, this analyzer consists of a fast buffer storage which is a 

sixteen binary, 30 -megacycle scaling unit, which receives directly the de

tector pulses entering the analyzer. The· data are later transferred into the 

ferrite memory which is a 16 X 16 X 16 array. 

Finally, the data are read out by transferral onto magnetic tape in a 

format which is compatible with that of the IBM 704. 

The time sequence of the logic operation is as follows: On a master 

sync signal, the first thing that happens is not that the pulsed neutron source 

fires, but rather that the "background channel" of the analyzer opens. This 

background channel is independently variable in width; as compared to the 

remaining channels. At the closing of the background channel, a pulse comes 

out of the channel analyzer; which is used to fire the pulsed neutron .source. 

Simultan~ously, a variable delay is initiated in the channel analyzer, so that 

after the neutron ·source goes off and an appropriate delay time has passed 

to allow a stable flux spatial distribution to be set up in the test assembly, 

the remaining channels open in sequence. 

At the opening of the background channel, what really opens is a gate 

to a fast .trigger circuit which precedes the 16 binary buffer storage. Upon 

the opening of this gate, incoming pulses from the detector are stored in the 

buffer, and kept there until the end of the channel,· when. the gate closes. The 

accumulated counts are then removed from buffer storage and placed into 

ferrite core storage; this takes 5 ~sec, which is l/2 the 10-1-Lsec dead time 

between suq::e s si ve channels. 

Before th~ opening of the first channel following the burst, the analyzer 

locates the proper address in the ferrite core storage, extracts any n·umber 

of counts that might be there, and loads that number onto the buffer storage 

(this is the other 5 IJ.Sec); then the gate tc;> the trigger circuit opens and any 

incoming .data are added onto that. This adding process goes on during the 

channel. At the end of the channel, the buffer contents go back into the 

proper address in the ferrite core, the data in the next address are trans

ferred into the buffer, etc., in sequence. 

Now, what we get we have to pay for. We get ve.Jy good resolution. 

The trigger circuit is the limiting thing on the resolution - it 1 s a 15 -meg 

trigger circuit - so the resolution is about 70 mi-Lsec. At the end of ths 

channel, though, there occurs a dead time for getting into and out of the 
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ferrite core; .so that we pay for good resolution in duty cycle, by having a 

10 -microsecond dead-time between successive channels. 

It is not ~uch use to try to push channel width below about 10 f.!Sec per 

channel, since most of .the duty cycle .is lost if .the .width gets much short~r. 

than that. This 10-f.!sec channel width is thus the narrowest that the channel 

analyzer is provided with. 

Figure.-10-1 is a picture of the channel analyzer. 

Plug-in printed circuits are in the c.entral region of.Fig. 10-1. Also 

visible are the top of the ferrite core memory and an oscilloscope for analog 

display of the contents of the ferrite core rnemory. The various sw:itches 

a.re as follows: ( 1) the channel width switch - it starts at 10 f.!Sec and goes 

up 20-40-80, etc., to 27 
X 10, or 128U microseconds': (2.) the_ swiLch whid1 

sets the delay time - this simply sets a multiple on the channel width; that is, 

one can have a delay time of twice the channel width, or anywhere (in powers 

of 2) up .to 256 times the channel width; ( 3) the background channel switch -

similarly, the background channel is variable in width as' a multiple, in powers 

of ·2, on .the channel length. 

If, for some reason, it is not necessary to use all of the contents of the 

memory,· then instead of using· 256 channels, orie can use o~ly_ 64 channels; 

that is, one can utilize only a fourth of the memory - any fourth one chooses. 

Similarly, one can utilize only half the rramwr·y c:!.L a. tin~e. if one so chooses. 

A switch on the analyzer panel permits these choices. 

The knob on the right hand side of Fig .. J0-1 selects the oscilloscope 

display ra_nge. This analog display reads out only 8 bina_ries out of 16,. thus 

making for a sensitivity selection as to which binary contents are to be dis

played. 

Figure 10-2 is the ••:recorder programmer, 11 -which is used for prog.ram

ming onto tape the data being extracted from the ferrite memory at the end 

of a d9-ta run. This .device rearranges data into the proper matrix and puts 

it onto the tape in the right time sequence. We· have a tape transport which 

is a standard comme-rcial piece of gear. 

Ag.ain, this record-er programmer is a ·completely transistorized unit. 

The only hot filament in either ·this or the analyzer is in the electron gun of 

the cathode -ray tube~ 
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At the end of a data run, a button is pushed and the data are automati

cally transferred. onto the tape at the rate of approximately 500 channels per 

second. It takes only one -half a second to make the transfer of the contents 

of 256 channels. 

The switches on the right of the recorder programmer represent 

"identification" bits. The IBM 704 likes to read 36 -bit words, and we have 

only 16-bit words in the channel analyzer; so we have 20 bits left over. That 

is convenient because such things as channel length, delay length, etc., can 

be coded with the other 20 bits of these words. This means that when the 

704 finally analyzes the data, all the pertinent parameters it needs to make 

the analysis of a partictilar run are right on the tape with the data.· There 

is no need to go and punch cards to put in the parameters. 

This is a redundant system~ in that the same ID bits comprise the last 

20 bits of all 256 wo.rds. But we have enough to go around - so it doesn't 

make any difference. 

The master sync signal for this entire system comes from a relaxation 

oscillator which it was convenient to place in the recorder programmer unit. 

If this system works as expected, we will accumulate reactivity data 

at the. rate of a reactivity reading every few seconds, with the reactivity 

accurate to within about l'1o. It would be very convenient to have a .small 

analog. computer ~o read out reactivity immediately. All that would be neces

sary would be to use an already existing output for the analog display, and 

provide a logarithmic converter; the time -slope of the output of this could be 

found, and a digital conversion on this would yield a reactivity res.ult. This 

system would then be very close to a "reactivity meter. ' 1 

This is all I have to say on instrume~tation. 
' 

The trouble that has been plaguing me for about a year now, since 

KAPL reactor people have been doing designs upon pulsed reactivity measure

ments is that these people tend to believe us a little bit more literally than I 

wish they would. 

That is, is there any reason to think that the conventional ''v-eigenvalue" 

calculation of reactivity, which the nuclear engineers are wont to make, is 

necessarily the same thing a.s the so-called "reactivity" that we measure in 

the pulsed technique? The answer is "No." 
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Although in the perturbationlimit, it is probably all right to equate . 

these two "reactivities,." this problem bears looking at more closely in the 

, far-subcritical reactivity range. 

What I want to point out is that large reactivity changes obtained in 

pulse experiments can be conveniently interpreted as something I want to call 

the "dynamic reactivity, 11 which is a term I borrowed from Wigner and 

Weinberg 1 s ·new treatise, in which they talk about "dynamic criticality. 11 This 

is.~?-~ the conventional "v-eigenvalue" reactivity; but.it coalesces with the 

conventional reactivity in the perturbation limit. I will first ddine what I 1m 

talking about and then discuss it a bit. 

According to perturbation theory, the asymptotiC decay constant· a. of 

. a reactor which is' very near prompt critical, with no delayed neuLl'ons present, 

together with the corresponding conventional reactivity 5 v / v, can be used 

conceptually to define a generation time for that reactor: 

i. = - (ov/v). {1/a.), 
( 1) 

limit ov- 0 .. 

The basic thing in the ensuing treatment is this conceptual definition of prompt 

generation time: the limit that i. approaches as a. and ov: approach zero. 

What I propose to do in the case of the dynamic reactivity is to retain this 

equation in the limit of arbitrary reactivity, not just in the perturbation limit. 

We furthermore shall stipulate that the prompt generation time i. is 

. to be taken as that which the reactor would have if it were made prompt criti

cal. by the uniform removal of a 1/v poison. This poison must be removed 

uniformly not only from the reactor core, but also from the reflector and 

any pure moderator regions as ,well. 

We shall then show that the dynamic reactivity CJ<. is numerically equal 

to the pr.oduct of the amount of 1/v poison. which must be removed frorri this 

reaCtor to make it prompt criticai, and the conventional reactivity coefficient 

of this poison in that prompt-critical re.actor. {All the reactivities I am dis

cussing here ar.e with reference to prompt critical.) 

According to this definition, CJ<. will clearly coalesce with th~ conven

tional reactivity in the _limit of a reactor which is near critical. 
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Consider three versions of an arbitrary, subcritical reactor as follows: 

1. A reactor which is decaying in the asymptotic exponenti_al mode. 

with decay constant a. and which has·· no delayed neutron or delayed neutron 

precursors present. This corresponds to a pulsed reactor during a measure

ment of a.. 

2. A version of reactor No. 1, in which enough 1/v poison has been 

uniformly removed from this reactor to mak~ it prompt critical. . 

3. A'version of reactor No. 1, which has been artificially made prompt 

critical by adjustment 9f the mean neutron yield per fission, v, to some value 

v . 
c 

Let us designate these reactor versions by directional_flux densities 

- - -a.t - - - -f 
1 

( r, u, O)e , f 
2

( r, u, 0), f 
3
( r, u, 0); and by corresponding adjoint fluxes 

-+- -+ -+- ....... -+ -+ -+ _,.. 
F 1(r,u,O), F

2
(r,u,O), F

3
(r,u,O). Here r, u, and 0 r.e:present positio:r;1, 

· lethargy,' and direction, respectively. 

We have earlier defined the dynamic re~ctivity as 

~ = - a.i ( 2) 

where i is the prompt generation time of reactor version 2. Now reactor 

versions 1 and 2 are formally identical, as may be seen by inspecting the 

transport equation, after time diff~rentiation, for reactor version 1: 

( 3) 

Here Q is the precursorless time-independent transport operator and v(u) 

is the neutron speed. Since a./v( u) is interpretable as a 1/v poison, we see 

that - - - -£
1
(r,u,O) = f 2( r. u, 0) ; 

- - - --+ 
F 1(r,. u, 0) = F 

2
(r, u, 0) 

a./v(u) = :E. (u) 
a 

with the right -hand side of Eq. (4c) being the poison subtracted to obtain 

reactor version 2 .. 

( 4a) 

(4b) 

( 4c) 

The conventional reactivity of t}:le given arbitrarily subcritical physical 

reactor is just ( v - v c)/ v, . de:r:.ived from .a solution of reactor .version 3 without 

recourse to any of the other versions listed .. However a useful exact. expres

sion relating reactor versions 2 q;nd 3 is given
2 

by 
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v - v 
c. 

v 
= - ·a = 

s dfidu dV f/;,u,fi) v-
1
(ufF/;,u,fi)-

S ciD du dV f /;, u, 0) v ~/;, u) :f r.(;) 
( 5) 

where Eq. (4c) has been used to replace ::E (u), ::Ef is the fission cross sec
H a 

tion, v is the neutron speed, and F i ( r) is the fission-neutron iterated fission 

probability: 

H _ s· - X(u) · - . .-F2_ = .. dO du~ F 2(~, u, 0) ( 6) 

with X(u) the fission-neutron spectr_um. 

Equation ( 4) is obtained by taking the transport equation for one of 

these reactors and the adjoint transport equation fur· Lhe other;· c:roas m\.11ti

plying each by the soiution of the other, integrating over everything and sub

tracting; Eq. (4c) has then been used to replace o::Ea by - a/v. EqlJ.ation (4) 

is not a perturbation expression, but is exact for arbitrary values of v c. 

Remembering that ~ coa~esces with ov/v in the perturbation limit, 

we .temporarily consider Eq. (4) as v - v and hence ~- 0. By comparison 
. . , . . . ,C : . 

to Eq. ( ~-), _we then 'have the explicit definition 

S dn d~ dv f
2

(-;, u, n) v - 1
(u) F 

2
(-;, u, o) 

.£ -· 
'. ·cin d~ dV f.(;, u; 0) v ~/;• u) F ZH (;) 

2 . 

( 7) 

as was sougb,t. · (As the limit was take~. it was appropriate to change the 
.! 

subscripts 11 311 to. 11 2. 11 ) 

There are two things t.o point out here. We see from Eq .. ( 7) that .£. 

i,s just the reactivity coefficient of 1/v poison in Reactor No. 2. We also see 

that a,. th~ numerator in Eq. (4c), ·is just the a:.m~unt of 1/v poison: subtracted 

to obtain Rt:ador N". 2. We further notice that for measuring a poison re

activity coefficient, one can substitute a delayed-critical reactor for a prompt;.. 

critical reactor without changing the RC -value appreciably. From a meas

urement of reactivity coefficient of boron, one thereby obtains .. a value. for the 

prompt generation 'time l.. In pr'actice, this is. hard to do,· because· one must 

alter the boron content everywhere: in the reflector, in the metal structure, 
. . . 

·the fuel, etc. ·In a water reactor, one might try pouring a little. boric acid 

in the water - I don't know how well it Would work!· 

r:. 
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The lifetime P. is really directly related to, and is defined in terms of, 

the physical condition of the pulsed Reactor No. 1, so that we really have 

~efined in terms of the fluxes distributions which are experimentally occurring 

in Reactor No.· 1. This direct relationship of theory to experiment,· as has 

been pointed out earlier, does not oc.cur in 1/M measurements. In fact, 

since it is a little hard actually to vary v in fuel, this direct relationship to . . . 
experiment doesn't occur at all for the conventional reactivity definition, ex

cept in the perturbation limit. 

A useful expression for reactivity from delayed prompt· critical is: 

( 8) 

Here f3eff is the effective delayed neutron fraction (i.e., the reactivity decre

ment between delayed and prompt critical); a.d is the decay constant measured 

at delayed critical. This relation assurpes that P. is constant with reactivity; 

i.e., thi::l.t P. is invariant to' any reactivity change that may exist betwe~n the 

two physical reactors for which a. and a.d were measured. 

Now, this requirement is .. strictly met in a ·case of uniform 1/v poison 

removal. It may be asked, "If· I rem?ve poison, the capture eros s section 

changes. Doesn't the neutron lifetime change?". However, we are not meas

uring P. in terms of the physic;:tl poison in the reactor, but rather in terms 

of the effective poison in the reactor at the time we measured it; and at that 

time, a. compensates exactly for the poison removed, no matter how much 

physical poison w.e started out with. 

However, P. may be s.ensitive to other things. If one inserts control 

rods, or changes the flux distribution in the reflector, then if P. is sensitive 

to the flux contributions from the reflector, one may get a change in P.. How

ever, we think we know experimentally that P. is reasona.bly insensitive to 

different control rod distributions or positions, providing these distributions 

don't upset the flux balance between the reflector and core. Thus Eq. ( 8) has 

a large are9, o£ validity. 

Before making a few concluding remarks, I'd like to prese_nt something 

Dr. Henry Hurwitz.worked out (I guess in his sleep; he .se~ms to do this sort 

of thing!). It is an alternative expression for Eq. ( 7), with more physical 

content than Eq. ( 7) so far as a '.'lifetime" int~rpret9,tion is concerned. 
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Let N( r, t). be the fission rate in an arbitrary reactor at time t and 

position r. Consider 

N(r, t) = v s P(; 1-I, t- t 1
) N(r 1,t 1

) dr dt 1 
• (9) 

This represents reactor fl~ condition; the lack of a subscript on v 

indicates that v has its physicai value. P is the probability that a ·fis ~ion 

neutron emitted. at . r I and t I Will CaUSe a fisSiOn at r and t. 

Suppos~ now in the case of the pulsed S}lbcritlcal reactor that N( r,t) 

is time cepariii.ble: 

N(r,t) = N (r) e-at 
. . a 

(10) 

If y.~e substitute Eq. ( 10) into Eq. (9), make a series expansion, and r~tain 

the first two terms - which is valid H the reactor is very close to critical 

we get: 

N (r) 
a 

( 11) 

The moments P 
0 

and P 1 are: 

( ~ 2,a) 

( 12b) 

Now consider the application of this analytical approach to Reactor 

No. 3, where we m~de the reacto.r critical by adjustipg v to 

· that reactor by the equation 

N (r)· = v ·r P (r 1-r) N (r 1
) dr 1 

0 c J 0 0, 

The adjoint of this is: 

F (:i=) 
0 

F is ;normalized such that 
0 

S No(_r) 

S No(r) F ( r> and 
0 

dr = 1 

- 1/v dr = c 

v • 
c 

We d~scribe 

(13) 

(14) 

( 15a) 

(l5b) 
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If we multiply Eq. ( 11) by F , . Eq. ( 14) by N , integrate over everything . o a · 
and subtract, we obtain: 

Recalling our conceptual definition of ·1 as 

then by manipulat-ion of :E'q. ( 16) one gets an equation for 1, which in the 

perturbation limit (replacing N by N ), is: 
.a o 

( 18) 

It thus appears explici~ly that 1 has the physicat significanC'e of being 

the average time taken by a neutron to cause a fission if (a) the neutron is 

produced in the steady-state flux distribution (i.e., we have to be talking. 

about Reactor No. 2 rather t}:lan Reactor No. 1); and if (b) its resulting fissions 

are weighted by the integrated fission probability of the resulting fission neu

tron. This 1 is the same as the T which is defined in the article by Hurwitz 

and Ehrlich 
3 

in Progress in Nuclear· Energy . 

. Note: The· theory herein has since been pub~ished: B. E. Simmons, 

Nuclear Science and Engineering~.' 254-256 ( 1959). 
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11. AN APPLICATION OF A PULSED NEUTRON SOURCE TO 

OIL-WELL LOGGING 

Jay Tittman 

Schlumberger Well Surveying Corporation, Ridgefield, Connecticut 

Introduction to Well Logging 

Oil well :logging consists of the measurement of physical or chemical 

properties of earth formations in situ. It usually includes the continuous and 

automatic recording of the property of interest as· a functio~ of depth. Although 

much information ·c.<mcerning the nature of underground formations can be 

achieved by bringing core samples to the surface for chemical and physical 

examination, this procedure· is. time-consuming and expensive. .Further, it 

frequently ·suffers fromt~e disadvantage that only a small, and perhaps ·not 

representative,. sample is taken. The core arrives at the surface of the earth 

after over.hurde:O. pressure has been relieved and after having been dragged 
. . 

through thousands of feet of mud. As a consequence, logging is almost .uni-

versally used for the determination of formation properties. Commonly, 

physical or chemical properties such as electrical resistivity, porosity, hy

drogen :content, natural radioactivity, etc., ar'e recorded. 

Figure ll-1 illustrates a typical logging setup. At the surface of the 

well is sta.tioned a truck which contains some of the electrical' measuring and 

recording apparatus and a winch and cable. This cable~ usually about 15,000 

ft in length, is spooled through sheaves and hung in the well. At the end of 

the cable· is the logging instrument, called a "sonde." The sonde frequently 

consists of a long, cy.lindrical pressure house con:tai~ing within it the instru-
. . 

ments necessary for performing the continuous measurement of formation 

properties mentioned above. The sonde is usually lowered to the bottom of 

the well first and measurements made during the uphole transit. 

Although there are many methods of logging, such as electrical or 

sonic, we will limit our introduct.ion here to those which are applications of 

nuclear techniques. At. the present time, these fall into three categories: 

the logging of natural radioactivity, neutron logging, and the so-called gamma

gamma logging. The first of these consists of recording gross radiation in

tensity as a function of depth by the use of Geiger counters, scintillation 
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detectors, or ionization chambers. A discussion of the geological significance 

of this type of log would be too great a digression in the present paper. Suffice 

it to say that it is usually used as, a means of identifying shales. The second 

type of radiation log commonly used is the so-called neutron log. This depends 
~ : . . ' . . 

for its response upon the unusually large. slowing -down power of hydrogen. A 

typical sonde, schematized in Fig. ll-2, usually consists. of an Ra-Be, Po-Be, 

or Pu-Be source located at a distance of roug.hly two feet from a detector of 

thermal neutrons, epithermal neutrons, or thermal capture gamma rays.. As 

a consequence of the variation of slowing -down length and thermal diffusion 

length w.ith hydrogen content, one measures counting rates at the position of 

the detector which are more or less uniquely related to the hydrogen content 

of the formation through which the sonde is I?assing. Obviously, the hydrogen 

concentration is· of great importance to the field geologist and petr~leum engi

neer. The third type of log employing nuclear techniques .is the so-called 

garrnna-gamma density log. In general, the gamma-gamma sonde. consists of 

a gamma-ray source and a gamma-ray detector spaced at some fixed distance. 

Essentially, one irradiates the formation and detects those gamma rays which 

diffuse back into the borehole and sonde .. By suitable selection of source; de

tector, spacing, shielding, etc., one can· arrange a device of this type to be 

independent of almost any property of the formation ex<;:ept its density. As a 

consequence, the gamma-gamma. log becomes a density log. It is of value to 

the geophysicist for comparison with seismic observations, and the petroleum 

engineer for the determination of porosity or formation fluid content. 

Although the logs just mentioned are already used for the determination 

of properties of earth formations in situ, there ~re many features which could 

bear improvement. For example, in neutron logging the Ra:-Be sources used 

contain the order of l curie of radium. This requires special personnel safety 

measures and presents the threat of l.oss in the borehole. Further, source 

neutron energy is limited and strengths greater than -10 
7 

neutrons/second 

become rapidly unmanageable under fielc:l conditions. 

Several of the advantages to be gained by using an accelerator source 

are obvious from the foregoing. One can immediately hope to go to higher 

source strengths with less personnel hazard. Using D-T neutrons, new reac

.tions such as inelastic gamma-ray production become available, ae well ~s 

new induced activities through (n,p) and (n,a.) processes. Some of the possi

bilities engendered by pulsing .the source are the subject of the remainder of 

this paper. 
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Constraints on Boreh0le Accelerator. 

The environme.:rit~l and ·operational c~nstraints placed upon· a,ny accel

erator used in logging operation.'s are. rather severe·. They force one to face 

many problems which·normai laboratory use of accelerators never presents. 

As illustrations of environmental constraints, we note the problems of high 

temperatureD ·mechanical shock, small size, and limited power availability. 

Bottom hole temperatures of 200°F are common, and it is not unusual 

to encou:nt~r te~peratures above 300°F. The sondes are expected to operate 

without excessive drift or breakdown under temperature conditions· such as 

these. 

The problems of mechanici:i.l shock are equally severe •. The instruments 

are h~ndled 'and used by field pers'onnei under extremely difficult circumstances, 

h~~dly conducive to delicate handling. Sondes are transport'ed over long dis

tances in ~ogging trucks which travel on some of the world's worst roads, and, 

in some cases, o~ no r'aads at all.· Actually, the well-logging operation itself 

seldom s'ubjects· the sonde to great mechanical shock because of the viscous 

da~ping effect of the mud which in~ariably fil.ls the borehole. 

Since many boreholes have dia~eters which may be 6 in. or smaller, 

it is necessary that sondes ha~e outside ·diameters in the vicinity. of 3 to 4 in. 

This presents 'the instrument designe.r with a rather severe space limitation, 

especially since the pres sure housing itself must be ""1/ 2 in. thick. Length, 

on the other hand, is almost always available, .s'ome sonde's reaching 15 to 

30 fi. 
The problem of power 'availability, which is seldom of importance in 

the laboratory, is crucial in. logging,. The limitation in the latter case is im

posed by· the power ·handling capacity of the cable. As· a consequence, sondes 

must be designed so that they' will perform their functions properly with power 

consumptions not exceeding roughly 500 watts. 

For the special problems of a borehole accelerator, it is immediately 

obvious that one cannot exhaust vacuum pumps to the ·air. Hence, special 

pumping techniques or' tricks must' be used. in order 'to make the sonde a self

. cont(1ined unit having as its only communication with the outside world the 

several wires· to the surface whl.ch bring it power and through which it trans

mits its signals. 
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Operationally, because of the limited time available for running logs, 
7 

necessary that an accelerator sonde produce at. least. 10 , and preferably 

neutrons/ second for normal logging use. Furthermore, this output must 

be. reasonably constant, and the whole apparatus must 6p~rate via remote .con

trol, preferably with great simplic;:ity. 

Solution Of Constraint Problems 

Iri order to satisfy the requirements just outlined, a D, T (or D, D) ac-

. celerator tube, shown in Fig. 11-3, has been developed in our labora.tory. In 

view of the space requirements just mentioned, it is 1·ather clear why the tube 

takes the small...,diameter, cylindrical shape illustrated. This tube is perma

nently sealed and consists of a·pressure .control, a. PI(J lcn1. source, an acct:l

erating gap, a secondary electron suppressor, and target. Obviously, the 

tube requires additional circuitry in t~e sonde for the control of the ion source, 

tube pressure, high voltage, and other operating variables. In one experi

mental model built in our laboratory, these variables are. automatically con

trolled. by means of sensing elements and feedback loops, thus maintaining 

nearly constant neutron output. The tube and its associated control circuitry 

thus constitute a device of rather small size and rugged character. D, T neu-
. . . . 7 

·tron yields, both de ;and pulsed, have been produced in the range of about 10 

to 10
8 

per second under an accelerating voltage of .... 75 kv . 
.. 

Another clearly important problem in the development and operation 

of an accelerato:r of this .type is that of the high voltage supply. Supplies q£ 

va·rious typ.es afmed at the solution of the borehole problem have been developecl 

at other laboratories and a~ our own. The one we have been using provides 

about 75 kv at 200 f.La. The accelerator tube is normally mounted integrally 

with the supply, care being taken to satisfy the requirements of mechanical 

shock, heat dissipation, and electrical breakdown. The whole neutron source 

tube, ·high voltage, and control circuitry - forms a cylinder 'about 8-1/2 ft 

long and 2- 3/4 in. i~ diameter. 

Figure 11-4 presents a photograph of a tube package used in our labo

ratory for experimental purposes. This one consists of an oil-filled plastic 

cylinder with appropriate mechanical and electric connections. 

• 



Fig. 11- 3. Accelerator tube. 
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•. Pulsed Operational Behavior . 

For many of the applications which have been envisioned for this tube, 

pulse repetition rat~s i~ .·the rang.e between 5oo and 5000 pulses/ second are 

adequate. Furthermore, by making suitable adjustme~ts in operating condi

tions, the tube is capable of being puised with pulse widths as small- as several 

microseconds. Neutron yields. may diminish slightly. when very short pulses 

are used. 

As will be seen later, it is not necessarily of great importance a~ the 

moment for well-logging applications that we have available ·pulses which are 

appreciably shorter than the mean slowing-doVJn time to thermal energy in: 

water. As a consequence, much of our interest has been directed toward the 

operating chara'cteristics bf the tube with pulses longer than 10 IJ.Sec in dura

tion. Our experience to date ]:las been that the tube can· be operated pulsed in 

this manner for .reasonably long 'periods of time and with reasonably constant 

average neutron output". 

Application to Logging 

In addition to the types of well logging m.enti"oned in the introduction, 
.. 

there are many. other formation prop,erties on which the geologist and petroleum 

e.ngineer would like to have quantitative information. For example, the hydro

gen-to-carbon ratio in a formation is of interest. Under ideal conditions, this 

should be enough t.o uniquely identify oil. However, conditions in the earth 

are never ideal, and, for example, limestone reservoirs contain an appreciable 

portion of their carbon in the calcium carbonate of the limestone matrix. Further, 

one is interested not only in whether oil is present, but in answering the ques

tion, "How much?'' As the statement of a generic problem, one might s~y that 

the petroleum geologist would like to have a complete· chemical analysis, mo

lecular as well as elemen~·al, of all the components of the formation. In par

ticular, however, the elements hydrogen; oxygen, carbon, calcium, silicon, 

iron, aluminum·, and chlorLne, are of significance since much can be learned 

about the composition of the formation from them. One can expect that pulsed 

neutron sources will find application in this ·area. 

One aspect of the spe·cial applicability of pulsed sources is to be seen 

in the peculiar geometrical environment in which logging takes place. In con

trast to a laboratory experiment in wh1ch one n1ight, for example, choose to 
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do.inelastic gamma-ray spectroscopy in the _conventional ring geometry, it 

is seen fl;-om Fig. 11-2 that good g~ometry is impossible and extraneous mate

rials cannot be removed. Even the experimental apparatus becomes part of 

the environment. Consequently, all logging operatlons suffer from backgrounds 

and spurious contributions which do not appear at all, or in as great degree, 

in conventional laboratory experiments~- At least one value which pulsing has 

for logging arises from the elimination of problems -peculiar to the logging 

environment, as we have just seen. 

As an illustratiuu of one method wherein .r~. pulsed neutron source can 

be used to a,dvr~.ntage in the oil-wt::ll .:::n:vironn1ont, we m::~y invcstig~te the un

raveling of the thermal capture gamma-ray spectrum from the- inelastic gam

ma-ray spectrum. in the borehole. Norn1ally, a scintillation detector provid

ing the spectrum of gamma rays incident upon it up the hole will record without 

prejudice all gamma rays which enter the crystal. For the purpose of the 

chemical identification of elements in the formations, it is obviously desirable 

to keep the spectra recorded as free as possible from interfering lines and to 

keep the pair and photopeaks of certain lines from having to ride on top of the 

Compton tails due to gamma rays of higher energy. One method of separating 

the two spectra we have just described is to record them with time discrimina

tion. Since the inelastic gamma-ray spectrum arises only while the neutrons 

are fast~ it is desirable to record the gamma r:ays incident upon the crystal 

ohly for the short period o£ tin~e while the neutron production burst is on. The 

scintillation pulses can then be pulse-height analyzed and the spectrum that 

results will be free of any thermal capture gamma rays since the burst is 

shorter than the thermal moderation tirne. Further, since one is using a 

relatively small fractional on-time, the buildup of long-lived activities in.the 

formation, in the borehole fluid, and in the sonde itself will not interfere par

ticularly with the i11-elastic spectrum which is observed. Sirnilarly, if one 

wishes to examine the thermal capture gamma-ray spectrum, one gales the 

detector off while the neutron burst is on and until the fast neutrons emitted 

by the source hav~ been thermalized in the formation and borehole flu:id. Then, 

gating the ·detector on, the only spec~rum which is recorded ls the thermal 

captti:re gamma-ray spectrum free of any inelastic effects. 

Two compounds of obvious interest in oil-we~l logging are oil and 

water. In order to illustrate the manner in which the gamma-ray spectra 

from these two materials are made more easily recognizable, particularly 
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in the pr-esence of other elements, .w.e . .present.in Fig._ 11-5 some_measure-
~ . . ' . 

ments. taken in pure oil showing the effect of neutron pulsing and de'tector 

gating. ~er~ is shown a spectrum recorded with the detector and source on 

continuously. Both the hydrogen capture gamma ray and the carbo~ inelastic 

are apparent. On the same illustration are shown spectra recorded with a 

pulsed source and the detector gate on during two differe~t times. The in

elastic gammas from carbon disappear from the spectrum when one· gates the 

det.ector on only after the fast neutrons have disappeared from the system, 

e. g., -so f.LSec after the burst. 

In ·additio~~ ·the. resolution of the, hydrogen thermal capture line be

comes considerably better as a result of the fact that the line no .longer has 

to ride on top of the Com~t6n tails arising from the carbon gamma. One of 

the advantages of a technique such. a,s this is that c.ertai~· unwanted gamma 

rays can be 'discriminated against at prCI.ctically no cost in counting rate in 

the desired spectrum. It also represents one of the few ways in which scLntil

lation sp.ectroscopy resolution ·may be improved with no loss of counting ·rate. 

This arises. from the fortuitous circumstance that in most of the media of 

interest in well logging the slowing-down time to thermal energy is relatively 

short compared with the thermal relaxation time. The result is that the time 

discrimination between the inelastic gammas and the thermal capture gammas 

is rather clean. The th~rd. spectrum shown. on F.ig. 11-5, taken with the de

teeter gated on for 10 f.LSec and· stra,ddling. the neutron· burst, shows clearly 

the· disappearance of the thermal capture line from hydrogen and the improve-
/ 

ment in resolution in the carbon pair peaks. 

A similar set of curves for water is shown in Fig. ll-6. Here, the 

hydrogen line appears also. However, the peaks in the higher energy portion 

of the spectrum which appear during the burst are due to the gamma rays in

elastically excited in oxygen. Again, we observe that the resolution improves 

in the individually recorded spectrum and that the hydrogen capture line 

disappears from the "fast•• spectrum. Although the spectra shown in Figs. 

ll-5 and ll-6 were taken in the laboratoryand each was recorded in a pure 

oil or wat~r m~dium, they d~ prov~de a ba~is f_or understan~ing some of the 

ways.:'in which this te·chnique might be used for well logging in the field. 
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The development of the accelerator tube described in this paper has 

been primarily the workof Arthur H. FrEmtrop, Sidney Soloway, and the late 

Wayne Arnold. The electronic ins.trumentation for the sonde was· made prin

cipally by Donald C. Moore, Peter Reusser, and William B. Nelligan. 
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12. INSTRUMENTATION FOR PULSED NEUTRON WORK AT LOS ALAMOS 

. Part I: G. R. Keepin 

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 

Perhaps one should apologize for addressing this august body ·on the 

comparatively mundane subject of pulsed neutron instrumentation. By way of 

justification, however, it is quite obvious that the experimental numbers we 

have to work with, and "l:lpon which our theoretical conjectures are based, are 

only as good as the instrumentation that gives the numbers. 

In the pulsed neutron program at Los Alamos we are dev.eloping instru

mentation which should enable us to cover the entire range of pulsed neutron 

experiments on both multiplying and nonmultiplying systems. In our studies 

on multiplying systems we hope to look at representative assemblies from 

fully-moderated thermal systems right up through fast metal systems, i.e., 

prorppt neutron decay periods (reciprocal "alphas") ranging from millimicro

seconds to tenths -of-seconds. Also we want to study the behavior of neutronic 

parameters. as a function of temperature. This is .of particular interest in 

our nuclear rocket propulsion program, though of course one cannot hope to 

approach the anticipated operating temper.atures of propulsion reactors. 

In considering the instrumentation for our rather circumspect program, 

it soon became c~ear that the desired range of pulse widths and repetition fre

quencies are fairly easy to specify, i.e., pulse widths from say a millisecond 

(several times the neutron slowing down time in.heavy moderators like graphite) 

down to a few tnillirnicroseco:nds (the order of a fundamental-mode reCiprocal 

••alpha" in fast subcritical systems - as investigated by the Livermore group). 
. . 

As a rough rule-of-th:umb, the pulse repetition frequency may be taken 

.as the fundamental-mode 11 alpha 11 divided by ten. This allows time to establish 

the fundamental decay mode, to followt~ts decay constant for two 6r three e-fold

ings, and to permit decay to a tolerable background before pulsing again. 

The maximum usable pulse yield is determined largely by the resolu

tion of the time delay analy_zer. With this in mind we are planning two separate 
.. 

experimental arrangements: the so ... called ••beam-deflection•• system for 

measuring decay periods from a few millimicroseconds to a few microseconds 

and an ."arc-pulsing•• system for all decay periods longer than a few micro

seconds. These two systems will be described more fully in later slides. 
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The ''arc-pulsirig" system derives its time base from a scaled-down crystal 

oscillator. Neutron signal pulses are recorded in a 30-channel time-delay 

analyzer. The resolution time of these channels is less than 0.1 fJ.Sec (meas

ured 40 millimicroseconds), but we shall be ultraconservative for the present 

argument and assume a resolution time of 0.2 fJ.Sec. Then in Fig. 12-l we 

have a plot ~f maximum initial counter loss in percent versus pulse .yield for 

various decay periods, T., and for various detector-geometry efficiency factors, 

Ge. Thus when m~asuring a decay period of 10- 4 sec with a detector-ge.orn-

. etry efficiency factor Ge = 10- 5 , one requires Y$.10 6 neutrons per ptllse to 

keep the initial counter ioss correction' below· Z'/'o,. Cur·.re!lponding limita.tion!il 

on pulse·yield may be read off for various decay periods for any arbitrary 

upper limit on tolerable cuunLi:ug-lol!Js correction. 

Actually there is an i~plicit correlation between T and Ge for non

multiplying media which is ignored in Fig. 12-1; i.e., aside from strong 

absorber effects etc., a large T normally implies a large system with cor

. respondingly small Ge, while a small T implies a small system (detector 

near the source) with correspondingly greater Ge. This general trend has 

been indicated by underlining the "more probable" GE range ·to be associated 

with .each decade on the abscissa of Fig. 12-l. 

In Fig. 12-1, then, we have an indication of the range of useful yields 
9 fo:r general ,Pulsed neutron studies, and that yields above """10 neutrons pe:r. 

pulse are normally not usable in such Ci!J!Jli~-..;.tionl!J• Thuo the very'l:ngP. pulse 

yield (Y ""10 
16

) from a "Godiva" (bare u 235 assembly at LASL) prompt bur.st 

presents no clear advantage to offset the accompanying· disadv,antages of large, 

symmetric, source geometry, inflexible pulse width (including long delayed 

neutron "pedestal" and extremely low pulse repetition rate. 

This is .not to say that the ultra-high-yield accelerators (e. g., photo

fission net1tr0n pulses from high-energy electron linear accelerators, as at 

Harwell and General Atomic) do not have their forte in m~ny types. of experi

ments .. For example, in neutron time-of..:flight spectrometry,. and in measur

ing re·actor internal spectra as a function of position and time (as Dr •. Poole 

outlined for us), one requires· all the pulse yield one can get, and sometimes 

more •. But for "conve.ntional" pulsed neutron experiments, the above consider·a

tions represent about the best o~e can P.o with m<;>dern electronic pulse-record

ing techniques over the time rang-e of interest. 
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In contrast to the very-high-yield pulsed sources, there is the pulse

transformer type of neutron source at the low end of the pulse-yield scale. 

Such sources are convenient, mobile, relatively inexpensive and are com_mer

cially available. Pulse yields are quite low (10
4 

neutrons/f.Lsec D,T), but ade

quate fo'r the middle region of Fig. 12-l. Pulse widths and repetiti'on frequen

cies are quite inflexible; widths are limited by arc-str~king time to a minimum 

of a few microseconds, and repetition rates are. generally limited to a few 

hundred per second, maximum. 

For the broad range of pulsed experiments we contempl<'!.te, we have 

selected a Cockcroft-Walton positive ion acceleTator: as the most ve r.s <~.tile 

pulsed neutron source obt.ainable (in the price range of $10
5

). The CW accel

erator combine!:> higl1 pulse yield '.vith compl€-tP fl P.-xi.bility a~ to pulse width 

and r~petition frequency; i.e., usi:r;tg beam-deflection and/ or arc -pulsing tech

niques one can generate neutron pulses at essentiaily any repetition frequency, 

with ~ny desired width from a few millimicroseconds. to a millisecond or 

greater. Also one can do the more conventiona,l modulated-source experiments 

with a -minimum of background gamma radiation. we are haying constructed 

to o\:lr specifications a mobile 350 -kev Cockcroft- Walton accelerator, to be 

described by Bill Stratton shortly. 

Finally, I'd like to. show you block diagrams of our beam-deflection 

system and- arc -pulsing system for pulsed neutron measurements.· The· beam

deflection system is shown in Fig. 12-l. It coneiata of the 350 -kv pulsed CW 

accelerator in the assembly building, or "Kiva'' (adapted from the Pueblo 

Indian name for ''ceremonial chamber"), coupled with a time-delay-to-pulse

height converter and 100-channel pulse-height analyzer in the control room 

which is located 1/4 niile from the Kiva. The master time -base oscillator -
\ 

a scaled-down 1-megacy~le crystal - is located in the high-voltage head of the 

accelerator, This drives the deflector plates which sweep the deuteron bea1n 

across an adjustable slit. Pulse width and repetition frequency are adjusted 

by varying the slit width .as well as amplitude and frequency of the oscillator 

output voltage. 

A "T" .reference pulse is taken from the insulated target~ and subse-
o 

quent signal pulses are taken from a fast detector, indicated in Fig. 12-2. 

The time spectrum of detector pulses is converted into a pulse-height spectrum 

which is then displayed on a 100-channel pulse-height analyzer (time-channel 
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widths variable from -0.002 to 1 !J.Sec). Here we have followed the.technique 

of Pas sell and others at Livermore in using the target pulse to "stop'' rather .. 

than 11 start 11 the ramp function in the (Model 13) converter. Using .this method, 

the ramp is initiated only when there is an information pulse to be recorded. 

The long ".dead time" characteristic of pulse-height analyzers using ferrite-

core storage. requires limiting the. detection rate to not more than one neutron 

count per target pulse. Such an arrangem~nt is well suited to the very-short-

period range where low neutron·})\.ilse yields and high (megacycle) repetition 

rates are a·dvantag.eous 0 but it is ·clearly unsuitable for the larger pulse yields 

and lower r.epetition :r:ate~ ·required for p~lited~ measurements in the decay-
. -5 . -1 . ' 

period range: 10 <T<lO · se,ccm~. 

Figure· 12-3 show!:i a block dingrirri of the arc':-pulsing system for 

measuring ~ecay periods fr6tn. -10. !J.Sec to -1 se~. Here again we have .the 

accelerator in the Kiva. and· a 30 -chaririel. time .,.delay analyzer (designed to 

our specifications by A. Koelle of· LASL) together with associated instrumen

tation in the control room. The master time base oscillator. a .1-mc crystal, 

is scaled down in steps of ''1. 11 "2. 11 and 11 5 11 in each decade from 10 6 to 0.1 

cps. The sequence of operation of the arc-pulsing.system is as. follows. 
' 

The three bac;~g;round channels are opened in succession; following 

~his the iorl: source is pulsed via light-beam telemetry to the CW high-voltage 

head,. as indicated sch~matically in Fig. lZ-3. A_ variable initial delay. Ti' 

is inserted to alluw Li1Y11~ for tho .:1r~ of tbt:> inn source to be pulsed, and follow-. 
ing this, to establish fundamental-mode neutron decay in the system under 

investigation. Immediately following the T i delay. thirty time channels 

(vririable width: 1 !J.Sec to 10 sec) are gated open in succession by a chain of 

thirty fast double-triodes (~mperex ECC 88). The variable final delay~ 'l'f" 

allows for decay of the detector counting rate to an acceptable background 

level. which is· then monitored by the three background channels during the 

next cycle. Both delays. Ti and Tf• and .all channel.widths are digit.al- i...:., 
' 6 

are keyed to the ·master oscillator which has a stability of l part in 10 • Scaler 

recording channels have a measured resolving time·of 0.04 !J.Sec; they, employ . . . . 

a "derandomizer11 scale -of-two input circuit ( 5654 fast flip .. flop) folfowed by 

Burroughs beam-switching scaler tubes. All recording channels are "slide-

in" units with individual "quick-disconnect" signal and ·power c,ables. A "total 

inputs" scaler is provided to check the total of counts,in all channels. A "gates't 
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scaler is provided for use in "Rossi-a 11 type measurements. Oth~r pertinent. 

data on the arc..:.pulsing system are given in Fig. 12-3, so I shall not dwell on .·. 
it furthe.r. 

Bill Stratton will now describe the pulsed cockcroft-Walton accelerator 

we are having constructed to our specifications by the Appl~ed Radiation Corpo

ration. 

Discussion 

Question:· What detecto1· do you plan to use in the LASL program? 

Keepiri:. Actually, we are investigating lileveral detector types, includ-· 

ing B lO -loaded liquid sdntillators, B 
10 

and u 235 internally-coated photomulti

plier tubes ·and the ultra-fast noble gas counters. We plan to try delay-line 

pulse clipping on some of the commercial ZnS(Ag) + B 
10 

loaded plastic de

tectors, as Gene Simmons has mentioned. In earlier experiments at LASL 

we observed a rise time of -0.02 IJ.Sec for ZnS(Ag) pulses, so pulse clipping 

should be quite effective in this case •. 

Question: Will your 11fast discriminator 11 be fast enough to handle very 

short pulses?. 

Keepin: Actually, in this application, the indicated 11fast discriminator•• 

serves more as a 11 line-driver 11 (low-output-impedance amplifier) than as a 

true discriminator. This line-driver will of course have fast response - a 

rise time of a few millimicroseconds. Effective pulse discrimination is actually 

accomplished at the input to the time-delay analyzer. 

Question: What value did you measure for the decay time c;>f the ZnS(Ag) 

phusvhor? 

Keepin: We have observed a decay period of ~0.04 IJ.Second for the 

••fast•• component and something like. an. order of magnitude larger than this 

for the smaller 11 slow•• .component in Zris(Ag). Some people take a tenth of a 

microsecond as a kind of average. The dec·ay period uf ZnS(Ag) i~; e:e,.tninly 

much .smaller than the figure of 10 IJ.Sec, widely quoted in earlier work. 

(\ • 
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12. INSTRUMENTATION FOR PULSED NEUTRON WORK AT LOS ALAMOS 

Part II: W . R . Stratton 

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 

As Bob Keepin discussed, our final choice for the LASL pulsed neutron 

source was a 350 -kev Cockcroft-Walton type accelerator . Figure 12-4 is a 

schematic drawing of the machine. Before proceeding further, I will note 

that many details have not been fixed and the final design may be somewhat 

different than visualized now . The external dimensions, however, should 

stay about as stated. These are approximately 11 ft long, 6 ft wide, and 9 ft 

high . The beam tube will be 7-1/2 ft off the floor . The approximate positions 

of the high voltage head, accelerating tube, vacuum and refrigeration equip

ment, etc., can be seen in Fig . 12-4. 

The machine will be self-contained on a cart so that it can be maneuvered 

within a Kiva and the cart will be rigid enough so that it can be hoisted on a 

truck for transportation between Kivas . We have adopted the philosophy that 

it will be easier to move the machine than the experiments. We now have 

two such Kivas and hope to have a third in about a year . 

The power supply ratings are such that the voltage ripple shall not 

exceed 0 . 2tfo of the accelerating voltage; voltage regulation shall control the 

power supply to within 0 . 2tfo of the accelerating voltage for line voltage varia

tions of ± lOtfo and beam current variations of up to 1.5 milliamperes. 

The ion source will be of the cold-cathode type, capable of giving more 

than l . 'i milliamperes continuous curr~::ul. This type of source is now in use 

in a somewhat similar accelerator at the University of Arkansas . Typical 

operating conditions for their source are 9 70-1500 volts and 12-25 milliam

peres. The gas consumption lies between 1/3 and 1/2 cc/min with a 3.17-

mm extractor aperture. They have produced a 2-milliampere beam current 

on a semi-continuous basis, and expect that it can be pushed higher. The 

beam current can be somewhat larger during arc pulsing operation and we are 

expecting more than 5 rna for this case. The duty cycle must be relatively low 

if the source is pushed this hard . The bean1. focusing will be variable down to 

about 2 millimeters diameter at the half-current points . For many experiments 

this foc:ns is better than we will need, but there certainly will be cases where 
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we need such a spot. It is expected1 that the total beam will ~e about half 

atomic and half molecular beam. alt}lough this ratio may be improved in the 

future. 

I 
2 . 

Our targets will be of zirconium (-300 f.J..g ern ) saturated with deute-

rium or tritium.· It is our .understanding that such a target. cooled to. about 

-15°C can accept some 600 watts/crn
2 witho~t significa~t overheating. Trans

la,ted into beam current and voltage. this says that at 350 kev we can have a 

beam of about 5 .milliamperes. if the duty cycle is 10 tfo and the beam radius 

no less than about 3 rnrn. 

we are· hopin,g for a capability of a very wide range of pulse lengths 

and repetition rates. The desired pulse lengths. repetition rates and method 

of pulsing are illustrated in Fig. 12-5. The very long pulses are to be pro

duced by actual pulsing of the arc .in the source, The medium-length pulses 

(beam gating) are produced by passing the beam between biased deflection 

plc..te·s. preventing it from passing through an exit aperture .. A gating pulse 

will be applied on command to cancel this bias. The shortest· pulse len~ths 

and the fastest repetition rates will" be accomplished by continuously sweeping 

the beam acres s the- slit system. .The slits. and rfvoltage will be adjustable 

to provide various p'ulse lengths. The boundaries indicated between the three 

different methods are not sharp; .we expect to ~ave some flexibility between 

the three methods. 

We will' be able to <?perate the beam gating method or the fast beam 

sweeping concurrently with the arc pulsing technique if this appears to be 

worthwhile. One will be able to obtain higher beam currents and consequently 

larger pulses by this technique. but the target duty cycle will be necessarily 

quite low. 

We ·have purposely specified that the various pulsing techniques should 

be done in the high-voltag~ sh.ell where the beam energy is quite low. Even 

though sorne.of these techniques could be done easier at ground potential, we 

feel that the ~dvantages of avoiding background neutrons outweighs the disad

vantage of working in the high-voltage shell. . . . 

At one time we were quite coricerned about an(ilyzing the beam, since 

the neutron pulse from the molecular beam could rnate.rially interfere with the 

pulse from the. atomic beam. However 9 ·"it appea·rs that we ·may be ·able to 

utilize this secondary source of neutrons l.f the mass "6" beam is sufficient~'¥ 

low in intensity. At 350 kev. the molecular pulse arrives at the target about 
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l/ 4 f.LSec after the pulse of .atomic ions, This time difference depends on the· 

accelerating voltage and increases to about l/2 f.LSec at 100 kev. There is 

some further variability available by adding drift space before the beam strikes 

the target. It turns out that these two pulses can be superimposed or used 

separately at the very short pulse lehgths and this small time difference does 

not matter at the long pulse lengths, 
. . 

In conclusion, we hope to have this accelerator in use in Los Alamos 

late this coming summer . 
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13. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN PULSED NEUTRON SOURCES AT LRL 

Lawrence Ruby 

Lawrence Radiatic;m Laboratory, Berkeley 

The pulsed neutron source I 1m about to describe is one of a class of 

crossed-field trapping devices, which was invented by James D . ~win col

laboration with others in the course of some ion source work here at Berkeley.
1 

I think I 111 start right out by describing how the thing is made . The essence 

of this device is its extreme simplicity . We believe that perhaps it might 

offer the same answer that a chicken in every pot would supply as far as 

hunger is concerned, namely, that one could now say, from an economy stand

point, that it 1 s practical to have a pulse neutron generator in every laboratory 

that wanted one. 

Supposing you take a flange, and a piece of common industrial glass 

pipe, and another flange with a large aperture in it, and another piece of in

dustrial glass pipe, followed by a final fiange. Attach to the center flange a 

ring-shaped dipole magnet. On one end of this device on a little boss , mainly 

to protect the seal, put a standard accelerator target. On the other end put 

a l!iimilar structure, excepting that this will be a dummy target - just the boss 

without the foil. Fill this device with deuterium to a certain pressure. About 

the simplest vacuum system arrangement that one could think of would be to 

put the final flange onto a manifold . This contains a cold trap and a mounting 

for the diffusion pump. This we claim constitutes the essentials of this neu

tron oource. Tl11:~ lc~.rget flange, which faces the object into which you are 

interested in putting the neutrons, is at ground potential as is the final flange . 

From the center flange goes a lead to the pulse transformer. Figure 13-l 

shows the device that I 1ve been trying to describe . You cannot see the vacuum 

system, but it attaches to the final flange . The ring-shaped magnet, which 

is entirely encased in a stainless steel electrode, represents the anode of this 

system. The lead going off to the pulse transformer can be seen, as well as 

the little boss for the target foil. The latter looks a little gray and has a little 

spot in the middle; it has actually been used . All of the flanges are made of 

brass and the entire structure is bolted together with Bakelite rods. If one 

uses the usual flange!:; lhat are supplied with industrial glass pipe there isn 1t 
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enough clearance along these six inch sections, between one of these flanges 

and the nextp to hold the amount of high voltage which we needed. Hence, we 

bolted them together with Bakelite rods, which were replaced in one of our 

modelsp subsequently with threaded nylon rods. Threaded nylon is now com

mercially available and is much more satisfactory since it is much more dif

ficult to strip. Figure 13-2 shows the details of the construction of the magnet. 

The ring magnet that was used is actually a combination of several ring magnets 

made out of ceramic material which is obtainable from the Indiana Steel Products 

Company. Their trade name for it is 11Indox. 11 In particular, 11Indox 5 11 is the 

material they sell with the strongest remanent field and.in many respects it 

is better than Alnico 5 for obtaining a high magnetic field. In order to solder 

the magnet case together, we found it necessary to make a radial pump-out 

·hole through the center flange. The major part of the stainless steel is put 

·together with harc;l solder, thEm the magnet is slipped in place from one sid.e 

and it remains only to make two soft solder seals, as indicated in the figure. 

In deference to ·the_ target, we· faced the soft solder seals toward the dummy 

:·target. 

The device· you saw runs pulsed. The Livermore people asked us for 

short pulses so we supp1ied a pulse transformer with a pulse of about 2 micro

.' seconds. We have run these devices with longe·r pulses <,ind, in factp this on,e 

you see in the last fig~re runs ·de. It dra~·s 3-~illiamperes at about a 100 

.kilovolts for the· optimum pressure. It consists merely of a tubep which is 

4-inch industrial glass pipe 2 feet longp with the target boss and the pump-out 

connection at the grounded end. This is not a conveni~nt arrangement, of 

course,· for pulsing reactorsp but it could easily b.e modified for such a pur

pose. Here you see the Indox _magnets, which are stacked outs.ide the vacuum 

vessel. These magnets 'could just as well have been solid cylinders, because 

this device is single-en~ed from the standpoint that only one side of the field 

is being used-in the machine. 

Before going into the theory of operation, let me tell you what happen.s 

here in particular ... The way we operate these things is to flow deuterium 

.:through the tube and to pump continuously; thereby maintaining a certain equi

~ibrium pressure,_ whose value will become apparent soon. If one plots either 

the neutron yield or the current d r;;l.wn hy the device versus pres sure, one 

get"s a family of curves, one for _each value of applied voltage. In general, 

we're on a mic:ron scale. From a pressure threshold the curves rise rather 
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sharply and then taper off. This might be plotted for the device shown at 80 

kev, 110 kev, and 140 kev. The yield is a sensitive function of pressure and 

an even more sensitive function of high voltage, as is usual in neutron sources. 

The lower end of the useful press'ure range is limited by the fact that the de

vice draws very little current at very low pressures, i.e.,· below_l micron. 

We feel that in this range there 1 s no multiplying ionization reaction going on. 

At sufficiently high pressures, the devic;e goes into an arc discharge. This 

critical pressure depends .on the voltage. The higher the applied voltag~, _the 

lower the limiting value of pressure. The device has been run at 140 kilo

volts. I have representative data at 125 kilovolts. I note from the log book 

that it was drawing .15 ampere,s and running at about 12 microns pressure of 

deuteriurn as measured -..vit~ an ion g_a~ge on the flange through which we were 

pumping. The device .was ~ested here_ at Berkeley at rep rates of about four 

pulses per second, but in Livermore.·it _has been run as high as. 200 pulses 

per·second. I have some yield figures with the D-D rea_ction for this device. 

The yield for D-T is, of course, higher, but we did not examine it here. How

ever the Livermo're people have used the D-T. reaction. The yield is in neu

trons per micros.econd divided by 10
3

, and the voltages are in kilovolts peak. 

For voltages 7.0, 8~. 95, 110, 125, and 140 the yields are 0.8, 2.2, 4.8, 8.1, 

16.6, and 23. 7, so it 1 s somet~ing over io4 
neutro_ns/J.Lsec at higher voltages. 

' · So much for the description ~f what happens •. Let me now discuss for 

a minute, why. When this device was first discovered there were several 

mysteries connected with it. We have opened up several more and we think 

we 1ve 5tolved a few, bnt this is a plausible explanation at least for part of the 
. . 

story. If you have a magnet which is polarized like a dipole, and between 

this magnet and the target-there is· a potential difference of something like a 

100 kilovolts, the dipole field will have both B and B components. It turns 
, . r : z 

out that .the direction of the field is not important to the argument; but let us 

take the B. field to be in E direction. Now imagine, if you will, that by S()me 
·Z 

process an electron is born ·in the r~g~oiJ. ·~lose to the anode. Through the 

action of the elec.tric field it b.~gi:r;1s to. be accelerated toward the ano9-e, acquir

ing a v component of motion_, but the·n the B component of the magnetic field z . . . . . . _ r . .. 
acting on it tends to turn 1t in the 0 dir~ction. It will reach a maximum 

velocity, whP.n all of the motio.n is. in the _8 direction. At tq.is time the effect 

.of the B component of the magnetic field will be at it,s maximum an_d by using z . 
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the right hand rule you will. be able to as sure yourself that the force exerted 

by the B z component of the magnetic field is a force pulling the electrons 

toward the axis of the device. By similar reasoning any. positrons in the sys-

tern would circulate in the opposite -8 direction, but would be expelled from "' 

the device by the B z component of the magnetic field. So, what we. envisioned 

. was a series of cycloidal-like. orbits, which encircle the axis of symmetry 

of this system and which are confined in the volume of interest by the. action 

of the B z component of the magnetic field. It was a pretty' short time before 

it became apparent that this picture. was a rather naive oversimplification. 

Integrating the equations of motion on an ·analogue computer showed that foJ: 

the magnetic fields which we were using, only a very limited range .of values 

of E produced closed orbits of the type I have been describing, and in particu

lar the gradients corresponded to voltages that were very low compared with 

our 100 kilovolts. This told us that this mechanism was perhaps irnportant 

only in the beginning, during the formation time of the discharge and that 

something else W(lS responsible for preserving the intensity of ionization dur

ing the rernai,nder of the pulse. A little further exploration showed that other 

things were happening here that were not at first apparent. When the ion 

·density had built up, the equipotentials in this system redistributed themselves 

so that almost all the voltage drop occurred within a centirnet.er of the nega

tive electrode. We made sorn.e estimates of the rate at which the electron 

density was rnuitiplying. It's easy to show that the e -folding time is about 
-8 

5 X 10 sec for pressures that we were using. 

The average value of o-v~;; is very easy to dderrnine because q has an 
•t: 

almost 1/v dependence above 100 volts. We observe that it takes about 1 
. ·~ 

microsecond for this discharge to become stable, and so we can predict that 

the densities could become tremendous if this exponential dependence of the 

electron density we:re fo~lowed indefinitP-ly. Of coursp,, .some lim.it.ing process 

comes into play, which finally determines the upper density for this discharge. 

One thing which. sug~ests itself is the fact tha~ the electrons circling the axis 

set up a .counter magnetic field, which, when it becomes sufficiently strong 

to weaken the applied field, will h~ve the effect of limiting the electron density. 

We .envisioned that there was a region of strong electron.concentration and. 

this was verified by experience in the early attempts .to use· this device as a 

.neutron S!OUrce.. Indications were that we were getting a r~ther well-spread-out 

\_, 
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beam over the ·Surface of the target, which is of course qesirable in this busi

ness', T:ne .slm·pl·est configuration is that shown in the Hgure depicting the de 

device.·. This is not the configuration we used in the pulsed device, fo~ several 

reasons. The first of these reasons, but not the most important, is· that elec

trans which are= born near the axis do. not find themselves in a region of suffi

cient Br component of magnetic field to g_et into one of these closed cycloidal 

'orbits. They just curve in and strike the 'tnode, so there is damage beip.g 

done .. to the anode structure of the device. In fact, we have beeri able, with a 

device being pulsed oric~ a second, to e.:rode through a .16th inch of stainless 

steel. There ·is another trapping ~echanism' which comes into play in this 

device when it takes on the double-:ended configuration and that is that electrons 

which normally would be lost on the anode go d.own through the magnet and are 
. . . 

reflected in the electric field. o:ri the other side. They mvltiply in this region 

and this is an ·additionaL way t.() inc'r'ease ·the· ionization. The beam .on the axis 

·of this double ..:ended type de'vice is very intense compared to the distribution 

one gets with the single-ended device. Now, of course, it's perfectly practi

cal to .Put some sort of a barrier inside the magnet. and both ends of the de-

vice work separately but, o'f course, one gains greatly from the making use 

of this .electron refle.ction.p!inciple to add to the ionization efficiency. Another 

important reason for maki=ng a double:-ended device is that one would like to 

have a grounded electrode next to the· reactor, critical assembly or what have 

you. At the .same time, one would like to pump at a grounded electrode also. 

The double -ended design enables. you to do this by pulsing the magnetic struc

ture positive, 

I would like to mention one drawback for people who are interested in 

being, sure they have only monoenergetic fast neutrons. In a device of this 

type th~ tritium target is bathed in· a gas atmosphere at least 1000 times more 

dense than:i!l u,sual pulsed .. neutron generators, and exchange of the tritium 

and:deuterium occurs constantly. T,his deplete's your tritium target at a cer-, 

tain rate, but more important it mixe~ in. D-D neutrons with the D-T neutrons. 

For ·much reactqr work this: turns 01.1t to be not an important effect. The effect 

in _the case of either the. pulsed or de device can be greatly slowed down if one 

takes care to purnl? out the .deuterium between the tirries in which the device is 

being nsP.d. 
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A rather unexpected hazard which is associated with this omnitron 

class of gas discharge devices turns out to be the quantity of soft x-rays which 

is produced as a by-product of this trapping mechanism. ·To give you s()me 

idea, with a device ·pulsing once a second it is easy to get a very large dose 

_of soft x-rays through the g-lass wall which is about 3/16 inch thick. With the 

de device we have seen x-ray intensities as high as 80 r/hr at 8 inches from 

the tube when it is running at a few milliamperes at a hundre<;l kilovolts. Even 

in pulsed operation it is a rather potent source of x-rays. It is also a good 

source of electrons if you want to use the very narrow pencil beam that comes 

through the magneL You can see where the idea of the word ornnit:r:on origi~ 

nates. 

It should be appreciated that neutron sources represent a health hazard 

from the standpoint of the fast neutron flux and weekly doses are obtaipyd 

working at l meter from. the device in about a 100 minutes. This again is an 

argument in favor of remote control of some sort. 

Remarks 

The experiments we did showed that when this device was· operating in 

a proper fashion the yield was reduced for any decrease in the magnetic fiel,d, . 

bu,t we often did not get any more yield by increasing the· number of magnets. 

I ascribe this only to the fact that you really don't increase the magnetic field 

when you make this dipole longer and longer. With an electromagnet we found 

no saturation effect as far as an upper magnetic field i·s concerned. In other 

words, the more field we were able to produce the more yield we got and· the 

more current we drew for a given-high voltage. In the de device we observed 

over 10 7 neutrons per second under the conditions I've already described. I 

would imagine that with a tr~tium target one would attain something like a 100-

fold increase for a period of time until exchange would degrade the yield some

what. This is only conjecture at this time with this particular device. Nulh

ing really fundamental limits the duty ~actor and a few obvious precautions 

should be taken, at high repetition rates, to monitor the temperature rise. 

At Livermore they increased the rep rate to 200 pulses per second and when 

it was turned off you could feel a definite rise in temperature, mainly th.e elec

tr9des were getting very warm, and one does not want to get the target. near 

to the point at about 250 ° C where it begins to lose its gas, so about the first 

precaution. you would take in going to higher powers is to add cooling for at 

.. , 
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least the two grounded electrodes on this double-ended device. Another diffi

culty with higher power operation is that we would haye to replace the insulators 

more frequently. ·Due to radiation da-mage from the great quantities of soft 

x--ray.s; they begin, very soon. after operation has commenced, to turn -~H9wn. 

And after a while little striations develop in the in~er surface _of the glass and 

these striations grow till you have something looking like an ornamental win- _ 

dowpane, ·and then finally a very long crack develops longitudinally whi"ch .lets 

you up to air. With de operation at 3 milliamperes at 100 kv, we go through 

a glass tube in about four.hours sometimes. Yes, the lo:wer limit of the pulse 
. . 

length is limited by this characteristic buildup time for the dis.charge to.about 

· 1 IJ.Sec. There seems to be no difficulty running with longe·r pulses, __ and we've 

stretched it up to de! If you hav~ in mind rm::tnin·g with longer pulses, the di£-. ·· 

ficulties now would bein the pulse t-ransformer rather than with this device .. 

We pump on it all the time; it co.uld be a static system if you could find a way 

to maintain the. pres sure range inside the device where I've indicated - of 

course this range depends on the voltage at which you are operating, which 
' . 

m·akes it a more .or less difficul_t problem. It's an intriguing idea, using a. 

keep-alive, bt~.t we have not yet had a call for the rapid rise-time you're in

. terested in, so we haven't tried it. But it might be a very interesting thing 

to do. 
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LEGAL NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. 
Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on 
behalf of the Commission: 

A. ·Makes any warranty or representation, expressed ·or implied, with 
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the information con
tained .in this repor.t, or that the use of any information, apparatus, method, 
or process disclosed in this report may not infringe privately owned rights; qr 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages 
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method or process dis
closed in this report. 

As used "in the above, 11 person acting on behalf of the Commission 11 

includes any employee or contractor of the commission, or employee of such 
contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the Commission, 
or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract with the Commis
sion, or his employment with such contractor • 




